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1a. Zusammenfassung  
        

 Diese Arbeit versucht mit Hilfe der Kombination von Metabonomanalyse, 

basierend auf multinuclearer NMR-Spektroskopie und HPLC/MS, und Proteomanalyse, 

basierend auf 2D-Gelelektrophorese und Westernblot Analyse, Fragen zur chronischen 

Nephrotoxizität, zur Qualität von Konservierungslösungen fuer die Nierentransplantation 

und Physiologie der Nierenzellen zu klären.  

 Zur Untersuchung des Energiestoffwechsels in der Niere nach Ischämie, 

Reperfusion und bei Toxizität, die durch Immunsuppressiva versursacht wird,  wurde 

eine neue HPLC/MS-Methode zur Quantifizierung von 11 Nukleotiden mit 20 Minuten 

Chromatographiedauer entwickelt und nach den Richtlinien der FDA (Food and Drug 

Administration) validiert. Dieses auf Perchlorsäureextraktion basierende Verfahren 

besitzt Potenzial zur Messung vieler phosphathaltiger, negativ geladener organischer 

Moleküle. Es basiert erstmals auf einer Ionenpaar-RP-chromatographischen Methode, 

welche, eine reproduzierbare und gute Trennung der Nucleotide erzielt ohne den für die 

Elekrospray-Ionisierung ungünstigen Phosphatpuffer. 

Zur Untersuchung des Einflusses von Ischämiezeit und Konservierungslösung auf die 

Nierenschädigung, wurden zwei in der Transplantationschirugie häufig verwendete 

Konservierungslösungen (HTK [Histidin-Tryptophan-Ketoglutarat] und UW [University 

of Wisconsin]) mit variierender Lagerungszeit getestet. Als Nierenschädigungsparameter 

wurde der Energiestatus der Nieren nach Ende der Lagerungszeit über die 

Nukleotidkonzentrationen bestimmt.  

 Es wurde HTK allein, UW allein, und die Spülung des Organs mit dem weniger 

viskösen und nicht vasoaktiven HTK und anschliessende Lagerung in UW getestet. Die 

Bestimmung des Energiestatus der Nieren nach der Lagerungszeit in 

Konservierungslösungen zeigte gute Korrelationen mit den Überlebensraten nach der 

Transplantation. Die unabhängigen Messungen der Überlebensraten und des 

Energiestatus bestätigten den Trend: HTK < UW ≤ HTK+UW. Die Unterschiede waren 

stärker bei kürzerer Lagerzeit (16 Stunden). Spülung mit HTK und die anschliessende 

Lagerung mit UW zeigte sich nicht nur als eine kommerziell gute Alternative zur 
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Spülung und Lagerung in UW alleine, sondern auch energetisch und von den 

Überlebensraten her als sinnvoll. 

 Die in der immunsuppressiven Therapie verwendeten Calcineurinhemmer 

Ciclosporin und Tacrolimus können zur Entwicklung von chronischer Nierentoxizität 

führen. Der mTOR-Hemmer Sirolimus, welcher die Immunreaktion an einer von den 

Calcineurinhemmern unterschiedlichen Stelle in der Signaltransduktion hemmt, wird zur 

zusätzlichen Immunsuppression in Kombination mit Ciclosporin und Tacrolimus 

verwendet. Klinische Daten zeigten jedoch, dass Sirolimus die Toxizität der 

Calcineurininhemmer synergistisch verstärkt. Diese Arbeit beschreibt die von den 

Immunsuppressiva verursachten Änderungen in der Histologie, in der Funktion, im 

Stoffwechsel und der Proteinexpression der Niere im Tierversuch und Änderungen in den 

Blut und Urin-Metabolitenmuster beim Menschen.  

 Es konnte ein verlässliches Modell zur Beurteilung der von den immunsuppressiven 

Substanzen ausgelösten Nephrotoxizität im Tierversuch entwickelt werden. Basierend auf 

den 1H-NMR-Urinmustern in Kombination mit glomerulären Filtrationsraten, Histologie 

und etablierten klinischen Markern (Blut Harnstoff-Konzentrationen und Blut 

Kreatininkonzentrationen) konnte folgende Reihenfolge in der Schwere des 

Nierenschädigung identifiziert werden:  

 Kontrolle<Sirolimus≈Tacrolimus<Sirolimus+Tacrolimus 
<Ciclosporin<Sirolimus+Ciclosporin 

 
Im zeitlichen Verlauf konnte nach 6 Tagen Behandlung ein Muster, welches dem durch 

freie Radikalbildner verursachten gleicht, beobachtet werden, wobei das Muster nach 28- 

tägiger Behandlung auf die Manifestierung einen Tubulusschadens schliessen liess. Die 

Hypothese, dass die durch Immunosuppressiva induzierte Nephrotoxizität auf der 

Bildung reaktiver Sauerstoffspezies basiert wurde noch ausgeprägter in Experimenten 

belegt, in denen nierentransplantierte Ratten mit immunsuppressiven Substanzen für 6 

Tage behandelt wurden. Hier wurde eine deutliche Korrelation zwischen den 

Konzentrationsänderungen der Urinmetabolite, die für Radikalbildung typisch sind, und 

den 8-Isoprostaglandin-F2α Konzenrationen im Urin gefunden. 8-Isoprostaglandin-F2α ist 

ein stabiler Surrogatmarker für die Bildung von reaktiven Sauerstoffspezies. 
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 In einer klinischen Studie wurden 15 gesunden Probanden einmalig eine 

Cyclosporindosis von 5mg/KgKörpergewicht (Optoral, Novartis, Basel) oder das Äquivalent 

an Placebo (Optorallösung, aber ohne Ciclosporin) verabreicht. Die 1H-NMR-Analyse 

der Urinproben zeigte, dass die Polyethylenglycolkonzentration (PEG) im Urin nach 

Ciclosporingabe bei weitem höher war als in der Placebogruppe. Das PEG-Signal 

zusammen mit TMAO, Citrat, Kreatinin und Hippurat war für die Gruppenbildung in der 

Principal Component Analyse hautpsächlich verantwortlich. In der Literatur wurde 

bereits von Le Moyec et al. beschrieben, dass erhöhte PEG-Konzentrationen zusammen 

mit erhöhten TMAO-Konzentrationen möglicherweise durch Ciclosporin verursachte 

Nephrotoxizität in transplantierten Patienten vorhersagen können. In dieser Arbeit 

konnten diese Marker zusammen mit zusätzlichen Markern bereits nach Gabe einer 

einzigen Ciclosporindosis identifiziert werden.    

 Die Proteomanalyse zeigte sich als ein äusserst hilfreiches Mittel zur Aufklärung 

der molekularen Mechanismen, welche durch Immunsuppressiva beeinflusst werden und 

mit deren Toxizität assoziiert sind. In dieser Studie wurden Änderungen in verschiedenen 

Protein- und Enzymkonzentrationen von verschiedenen Signaltransduktionswegen 

gefunden: 

• Calciumhomeostase  

• mitochondriale Fehlfunktion 

• Cytoskelettreorganisation 

• Endothelialfunktion 

• Hypoxie 

• Zellstoffwechsel 

Einige der beobachteten Änderungen wurden bereits zuvor in der Literatur erwähnt (z.B. 

Calbindin D28). Einige Beobachtungen tragen zur Klärung von bereits dokumentierten 

Phänomenen bei (z.B. Prolyl 4-Hydroxylase) und wiederum andere Beobachtungen sind 

neu und wurden bislang nicht publiziert (z.B. NADH-Dehydrogenase). Anhand der durch 

die Proteomeanalyse gewonnenen Erkenntnisse konnten neue Hypothesen bezüglich der 

Mechanismen der immunsuppressiva-induzierten Nephrotoxizität aufgestellt werden 

(Fehlfunktion des Calciumsignalwegs über Änderungen in den Konzentrationen von 

Calbindin und Regucalin) und bereits bestehende Hypothesen (Hypoxie und Bildung von 

ROS) bestätigt werden. 

 Zusätzlich wurden Untersuchungen zur Nierenphysiologie an Zellen des Inner 

Medullary Collecting Duct (IMCD3) druchgeführt, welche sich in einer Region des 
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Nephrons befinden, in der Osmolaritäten von 1200 mOsm/KgH2O herrschen. Die 

kultivierten Zellen wurden zur chronischen Anpassung an hohe Osmolaritäten 

schrittweise an 600 und 900 mOsm/KgH2O im Zellkulturmedium angepasst. Eine 

Analyse der Stoffwechselmuster wurde mit Hilfe von NMR-Spektroskopie, HPLC/MS 

und enzymatischer Methoden durchgeführt, um die zellularen Änderungen im 

Osmolytgehalt, Aminosäurestoffwechsel, Energiehaushalt und im Phänotyp dieser 

einzigartigen Zellsorte zu untersuchen.  

 Es wurde festgestellt, dass diese Zellart in der Lage ist, sich sowohl akut als auch 

chronisch an die hyperosmotischen Bedingungen anzupassen, ohne die intrazellulären 

Energiespeicher aufzubrauchen, welche in Form der Nukleosid Mono-, Di- und 

Triphosphate (NMP, NDP und NTP) gemessen wurden. Im akut hypertonischen Stress 

sinkt das NTP/NDP-Verhältnis nur leicht ab. Im Fall der chonisch an hypertone 

Bedingungen angepassten Zellen, sind diese Verhältnisse unverändert. Die 

Hyperosmolarität des Zellkulturmediums wird im akuten Fall hauptsächlich durch die 

Akkumulation von Aminosäuren als intrazelluläre Osmolyte und Bausteine für Proteine 

kompensiert. Im chronischen Fall dienen die „klassischen“ Osmolyte Taurin, myo-Inosit, 

Glycerophosphocholin, Betain und Sorbitol als Ausgleich für die hohe extrazelluläre 

Natriumkonzentration. Sorbitol wurde als der wichtigste Osmolyt bei der Anpassung an 

die Osmolarität  von 900mOsm/KgH2O identifiziert. Der gesteigerte Energieverbrauch 

zur Aufrechterhaltung der innerzellulären Natriumkonzentration durch die Na+/K+-

ATPase kann durch veringerte Proliferationsraten bei höheren Osmolaritäten 

gewährleistet werden. 

 Auf 1H-NMR-Spektroskopie und Massenspektrometrie basierende 

Metabonomanalyse, allein und in Kombination mit Proteomanalyse, stellen eine sehr 

effektive Vorgehensweise zur Identifizierung von biochemischen Mechanismen dar, 

welche zur Toxicität und Physiologie von Nierenzellen beitragen. Diese Arbeit bildet die 

Grundlage für weitere Studien, welche die gefundenen Marker bestätigen und zu neuen 

diagnostischen Markern im Menschen führen könnten. Die hier verwendeten 

diagnostischen Mittel könnten zur Individualisierung der Medikamentenbehandlung, zur 

Überprüfung der Organfunktion und Immunosuppressivatoxizität und zur Entwicklung 

neuer, sicherer Immunsuppressiva führen. 
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1b. Summary 
  

 This study uses a combination of metabonome analysis, based on multinuclear 

NMR spectroscopy and HPLC/mass spectrometry, proteome analysis, based on 2D-

gelelectrophoresis, mass spectrometry and Western Blotting, and other techniques to 

answer questions concerning chronic drug-induced nephrotoxicity, the quality of organ 

conservation solutions for the organ transplantation and the physiology of kidney cell 

lines.  

 A quantitative HPLC/MS method was developed and validated to investigate the 

energy state in cells and tissues. This method that was designed to separate and quantify 

11 nucleotides and more without the use of phosphate buffer as an eluent, has then been 

used to investigate the influence of kidney conservation solutions HTK [Histidine-

Tryptophane-Ketoglutarate] and UW [University of Wisconsin]) on the energy-state of 

the kidneys. These data were correlated with the survival data after the corresponding 

storage protocol. In this study, we found that UW storage was superior to HTK alone as 

shown by NTP/NDP-ratios and survival rates. Flushing of the kidney with the less 

viscous and less vasoconstrictive HTK and storage in UW seemed to be beneficial as 

compared to UW alone.  

 A reliable animal model that reflects the nephrotoxic effects of the calcineurin 

inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus and their combination with the m-TOR inhibitor 

sirolimus was developed. It uses HPLC/MS analysis of the isoprostane concentrations in 

urine and 1H-NMR analysis of urine in combination with established clinical markers as 

blood urea nitrogen and creatinine concentrations, the determination of the glomerular 

filtration rates and kidney histology. All these technologies revealed the following rank 

order of nephrotoxic efficacy:  

control<sirolimus≈tacrolimus<sirolimus+tacrolimus <cyclosporine 

<sirolimus+cyclosporine 

Assessment of time-dependency showed a 1H-NMR urine metabolite pattern similar to 

the pattern known to be caused by free radical formation after 6 days of treatment and a 

manifestation of a proximal tubulus injury after 28 days of treatment. The 1H-NMR urine 
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patterns for free radical formation became even more clear in the case of transplanted rats 

which were treated with immunosuppressants for 6 days after transplantation. This 

correlated with the isoprostane concentrations in urine, which are well established 

markers for the formation ROS. 

 A clinical study, in which 15 healthy volunteers received one single dose of 

cyclosporine (Neoral Microemulsion) or placebo (Neoral formulation without 

cyclosporine), was carried out to investigate the effects of cyclosporine in humans. 

Principal component analysis of 1H-NMR urine spectra revealed a separation of both 

groups in the score plot. The separation was mainly based on polyethylene glycol. 

TMAO, creatine, citrate, hippurate and creatinine also contributed to this separation. It 

had been published by Le Moyec et al. before, that PEG and TMAO urine concentrations 

may have predictive value for cyclosporine-induced nephrotoxicity in transplant patients. 

In this study we were able to verify those data after one single cyclosporine dose. The 

predictive potential of the other endogenous metabolites found in this study has to be 

further investigated. 

 Proteome analysis proved to be a very useful tool for the identification of molecular 

mechanism underlying drug-induced toxicity and toxicodynamic drug-drug interactions. 

In this study various changes in protein and enzyme concentrations of various pathways 

were identified:    

• calcium homeostasis  

• mitochondrial dysfunction 

• cytoskelettal reorganisation 

• endothelial function 

• hypoxia 

• cell metabolism 

 Some of these findings were documented in the literature before (e.g. calbindin 

D28), some of these findings helped to explain known phenomena (e.g. prolyl 4-

hydroxylase), and some findings were novel and had never been documented before (e.g. 

NADH-dehydrogenase). The results of the proteome analyses led to several new 

hypotheses (e.g. significant dysfunction of calcium homeostasis based on changing 

concentrations of calbindin and regucalcin) and confirmed existing hypotheses (the 

involvement of hypoxia and the formation of ROS in immunosuppressant-induced 

toxicity). 
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 For the investigation of the physiology of the kidney cell line IMCD3, which inherit 

the hypertonic environment of the inner medulla (1200 mOsm/KgH2O), a metabolite 

profiling analysis was carried out. This cell line is able to chronically adapt to 

osmolarities as high as 600 and 900 mOsm/KgH2O. To investigate the metabolic 

response of these cells to acute hypertonic conditions, the cells were exposed to 550 

mOsm/KgH2O medium tonicity (sub lethal) for up to 4hrs. Cells, which were chronically 

adapted to 600 and 900 mOsm/KgH2O medium tonicity, were also analyzed. The acute 

stress caused only a minor decrease in the energy charge (NTP/NDP) which probably 

secures those cells’ survival in hypertonicity. Under acute stress the cells rapidly 

increased the innercellular concentration of amino acids. In the chronic case, on the other 

hand, the outer medium tonicity is compensated by the accumulation of osmolytes as 

taurine, myo-inositol, glycerophosphocholine, betaine and sorbitol. Sorbitol has been 

determined to be the osmolyte with the highest concentration increase for the adaptation 

to 900 mOsm/KgH2O medium tonicity. The chronically adapted cells show similar 

energy levels as the cells growing at isotonic conditions, indicating a change in the 

cellular program from growth to maintenance of cell homeostasis.  

 It is concluded that metabolic profiling based on 1H-NMR and mass spectrometry 

alone and in combination with proteomics constitutes powerful technology to identify 

and monitor biochemical mechanisms affecting kidney cell metabolism. The work 

presented here constitutes the basis for further studies to systematically develop new 

diagnostic clinical technology for toxicodynamic monitoring of kidney function in 

patients such as transplant patients who receive nephrotoxic immunosuppressive drug 

regimens. It is reasonable to expect that such new diagnostic tools will allow for 

(A) predicting tolerability of a immunosuppressive drug regimens and 

individualization of immunosuppressive therapy,  

(B) monitoring allograft function and immunosuppressant toxicity, and 

(C) facilitating the development of a new generation of immunosuppressive drugs and 

immunosuppressive drug regimens by allowing more effective and faster 

pharmaco- and toxicodynamic screening and by providing new study end-points 

for clinical development. 
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2. Introduction 
 

2.1 General Introduction 
 
 Suppression of the immune system is crucial after organ transplantation in order 
to prevent graft rejection. The calcineurin inhibitors (CIs) cyclosporine (CsA) and 
tacrolimus (FK506) and the mammalian target of rapamycin (m-TOR) inhibitor sirolimus 
(Srl, rapamycin) are the most commonly used immunosuppressive drugs administered 
after organ transplantation. Although the short-term outcome of graft survival has 
increased during the last decade, there has been only very little improvement in terms of 
long-term survival [3,4]. Cyclosporine is nephrotoxic and has been thought to aggravate 
graft failure. Recurrent kidney disease and chronic rejection are the main causes for long-
term kidney graft failure [5]. The most important and the most potentially treatable cause 
of long-term graft failure is chronic rejection [6]. 

 
Figure 2.1: Kaplan-Meier estimates of short-term (A) and long-term (B) graft survival after transplantation 

from cadaveric donors (adapted from [4]) 

 
Cyclosporine and tacrolimus are the basis of many immunosuppressive protocols after 
organ transplantation [7,8] (for structures see Figure 2.2.1.1). The propensity of 
cyclosporine and tacrolimus to ultimately damage the very organs they were intended to 
protect, especially the kidney, was always recognized, but largely tolerated due to their 
impressive ability to improve short-term outcomes. With the mammalian target of 
rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor sirolimus (for structure see Figure 1.2.1.1), an equally 
potent immunosuppressant, that itself is lacking the most important side effects of CIs, 
such as nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity, has become available [9]. The combination of 
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sirolimus with CIs is attractive since their combination results in synergistic 
immunosuppressive activity and allows for the use of lower doses of both combination 
partners. This led to better short-term outcome after transplantation. Although devoid of 
nephrotoxicity when administered alone, sirolimus surprisingly enhanced cyclosporine 
nephrotoxicity in clinical studies [10]. Since with CI + sirolimus combinations the 
incidence of acute rejection can be reduced to less than 10%, the focus of interest has 
shifted from immunosuppressive potency to tolerability of drug regimens and long-term 
transplant organ survival [11]. Management strategies of toxicity in transplant patients 
will require a detailed knowledge of the biochemical mechanisms underlying 
immunosuppressant toxicity. Although on the market for more than 20 years, the basic 
biochemical mechanisms of cyclosporine toxicity are still largely unknown. Thus, it is 
still unclear if inhibition of calcineurin and/or cyclophilin, which are the key molecules 
involved in its immunosuppressive activity, also play a role in its toxicity [12]. This 
information is critical for the development of new and safer immunosuppressants. Also, 
studies evaluating the mechanisms causing the enhancement of cyclosporine toxicity by 
sirolimus have been limited to pharmacokinetic drug interaction studies [13-15]. Studies 
evaluating a possible enhancement of tacrolimus toxicity by sirolimus are lacking.  
The key to reducing or avoiding the negative effects of chronic rejection and 

immunosuppressant toxicity is early detection. Once detected, damage by chronic 

rejection can be reduced by immunological intervention [16] and in the case of 

immunosuppressant toxicity, modification of the immunosuppressive drug regimen [7,8]. 

Sensitive and specific diagnostic tools that can distinguish between chronic rejection and 

chronic immunosuppressant toxicity and that assist in the management of transplant 

patients are clearly lacking. An attractive new strategy is the identification of molecular 

“signatures” in the transplant organ, blood or urine [6], [17] that will allow for 

monitoring immunological organ damage and immunosuppressant toxicity. This thesis 

assesses and establishes the feasibility of new strategies and methods for the discovery of 

biomarkers of immunosuppressant toxicity. Those studies also allowed for additional new 

insights into the mechanisms of immunosuppressant nephrotoxicity using a combination 

of metabonomics and proteomics technologies.  
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2.2 Theoretical Background 

2.2.1 History of Immunosuppressants 
 With the discovery of the undecapeptide cyclosporine in 1971 began a new era in 

immunopharmacology. It was the first immunosuppressive drug that allowed for selective 

immunoregulation of T-cells without excessive toxicity and broad immunosuppression 

resulting in an increased prevalence of bacterial infections. Cyclosporine was isolated 

from the fungus Tolypocladium inflatum. It was first investigated as an anti-fungal 

antibiotic but its spectrum was too narrow to be of any clinical use. J. F. Borel discovered 

its immunosuppressive activity in 1976 [18].  

 
Figure 2.2.1.1: Structures of calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus (A) and the TOR inhibitor 

sirolimus (B). Numbering follows the IUPAC guidelines. 
 

In 1984, the macrolide tacrolimus was discovered in a soil sample taken from the foot of 

Mount Tsukuba in Tokyo that was found to possess potent in vitro immunosuppressive 

qualities [16]. Initially called FR000506, tacrolimus was subsequently found to suppress 

interleukin-2 production associated with T-cell activation, thus inhibiting the 

differentiation and proliferation of T-cells [16].  
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The story of sirolimus starts almost 35 years ago, when a sample of soil was taken from 

Rapa Nui (Easter Island). Originally, sirolimus was developed as an anti-fungal agent but 

development was discontinued due to its immunosuppressive properties. In the 1990s, 

sirolimus was re-discovered. This time, it was developed as an immunosuppressant after 

solid organ transplantation and, in 1999, was approved under the brand name Rapamune 

as an anti-rejection drug in kidney transplants [17]. During the testing as a transplant 

rejection drug, anti-tumor effects were observed as well [19].  

2.2.2 Mechanisms of Immunosuppression 

 T-cell signal transduction starts with the activation of the T-cell receptor 

(Ca2+dependent pathway) (signal I) (see Figure 2.2.2.1), and in the presence of a valid 

signal II (Ca2+ independent pathway), by the activation of the calcium/calmodulin-

dependent phosphatase calcineurin. Calcineurin dephosphorylates the nuclear factor of 

activated T-cells (NFAT), which is now able to migrate into the nucleus where it 

promotes cytokine and growth factor production (transcription), most importantly that of 

interleukin 2 (IL-2) [20,21]. These growth factors bind to their specific receptors on the 

cell surface to deliver signal III [22]. The resulting kinase cascades lead to mTOR 

activation by autophosphorylation [22]. 

   
Figure 2.2.2.1: Overview of T-cell activation. m-TOR is located at a branch point of signal III pathway of 

T-cell proliferation. Sirolimus is able to inhibit the activation of p70S6kinase and phosphorylation of  
PHAS-I by binding to m-TOR (adapted from [22]). 
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m-TOR has two main functions: (a) activation of p70S6kinase and (b) activation of the  

eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF-4E)-phosphorylatable heat stable protein I (PHAS-I) 

pathway [22]. It acts as a terminal in the signaling pathway that links occupancy of 

growth factors to an increase in eIF-4E-dependent protein synthesis in G1-phase cells.     

Cyclosporine’s immunosuppressive mechanism of action involves binding to its cytosolic 
receptor, cyclophilin [23]. The cyclosporine/cyclophilin complex inhibits calcineurin and 
subsequently the dephosphorylation of NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T-cells). Thus, 
NFAT is not able to enter the nucleus to stimulate the T-cell proliferation and IL-2 
synthesis (Figure 2.2.2.2) [23,24].  

 
Figure 2.2.2.2: Cyclosporine’s mechanism of action. Cyclosporine inhibits the calcium/calmodulin 

dependent protein phosphatase calcineurin. NFAT stays phophorylated and cannot enter the nucleus. As a 
result T-cell proliferation is inhibited. 

 

Tacrolimus’ immunosuppressive mechanism is similar to that of cyclosporine with the 
difference that tacrolimus binds to another family of immunophilins, the FK-binding 
proteins (FKBP), mainly FKBP-12. The tacrolimus/FKBP complex again inhibits 
calcineurin and the dephosphorylation of NFAT.  
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Although sirolimus also binds to FKBP-12, and the 3-dimensional structure of the 
sirolimus-FKBP12 is almost similar to the tacrolimus-FKBP12 structure [25], the 
sirolimus-FKBP12 inhibits TOR and the signal III pathway (G0 to S transition, 
translation, and cytokine-driven T-cell proliferation). As shown in vitro and in animal 
studies [26-29], sirolimus synergistically enhances cyclosporine immunosuppressive 
activity as well as tacrolimus immunosuppressive activity. This was confirmed in clinical 
studies [30-32]. 
 

2.2.3 Brief overview: kidney physiology and function  

 The nephron is the kidney's primary functional unit. Each kidney has about 1 

million nephrons. Each nephron contains a filtering system known as a glomerulus, and a 

tubule, through which the filtered liquid passes. Each glomerulus consists of a capillary 

network surrounded by a membrane called Bowman's capsule. The afferent arteriole 

carries blood from the renal artery into the glomerulus, where it divides to form a 

circulatory network. At the distal end of the glomerulus, the capillaries rejoin to form the 

efferent arteriole through which blood leaves the glomerulus [33].  

Figure 2.2.3.1: The Nephron: The wall of the nephron is pushed in forming a double-walled chamber 
called Bowman's capsule. The glomerulus is a capillary network within the Bowman's capsule. Blood 
leaving the glomerulus passes into a second capillary network (not shown in the figure) surrounding the 

proximal convoluted tubule. Coiled and lined with cells carpeted with microvilli and stuffed with 
mitochondria. The Loop of Henle makes a hairpin turn and returns to the distal convoluted tubule, which 
is also highly coiled and surrounded by capillaries. The collecting tubule leads to the pelvis of the kidney 

from where urine flows to the bladder and, periodically, on to the outside world. (Adapted from [33]). 
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 A large amount of circulating blood flows through the kidneys. Approximately 25% 

of the cardiac output or 1200 ml of blood per minute is received by the kidneys. One liter 

of urine is the end product of more than 1000 liters of circulating blood processed 

through the kidneys. Urine formation begins in the glomerular capillaries, with dissolved 

substances passing into the proximal tubule as a result of the force of blood pressure in 

the large afferent arteriole and the pressure in Bowman's capsule. The renal tubule is 

responsible for reabsorption and secretion. Reabsorption is the process of moving solutes 

from the tubules and reabsorbing or returning them to the bloodstream. Some substances 

such as glucose and sodium are reabsorbed until the plasma level reaches a specific 

concentration known as the renal threshold. Secretion is the process of transporting 

solutes into the renal tubule so that they can be excreted in the urine. Secretion allows 

substances such as hydrogen ions to be eliminated at a rate that exceeds glomerular 

filtration. Both reabsorption and secretion are controlled by the selective permeability of 

different areas of the renal tubule to water, sodium, and urea (a by-product of protein 

metabolism) and the response of the distal collecting tubules in the kidney to hormones 

such as aldosterone, antidiuretic hormone, and parathyroid hormone. The kidney has a 

remarkable ability to dilute or concentrate urine, according to an individual's changing 

physiological needs, and to regulate electrolyte excretion. Impaired renal function has 

adverse effects on blood chemistry, blood pressure, fluid balance, nutrient intake, and the 

person's general state of health. When kidney function becomes compromised by disease, 

the processes of glomerular filtration and renal tubular reabsorption and secretion become 

affected. Blood and urine biochemistry reflect the extent of this dysfunction. Renal 

function tests are used to screen for kidney disease, to help determine the cause of kidney 

disease, and to determine the extent of renal dysfunction [33].  

 The kidney medulla of mammals undergoes large changes in tonicity in parallel 

with the tonicity of the final urine that emerges from the kidney at the tip of the medulla. 

When the medulla is hypertonic, its cells accumulate the compatible osmolytes myo-

inositol, betaine, taurine, sorbitol and glycerophosphocholine [34]. The mechanisms by 

which the compatible osmolytes are accumulated have been explored extensively in 

kidney-derived cells in culture. Myo-inositol, betaine and taurine are accumulated by 

increased activity of specific sodium-coupled transporters, sorbitol by increased synthesis 
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of aldose reductase that catalyses the synthesis of sorbitol from glucose. 

Glycerophosphocholine accumulates primarily because its degradation is reduced in cells 

in hypertonic medium. The tonicity at the tip of the papilla ranges from isotonic, when 

the kidney is producing a dilute urine, to as high as 1 osmolal in humans and more than 5 

osmolal in some desert species [35].  

The mammalian nephron can be subdivided into at least 8 nephron segments and, 

depending upon one's point of view, possibly even more. For simplicity the nephron is 

divided into the four principal functioning segments indicated in Table 2.2.8.1.  

 Table 2.2.8.1: The nephron: four functional segments.  
Filtered Na Load: (140 mEq/L) (180 L/24 hrs) = 25,000 mEq/24 hrs 

 
 In normal individuals, the glomerular filtration rate is approximately 180 liters daily 

and the plasma sodium is 140 mM. Accordingly, the filtered sodium load is 

approximately 25 mol/24 hours.  

 

 Inner medullary collecting duct cells 

 The cells that inhabit the hypertonic environment of the inner medulla possess a 

number of adaptive mechanisms that allow them to survive this inhospitable 

environment.  This survival is mediated initially by activation of ion transport systems 

[36] and thereafter by the cellular accumulation of a number of osmolytes [37].  It has 

become increasingly evident that in addition to the proteins required for the cellular 

uptake and generation of these osmolytes, hypertonic stress brings about a coordinated 

response involving other proteins, many of which are critical to cell viability.  Previously, 

our collaborators had adapted IMCD3 cells in culture to grow at increasing levels of 

medium tonicity [38].  This response to changes in tonicity has been studied using gene 

Region Major function mEq Na+ absorbed 

proximal nephron Isotonic absorption 15,000 

ascending limb Urinary dilution 6,200 

distal nephron K+, H+ secretion 2,500 

collecting Duct 
H+ secretion 1,250 Urinary 

concentration 
1250 
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microarrays for acute [39] and chronic adaptation [40]. Our collaborators’ data for 

chronic adaptation of IMCD3 cells to hypertonicity has identified a large number of 

genes that change (both up regulation and down regulation) including the sodium pumps, 

osmolyte transporters, and many genes involved in energy metabolism.  Similar to 

genomics and proteomics which yields vast amounts of data related to the expression of 

genes and proteins, metabonomics refers to the whole metabolic profile of the cell.  The 

use of metabolic profiling, which is commonly understood as the study of small 

molecules or metabolites (by methods including NMR spectroscopy), contained in cells, 

tissue or organs that are involved in primary or secondary metabolism, has been 

established as a powerful tool to investigate changes resulting from an alteration in the 

proteome or enzymatic activities.  Thus metabolite profiling was previously employed to 

study changes in glial cells [41] and rat brain tissue [42,43] as well as the rat kidney [44].  

More recently, NMR analysis has been used as a screening tool to study changes in the 

liver and kidney as a result of drug toxicity [45]. 

  

Kidney dysfunction [33]  

 Renal failure is a loss of renal function characterized by uremia, the retention of 

nitrogenous wastes in the blood. Acute renal failure is rapid in onset and can often be 

reversed. Acute renal failure is classified as prerenal, renal, and postrenal failure. Prerenal 

failure is caused by decreased blood flow to the kidneys, as occurs with congestive heart 

failure. Renal failure results from injury to the kidney’s glomeruli and tubules. The most 

common causes of renal failure are glomerulonephritis, pyelonephritis, and tubular 

damage caused by drugs, heavy metals, and viral infection. Post renal failure is caused by 

obstruction in the urinary tract below the kidneys. This can occur from urinary tract 

stones, tumors, and anatomic obstruction due to benign prostatic hypertrophy. Chronic 

renal failure has a slow onset, may follow episodes of acute renal failure, and is not 

reversible. Chronic renal failure often results from acute glomerulonephritis or 

pyelonephritis. Other reasons for chronic renal failure include diabetes mellitus, 

atherosclerosis of the renal blood vessels, hypertension, polycystic kidney disease, and 

kidney stones.  
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2.2.4 Immunosuppressant toxicity and chronic allograft dysfunction 
Cyclosporine. While the mechanisms of immunosuppressive action of calcineurin 

inhibitors are well understood, our understanding of the basic biochemical mechanisms 

resulting in calcineurin inhibitor toxicity is 

incomplete [12]. It is generally believed that 

cyclosporine nephrotoxicity is mainly 

mediated through renal vasoconstriction and 

several vascular and tissue factors involved 

have been identified [2,3] (Figure 2.2.4.1). 

However, the cause of these changes on a 

cellular level remains mostly unknown. The 

mechanism behind CsA nephrotoxicity 

seems to involve the generation of free 

radicals and a subsequent increase of oxidative stress and cytochrome P450 activity 

[46,47], and an increase of vascular resistance with a resulting decrease of renal blood 

flow [48]. In in vitro and animal studies, it has been shown that cyclosporine inhibits 

mitochondrial energy production in the brain [49,50], heart [51], kidney [52,53], liver 

[54], and intestine [55]. The following distinct mechanisms have been proposed to 

explain the effect of cyclosporine on mitochondrial high-energy phosphate metabolism:  

- direct interaction of cyclosporine with oxidative phosphorylation in the 
mitochondria [53],  

- increased calcium influx into mitochondria and secondary reduction of ATP 
synthesis [56],  

- increased cytosolic free radicals formation followed by the reduction of ATP 
synthesis [57-59],  

- inhibition of calcineurin [60], inhibition of the Krebs cycle [61], and finally  
- binding to cyclophilin and interference with Ca2+ traffic through the mitochondrial 

membrane [56].  
The previous studies evaluating the biochemical mechanisms underlying the negative 
effects of immunosuppressants alone and in combination on cell metabolism strongly 
suggested a key role of the inhibition of mitochondrial energy metabolism. Based on this 

endothelin 1 ↑
prostaglandin E2 ↑
thromboxane A2 ↓

NO ↓

TGFβ ↑

ICAM, VCAM ↑
other fibrogenic molecules ↑

angiotensin II ↑

 
Figure 2.2.4.1: Factors involved in 

cyclosporine nephrotoxicity. Based on 
[1-3]. Abbreviations: NO nitric oxide, 

TGF transforming growth factor, ICAM 
intercellular adhesion molecules, VCAM 

vascular cellular adhesion molecules. 
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observation, it can be hypothesized that cyclosporine may cause drug-induced 
mitochondrial disease.  
 Tacrolimus. Tacrolimus toxicity is less well studied [1] and due to its similar 
mechanism of action and clinical toxicity, it is generally assumed that the mechanisms 
involved in its toxicity are similar to those of cyclosporine. Studies have shown that 
tacrolimus also inhibits mitochondrial ATP production [52,53,62]. However, the concept 
that CI’s toxicity may in part be mediated by inhibition of immunophilins, especially 
those involved in regulation of mitochondrial ion channel was tested by several other 
investigators [63-65]. The fact that tacrolimus binds to a different family of 
immunophilins than cyclosporine bears the potential for differences in the effects of 
cyclosporine and tacrolimus on cell metabolism. 
 Sirolimus. With its different mechanism of action that influences biochemical 

events later in the T-cell cycle, sirolimus synergistically induces immunosuppression and 

reduces the incidences of early acute rejection when combined with cyclosporine [66]. If 

used as a base therapy, it may provide protection against acute rejection equivalent to that 

of cyclosporine [67]. However, sirolimus lacks nephrotoxic properties in most studies 

[68-70], although some reports suggest that it may prolong kidney recovery and extend 

delayed graft function after ischemia reperfusion injury [71,72] by a mechanism that 

involves enhanced necrosis, apoptosis and decreased proliferation of renal tubular cells 

[73]. 

 Combination of Cyclosporine and Sirolimus. Most studies that demonstrated 
enhancement of cyclosporine nephrotoxicity by sirolimus in animal models [74-76] found 
that sirolimus greatly enhances sirolimus concentrations in blood and kidney and 
concluded that enhanced distribution of cyclosporine into the kidney is the reason for the 
increased nephrotoxicity in patients treated with cyclosporine and sirolimus. However, 
most of those results were based on a salt-depleted rat model that shows enhanced 
cyclosporine toxicity. This is in contrast to an earlier study by the same laboratory that 
did not find an effect of sirolimus on cyclosporine tissue distribution in a normally fed rat 
[77]. Podder et al. [75,76] also found indication for pharmacodynamic interactions that 
were greater than anticipated from the observed concentration changes. 
 Combination of Tacrolimus and Sirolimus. The mechanisms underlying a potential 
biochemical interaction between tacrolimus and sirolimus have never been studied. In 
light of the favorable clinical results in comparison to the cyclosporine/sirolimus 
combination, this is of great interest [78]. 
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 Currently in kidney transplantation there are only few markers for the prediction of 

graft outcome. Blood creatinine and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) in combination with drug 

concentrations and histological tests are the main parameters for the detection of chronic 

allograft dysfunction. Traditional clinical markers, such as creatinine measurements may 

be indicative of damage, but, by the time creatinine rises, a significant degree of kidney 

damage is already present and interventions may occur too late. Also, the use of an such 

an insensitive marker may allow for lingering “subclinical” damage that contributes to 

the multi-factorial state of “chronic rejection” [6]. Also, early diagnosis of rejection using 

biopsies remains controversial [6]. and due to the invasiveness of biopsies, large time 

intervals between sample collections are required. Therapeutic drug monitoring uses the 

pharmacokinetics of immunosuppressants as a surrogate marker for drug activity. The 

therapeutic target concentrations vary among transplant centers and have been validated, 

if at all, to avoid acute rejection and acute immunosuppressant toxicity. Pharmacokinetic 

drug monitoring does not take potential additive and synergistic pharmaco-

/toxicodynamic drug-drug interactions, or genetic variability into account and in general 

has failed to prevent chronic long-term toxicity [79]. 

2.2.5 Proteomic Profiling 

 With very few exceptions, gene products are proteins. The intracellular location, 

posttranslational modifications, and protein-protein interactions can only be analyzed at 

the protein level [80]. Proteomics can be defined as the analysis of the spatial and 

temporal expression of a subset (and ultimately a full set) of proteins in a defined 

biological system [80]. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) separates proteins 

according to their isoelectric point on the first dimension and to molecular weight on the 

second. This separation technique was first introduced for proteins in 1975 [81,82] and 

has been extensively used to compare the proteomes of related samples (e.g., treated 

versus control). The workflow of a typical proteomic analysis is shown in Figure 2.2.5.1. 

The reproducibility of protein separation by 2DE improved with the development and 

introduction of immobilized pH gradient strips [83]. An important issue is the choice of 

detection method employed to detect gel-separated proteins. Ideal protein stains should be 

sensitive to permit the detection of low abundant proteins, but they should also have a 
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broad linear dynamic range of quantitation to provide accurate estimations of abundance 

[84]. Traditionally, proteins have been detected by Coomassie Brilliant Blue (which has a 

linear response of intensity as 

a function of protein 

abundance but low 

sensitivity) or with silver 

nitrate-based staining 

methods (which offer high 

sensitivity but low dynamic 

range, and are interfering 

with mass spectrometry). In a 

typical 2DE experiment, the 

protein samples to be 

compared are separated in 

parallel gels. After gels are 

stained and scanned, gel spots 

that show an altered level of 

expression are excised and 

"in-gel" digested with a suitable protease (usually trypsin). In-gel digestion protocols 

exist that are compatible with downstream analysis by mass spectrometry [85,86]. The 

peptides produced in this way can then be analyzed by MS, either MALDI time-of-flight 

(TOF), ESI Ion Trap (MSn) or several other mass spectrometry based methods. Many of 

those require "online" liquid chromatography (LC) operating at low flow rates (nanoliter-

per-minute flow rates are often used; hence the term nanoflow LC or nanoLC). Technical 

advances in biological MS and bioinformatics during the 1990s meant that mass 

spectrometers now have enough sensitivity for the identification of proteins [87,88]. Thus 

the limit on sensitivity of the proteomics "workflow" is no longer MS. An approach 

widely used for the identification of proteins with in-gel digestion and MS data is that of 

peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF), in which the masses (mass-to-charge ratios (m/z)) of 

the peptide ions observed in the spectrum are used to search a protein database [89]. 

Search algorithms have been developed that use m/z values and compare them with those 

Figure 2.2.5.1: Workflow of Proteomic Profiling.  
Abbreviations: SDS, sodium dodecylsulfate; PAGE, polyacryl 
amide gel electrophoresis.  
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derived from the theoretical digestion of all proteins in the database [89]. A hit is defined 

as the coincidence of the theoretical and the observed m/z values (within a defined mass 

error). Algorithms which assess the statistical probability that the hit is correct have also 

been developed [89], although operator intervention is needed to identify false positives.  

 There are only two 2D-Gel electrophoresis-based studies assessing cyclosporine 

toxicity published in the current literature [90,91]. No published data for proteome 

analyses evaluating tacrolimus or sirolimus toxicity are available. The 2D-gel data for 

cyclosporine toxicity revealed effects on mainly three differently regulated proteins: 

decreased calbindin-D 28kD concentration, decreased regucalcin (senescence marker 

protein 30, SMP30), and decreased levels of the α-2U-globulin (major urinary protein, 

MUP)[91]. Also, combinations of immunosuppressive drugs have never been 

investigated in this context.  

2.2.6 Metabolic Profiling 

Similar to genomics and proteomics which yields vast amounts of data related to 

the expression of genes and proteins, metabonomics refers to the whole metabolic profile 

of the cell.   

 
Figure 2.2.6.1    The relationship between genomics (transciptomics), proteomics and metabonomics. 

Metabonomics can operate at all levels of an organism, namely organelle, cell, tissue, organ, biofluid or 
organism (adapted from [92]). 
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The use of metabolic profiling, which is commonly understood as the study of 

small molecules or metabolites, contained in cells, tissue, organs or biological fluids that 

are involved in primary or secondary metabolism, has been established as a powerful tool 

to investigate changes resulting from an alteration in the proteome or enzymatic activities 

[92].   

 Transcriptomics (Genomics), in particular, and proteomics do not provide evidence 

of endpoint markers for disease diagnosis or evaluation of beneficial or adverse drug 

effects in the same way as altered biochemistry provides the ultimate diagnostic 

information. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that biochemical profiling or metabonomics 

strategies will reveal information that is closest related to the current disease or therapy 

status. It is important to realize that factors other than changes in gene expression or 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) can affect the systems biology view of an 

organism; environmental factors such as diet, age, ethnicity, lifestyle and gut microfloral 

populations have a large influence and these various factors need to be deconvoluted. 

Metabonomics can be regarded as providing real biological endpoints and is defined as 

‘the quantitative measurement of the time-related multiparametric metabolic response of 

living systems to pathophysiological stimuli or genetic modification’ [45,93].   

 The two most information-rich techniques that give element specific molecular 

structural information are mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy. Currently, for MS-based metabonomics, it is generally necessary to 

carry out a separation step, usually using liquid chromatography (LC) or chemical 

derivatization and gas chromatography (GC) before the MS stage [94]. The use of Fourier 

transform MS with its exceptional resolution may remove the need for the separation step 

[95]. Moreover, MS can be more sensitive than NMR spectroscopy and gives lower 

detection limits. However, there are problems of non-uniform detection caused by 

variable ionization efficiency. 1H-NMR spectroscopy is especially suitable for 

metabonomics as it requires little or no sample preparation, is rapid and non-destructive, 

and uses small reusable sample sizes. More recently, the technique of magic-angle 

spinning NMR spectroscopy has opened up the possibility of metabonomics applied to 

tissue samples [96]. The NMR-detected metabolic response of an organism to a particular 
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disease, toxin or pharmaceutical compound can then be extracted from the complex data 

sets, which are also subject to biological variation, by application of appropriate 

multivariate statistical analyses. 

 Metabonomics is a successful approach because disease, drugs or toxins cause 

perturbations of the concentrations and fluxes of endogenous metabolites involved in key 

cellular pathways. For example, the response of cells to toxic or other stressors generally 

results in an adjustment of their intra- and/or extracellular environment in order to 

maintain their internal environment (homeostasis). This metabolic adjustment is 

expressed as a fingerprint of biochemical perturbations that is characteristic of the nature 

or site of a toxic insult or disease process. Urine, in particular, often shows changes in its 

metabolite profile in response to toxic or disease-induced stress. This is because the 

body's cellular systems attempt to maintain homeostasis in the face of a challenge. One 

means of achieving this is to modulate the composition of biofluids and hence eliminate 

substances from the body. Hence, even when cellular homeostasis is maintained, subtle 

responses to toxicity or disease are expressed in altered biofluid composition. 

 Statistical analysis methodologies as Stepwise Linear Regression (SLR) 

Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA), Partial Least Square Fit (PLS) and Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) of metabonomics data often becomes necessary, because of 

the complexity of the mixtures analyzed and the resulting data amount [45,97]. These 

methodologies are helpful tools to filter the large amounts of data and to extract single 

biomarkers or sets of biomarkers with the best properties for the prediction of diseases, 

organ function or drug toxicity.   

 Compared with other biofluids the NMR analysis of urine certainly has obvious 

advantages. The relatively low concentrations of proteins and high concentrations of low-

MW compounds minimize sample preparation and result in higher quality measurements 

[98]. Many publications in the field of toxicology and urine metabolic profiling using 

NMR allow for comparison of own data with existing data. This enhances the process of 

biomarker finding and reduces the number of experiments to carry out. As the table 

2.2.6.1 shows, many metabolic patterns resulting from different toxins have already been 

published [99]. Some of these patterns could be used as predictors for the type of toxicity 

or the location of injury. This would only be possible, if the whole pattern or at least most 
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of it are similar to the pattern shown in literature, because some injuries show partial 

overlapping changes in urine metabolite concentrations as shown in Table 2.2.6.1. 

    Toxin(s) Target organ/toxicity 
type Associated group of  biomarkers 

Adriamycin Heart 
 & kidney glomerulus ↓citrate, ↑creatine, ↑taurine, ↑↓ 2-OG 

Allyl alcohol Liver (periportal) ↑creatine, ↓citrate, ↓2-OG, ↑lactate, 
↑Phenylacetylglycine, ↑NMN, ↑taurine 

2-Bromoethanamine 
2-Chloraethanamine 

Kidney (papilla)  
& mitochondrial 

dysfunction 

↑Adipic acid, ↑DMG, ↑glutaric acid, ↑N-
acgly, ↓↑succinate, ↓↑ TMAO 

Carbon tetrachloride 
Systemic free radical 

formation 
& Liver 

↑taurine, ↑creatine, ↓citrate, ↓2-OG, 
↓succinate 

DCVHC Kidney (S2/3 proximal 
tubulus) 

Hexachlorobutadiene 
Mercuric chloride 
Paraaminophenol 

TCTFP 
Uranyl nitrate 

Kidney (S3 proximal 
tubulus) 

 

↑acetate, ↑aminoacids, ↓citrate, 
↓creatinine, ↓glucose, ↓hippurate, 
↑organic acids, ↓2-OG, ↓succinate 

Table 2.2.6.1: Metabolic markers associated with various toxins (from [99-108]. All data shown originate 
from studies carried out in rat models. Abbreviations: DCVHC, S-(1,2-dichlorovinyl)-L-homocysteine; 

TCTFP, 1,1,2-trichloro-3,3,3-trifluoro-1-propene; DMG, dimethylglycine; 2-OG, 2-oxoglutarate; NMN, N-
methyl nicotinamide; N-acgly, N-acetylglycine. 

  

 Several studies evaluating the correlation between metabolic changes and 

cyclosporine treatment have been published [50,61,109-111]. Interestingly, those studies 

are mainly focused on other organs than the kidney. Only one of those studies 

investigates the negative effects of cyclosporine in urine metabolites [109]. It has been 

shown that a group of urine metabolites is changing as a result cyclosporine treatment at 

a concentration of 45mg/kg/d [109], which is a much higher dose than the dose 

administered to transplant patients (ca. 5mg/kg/d).   

 Other studies investigated energy metabolism in kidney tissue amongst other organs 

[111]. Data shown in this study prove by systematic investigation on kidney energy levels 

that only measurements on flash frozen kidneys (freeze clamping technique) truly reflects 

the in vivo conditions. All data gained from other extraction techniques [111] with longer 

ischemia periods remains at least questionable.  
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2.2.7 Organ conservation solutions for transplantation  

 Organ preservation with consecutive ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury is a major 

factor contributing to failure and dysfunction in solid organ transplantation. To minimize 

the effects of organ damage but still allow for organ allocation, organ procurement 

requires in-situ flushing with a cold preservation solution followed by hypothermic 

storage at usually 4° Celsius. For liver and kidney transplantation, University of 

Wisconsin (UW) solution is regarded as the gold standard. It is effective using a number 

of cell impermeant agents (lactobionic acid, raffinose, hydroxyl ethyl starch [HES]) that 

prevent cells from swelling during cold ischemic storage. Additionally, UW contains 

glutathione and adenosine, agents that may stimulate recovery of normal metabolism 

upon reperfusion by augmenting the antioxidant capacity of the organs (glutathione) or 

by stimulating high-energy phosphate generation (adenosine) upon reperfusion. 

 Histidine-Tryptophane-Ketoglutarate (HTK) solution, which was originally 

composed by Bretschneider [112], represents an alternative. It is based on a high histidine 

concentration, which serves as a buffer. Compared to UW, it contains a lower potassium 

concentration in the physiologic range of humans and has a lower viscosity. The higher 

viscosity of UW (about threefold at 4° Celsius), which is mainly caused by its anti-

edematous ingredient hydroxyl ethyl starch, may result in less optimal organ perfusion 

and function [113], which might even be augmented by another effect of HES, its hyper-

aggregating effect on erythrocytes [114]. 

 Nevertheless, for both solutions, numerous studies have shown similar outcomes for 

solid organ preservation [115-117] but with extended cold ischemia over 24 hours, UW 

seems to be superior showing a better graft survival [118]. However, although organ 

preservation using established protocols is effective, some organs (5-15% of livers and 

20-30% of kidneys) still display delayed graft function (DGF) upon transplant as a result 

of severe I/R injury [119], and because this seems to make the transplanted organ more 

susceptible to the recipient’s immune system, it compromises graft survival and increases 

the incidence of acute rejections [120]. To improve organ preservation, studies on liver 

transplantation have successfully combined low-viscosity aortic perfusion with 

subsequent portal perfusion using UW [121,122]. A common tool to investigate the 

quality of a storage solution is by monitoring the high energy phosphates [123].  
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2.3 Aims of this Study 
 
 The primary goal of this thesis was to identify new, more sensitive and specific 

biomarkers reflecting immunosuppressant toxicity and, with their help, to better predict 

the outcome of renal function and nephrotoxicity. This will be achieved by systematic 

investigations of immunosuppressant drug treatments and there combination in a new 

long-term rat model which uses lower drug concentrations to monitor the mechanism of 

chronic nephrotoxicity. Additionally a kidney transplantation model was developed to 

test the specificity of the new set of biomarkers. This kind of model can also be used to 

predict the nephrotoxicity of newer immunosuppressant drugs and might be used as a 

helpful tool in drug development in preclinical trails with the potential of a screening tool 

for toxicity. Although cyclosporine’s and tacrolimus’s side-effects have been known for a 

long time there are not many alternatives to the use of CIs in transplantation.   

 The secondary goal was to gain further insights into the biochemical mechanisms of 

immunosuppressant-induced nephrotoxicity using a combination of proteomics and 

metabonomics-based strategies. As aforementioned, both are powerful tools to 

investigate a large number of signaling pathways and the connection to metabolic 

pathways, thus providing a more holistic or ‘systems biology’ view than exclusively 

using one technology. New insights gained by this strategy will lead to a better 

understanding of immunosuppressant caused nephrotoxicity.  

 In addition, this thesis is designed to test the hypothesis that calcineurin inhibitor- 

induced systemic toxicity and specifically nephrotoxicity is induced by the formation of 

free radical species as described above. As an alternative to those direct negative 

biochemical effects, indirect effects such as vasoconstriction via induction of endothelial 

dysfunction and hypoperfusion of the kidney might constitute the main reason for 

calcineurin inhibitor nephrotoxicity.  

 The effect of a concomitant application of HTK and UW preservation solutions, 

using the advantage of the lower viscosity HTK for primary flushing (high-volume, high-

flow cooling and wash-out) and the better solution for long-term preservation (UW) in a 

model of rat kidney transplantation with different cold preservation times was tested. 

This was important to understand the biochemical changes in transplant kidneys during 
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cold ischemia storage and to differentiate those changes from those caused by the 

immunosuppressive drug regimens. 

The effects of acute hypertonic stress in IMCD3 cells were investigated with the 

aim of differentiating between the effects caused by changes in the protein expression 

after chronic adaptation with the effects caused by protein activity in the acute case. 

The genomic response to adaptation of IMCD3 cells to hypertonicity results in 

both upregulation and down regulation of a variety of genes.  One part of this study was 

undertaken to assess the metabonomic response of IMCD3 cells that have been 

chronically adapted to hypertonicity (600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O) as compared to cells at 

isotonic conditions.  

 

2.4 Research strategies 
 To systematically investigate the influence of immunosuppressant therapy on 
mitochondrial energy metabolism, a new high throughput HPLC/MS assay was 
developed and validated following FDA guidelines. A study to optimize the tissue 
collection technique and the influence of ischemia periods on high energy phosphates 
was carried out to insure the reproducibility and accuracy of the data gained from these 
experiments. In addition to the use of this technique for the measurement of kidney tissue 
after treatment with immunosuppressants a study investigating the quality of kidney 
storage solutions and their influence on the energy state of the kidney has been carried 
out. 
 Two animal models were developed to systematically investigate the effects of the 
calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus and their combination with the mTOR 
inhibitor Sirolimus:  

• The first model is a long-term treatment model in which the rats were dosed for 6 
days and 28 days with immunosuppressants. At days 6 and 28 the rats were placed 
into metabolic cages to collect 24hrs urine and later the glomerular filtration rates 
were determined. Tissue and blood was collected for drug levels, histology, 
metabonomics and proteomics studies.   

• The second animal model was designed to investigate the reproducibility of the new 
markers in a transplanted rat model. In this model kidneys were transplanted form one 
donor rat to another. The rats were treated for 6 days with immunosuppressants. On 
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day 6 the rats were placed into metabolic cages to collect 24hrs urine. Following the 
rat kidneys were freeze clamped for metabonomics and proteomics studies.  

 All biofluids collected (urine and blood) were analyzed by NMR for pattern 
analysis of the whole spectrum and integration of known components. 2D-Gel 
electrophoresis proteomics analysis was carried out using the kidney tissue proteins of the 
rats of the long-term treatment group. The proteomics data give further insights into the 
mechanisms causing nephrotoxicity. Metabonomics data lead to a better evaluation of 
toxicity of immunosuppressants with a diagnostic potential. Metabonomics data were 
compared with the protein changes identified by proteome analysis of the tissues to reach 
a holistic view of changes caused by the immunosuppressive drugs. 
 For the investigation the drug induced effects and translation of the findings from 
the animal model in humans, a clinical study was carried out. Healthy volunteers received 
one single dose of cyclosporine of 5mg/kg body weight. Blood and urine samples were 
taken for drug level determination and metabonomics analysis. The relevance of the 
changes documented before in animal experiments, were now tested in a translational 
clinical study as a possible application for toxicodynamic therapeutic drug monitoring to 
detect and monitor immunosuppressant nephrotoxicity.   
 NMR is a very useful tool to determine changes in organic osmolytes and amino 
acid composition in the osmoregulation research as shown by many other investigators 
before [41,124,125]. In this study 1H-NMR, 31P-NMR and HPLC/MS as metabonome 
profiling technologies were combined with electron microscopy, proteomics and 
genomics technologies to give complete insights into the mechanisms enabling this 
unique cell line to chronically adapt to hypertonicity.  
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 LC/LC-ESI/MS method development 
 As described for cyclic nucleoside monophosphates [126], nucleotides have ion-

suppressive properties in the electrospray ion source. The ion-suppressive properties of 

the nucleotide compounds and the possible ion suppressive properties of other 

compounds in the matrix of the PCA extracts were investigated in this study. For this 

experiment a constant flow of a NADP+ solution (lower chromatogram, Figure 3.1.1) was 

injected during the chromatography of a PCA extract. This resulted in a constant signal in 

the NADP+ channel, which is decreasing with the gradient and has negative peaks at the 

positions where ion-suppression occurs (injection peak and nucleotides). The decrease 

caused by the gradient between 4 and 6 min in this run was also observed when methanol 

or water was injected and is most likely caused by the ion-pair reagents in the mobile 

phase. The nucleotides themselves were the major ion-suppressive compounds in 

perchloric acid extracts under these conditions.  

 
Figure 3.1.1: The effects of ion suppression on NADP+ signal recorded by mass spectrometry at m/z=742. 
The total ion count (TIC) shows NAD+, FAD, ATP, nucleoside diphosphates (NDP) including ADP, GDP, 
CDP and UDP and nucleoside triphosphates (NTP) including GTP, CTP and UTP. The bottom ion 
chromatogram was recorded during a constant post-column infusion of NADP+. Without ion suppression, a 
constant infusion results in a constant signal. However, after injection of the same PCA extract as shown in 
the top ion chromatogram, corresponding “negative” peaks are observed indicating that the nucleotides 
contained in the PCA extract suppress the NADP+ signal.   
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 The results of the systematic evaluation of ion suppression effects rendered the 

separation of all nucleotides quantified in this method necessary. To reach this goal 

several HPLC columns and several ionpair and non-ionpair chromatographic conditions 

were tested. Most ionpair chromatographic methods reported in the literature [127] used 

non-volatile phosphate buffers in the mM concentration range to achieve the necessary 

chromatographic performance required to separate the nucleotides. However, inorganic 

buffers are incompatible with the electrospray interface and were not an option. Our 

method is unique since no phosphate buffer was used.    

Table 3.1.1: Analytical gradient and HPLC performance calculations: 

time [min] % methanol % 2mM DBAF pH6  description 
0 → 1 8 92 isocratic 

1 → 13 27 73 slow gradient 
13 → 17 50 50 fast gradient 
17 → 19 8 92 equilibration for next run 

 NAD AMP CDP UDP GDP ADP 
N 19016 14078 15775 17306 19521 28028 

Capacity Factor k 2.9 4.3 4.8 5.1 5.3 6.7 
Resolution RS  12.2 3.1 1.4 1.4 7.9 5.6 

 CTP UTP GTP 6AH-ADP ATP FAD 
N 34570 35663 39679 53999 199036 387412 

Capacity Factor k 7.8 8.1 8.3 8.8 9.0 9.9 
Resolution RS  1.7 1.1 2.7 1.3 9.5 1.7 

 
. Figure 3.1.2: Representative total ion chromatogram. The chromatogram was acquired under the 

conditions shown in table 3.3.1.  
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 By the use of this methodology a minor substance carry-over up to 0.1% was 

observed at all measured compounds. This was most likely due to a known design 

problem of the Agilent injector used. As a result it was avoided to measure very low 

concentrations when following the samples at the upper limit of quantitation. Instead, a 

blank sample containing only methanol was injected after very high concentrations. As 

indicated by the validation results, method performance was not significantly affected. 

 Table 3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.2 show that the performance of this method was 

adequate to achieve the necessary resolution of all measured compounds in this method. 

The elution pattern is as one would theoretically predict under ionpair chromatographic 

conditions (the highest negatively charged compounds retain longer on the column than 

less negatively charged compounds and the lipophilic properties further separate the 

compounds with the same net charge).  

3.2 LC/LC-ESI/MS method validation (following FDA guidelines) 
 During method development, we compare four commonly used extraction 

strategies. Data shown in Table 3.2.1 clearly indicated that the PCA extraction procedure 

was associated with the best precision (measured as the coefficient of variation, %CV) 

for most measured nucleotides among the 4 independent methods tested (Table 3.2.1). 

The only exception was CDP that had a smaller %CV value after methanol-based 

extraction. The average recoveries during PCA extraction were better than in all other 

tested extraction procedures (except AMP during methanol extraction).  

  
12% PCA 

[µmol/gtissue] 
70% Acetonitrile 

[µmol/gtissue] 
70% Methanol 

[µmol/gtissue] 
Methanol/Chloroform

[µmol/gtissue] 
 average %CV Average %CV average %CV average %CV 

NAD+ 0.546 4.4 0.165 6.9 0.259 27.4 0.343 13.5 
AMP 0.348 2.9 0.244 37.0 0.407 11.5 0.308 4.7 
CDP 0.020 9.5 0.009 15.4 0.016 8.7 0.010 37.9 
UDP 0.041 4.5 0.028 10.8 0.048 10.0 0.038 12.8 
GDP 0.120 2.5 0.038 14.7 0.077 9.3 0.074 9.8 
ADP 0.622 3.0 0.337 5.8 0.534 10.0 0.506 7.3 
CTP 0.050 4.4 0.029 15.4 0.042 9.8 0.050 12.7 
GTP 0.300 5.3 0.099 5.9 0.145 8.3 0.181 19.7 
UTP 0.219 4.5 0.080 13.5 0.158 13.5 0.168 9.6 
ATP 1.049 4.8 0.892 19.5 0.904 14.7 0.949 9.4 
FAD 0.044 5.2 0.034 5.3 0.038 9.5 0.048 7.7 
Table 3.2.1: Comparison of 4 extraction methods for nucleotides. All experiments were based on the same 

sample of pooled kidney tissues (see Materials and Methods). 
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  The data indicated the following order in terms of quality, defined as precision and 

absolute recovery, during the extraction procedures tested (see also Table 3.2.1):  

 

12% PCA > 70% Methanol > Methanol/Chloroform > 70% Acetonitrile. 

  

 Based on the experiments shown in table 3.2.1 all extractions in our studies were 

carried out using the 12% perchloric acid extraction procedure. For the determination of 

the lower and upper limit of quantitation, of the intra- and interday accuracies and 

precisions, spiked samples containing 6% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.9% NaCl 

(isotonic saline) were used. This matrix was used since spiking of tissue due to its 

ATPase activity is not possible. The only alternative would have been to spike tissue 

homogenates in perchloric acid. However, this would have resulted in skipping part of 

the extraction process and would not have properly reflected the whole extraction 

process. In addition, the added concentrations would have been altered by endogenous 

nucleotides. 

Table 3.2.2 summarizes the results of the validation procedure. All acquired data were 

within the predefined acceptance limits (see Materials and Methods) which were based 

on the current US Federal Drug Administration guidance for the industry ‘Guidance for 

Industry, Bioanalytical Method Validation’ of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

(May 2001). 

 For NAD+ the requirements for accuracy were not achieved, although the intraday 

precision (9.7, 3.0 and 2.6 %CV, at 2, 80 and 250 µM respectively) and the quadratic 

curve fit (R2=0.998 in the range of 3.4-1290 pmol on column) were within acceptance 

limits.
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Table3.2.2:Lower and upper limit of quantitation, linearity, intra- and interday accuracy and precision. 
 

 
Abbreviations: LLOQ lower limit of quantitation; ULOQ, upper limit of quantitation; R, regression coefficient; 

 *values for upper and lower limit of quantitation are µmol/L of compound spiked into BSA/ saline solution. 
 **the dilution factor caused by the extraction procedure was 14.73; 50µL were injected for the validation procedure.  

 
 
 

intraday accuracy day-to-day accuracy intraday precision day-to-day precision  
 LLOQ 

[µM]* 
middle 
[µM]* 

ULOQ 
[µM]* 

calibration 
curve range 

[pmol on column]** 
R2 

LLOQ middle ULOQ LLOQ middle ULOQ LLOQ middle ULOQ LLOQ middle ULOQ 

AMP 2 80 500 3.4-1700 0.997 80 100 110 80 100 110 6.7 1.4 2.1 19.4 8.8 6.4 

CDP 1 80 250 3.4-1290 0.999 100 100 104 98 100 104 8.2 1.6 2.4 17.2 7.6 5.6 

UDP 1 80 250 3.4-1700 0.999 109 96 104 108 96 104 8.4 2.1 2.9 10.6 15.1 10.8 

GDP 2 80 250 3.4-1700 0.998 92 101 99 92 101 99 5.7 1.7 5.0 7.7 9.4 9.4 

ADP 2 80 250 3.4-1700 0.999 101 100 100 102 100 100 3.5 1.7 2.3 7.0 8.5 6.2 

CTP 2 80 250 3.4-1700 0.999 100 106 110 100 106 110 3.1 2.1 1.7 4.0 4.3 1.9 

UTP 2 80 250 3.4-1700 0.998 103 100 105 104 100 105 4.5 2.2 2.0 16.4 7.9 3.4 

GTP 2 80 250 3.4-1290 0.997 93 109 109 93 109 109 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.9 2.8 2.7 

ATP 1 80 250 3.4-1290 0.997 106 112 97 106 112 107 6.8 1.9 3.1 6.8 7.8 5.0 

FAD 0.25 20 92.5 3.4-1700 0.998 116 109 110 118 109 110 6.0 2.0 2.3 18.9 12.7 3.1 
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3.3 Influence of ischemia on nucleotide metabolism in the kidney 
 To test the influence of ischemia (a decrease of blood supply to a bodily organ, 

caused by constriction (cut) of the blood vessel) on the kidney energy levels, a time 

dependency study was carried out. This study was critical for the following work in terms 

of validating the collection procedures of kidney tissues used for nucleotide analysis. The 

very fast depletion of energy charge (within seconds), caused by an extremely high 

ATPase activity in the kidney following ischemia is shown in figure 3.3.1.  
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Figure 3.3.1 The influence of ischemia time on the energy charge.  Kidneys of healthy control rats were 
freeze-clamped after different time-points of ischemia, decreased energy charge (e-charge) ratio reflects 
ATP/ADP depletion (values as mean±standard deviation, n=6, one-way ANOVA p<0.001; *significant 
versus control, pairwise multiple comparison, [Holm-Sidak post-hoc test]) 

 
 These data clearly demonstrated the necessity for a very fast kidney collection 

protocol, to insure a reliable measurement of the in-vivo kidney energy state. Experiments 

showed that in addition to the time it takes to surgically prepare and collect the kidney, it 

takes a whole kidney of a healthy rat at least 30 seconds to completely freeze in liquid 

nitrogen. Based on our data, it is reasonable to expect artifacts during the freezing process 

per se when the whole organ or larger pieces of tissue are “flash frozen” in liquid 

nitrogen. All energy data presented in this work was based on a freeze clamping 

procedure to minimize ischemia time. The still perfused kidney was squeezed between 

two metal blocks of a clamp that had previously been stored in liquid nitrogen. This 
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allowed for immediate and complete freezing of the kidney without ischemic lag time. 

Based on those results the validity of studies reported in the literature [51,111] that did 

not validate their tissue sample collection protocols and did not use freeze-clamping of 

the perfused organ must be questioned.  

3.4 Energy charge as a quality control of organ conservation solutions 
 To investigate the influence of the effect of cold ischemia storage on transplant 

kidneys in our transplant models in general and to compare the effects of the organ 

conservation solutions HTK, UW and HTK/UW in specific, high energy phosphate tissue 

concentrations were determined using the above described HPLC/MS assay (see 3.1). 

Compared to native non-ischemic kidneys (energy charge, mean ± standard deviation, 

n=6: 0.789±0.026, see figure 3.3.1), every group showed a significant decrease in their 

energy charge at the end of cold storage. Following 16 hours of cold ischemic 

preservation, the tissue energy charge was significantly lower in HTK (0.096±0.009) 

compared to UW preservation without (0.133±0.011) or with (0.156±0.014) prior 

flushing with HTK. These findings remained basically unaffected after 24 hours of cold 

preservation, and still showed the best conservation in organs stored in UW. 

Interestingly, with 24 hours of cold conservation, the marginally better ability of 

HTK+UW over UW to conserve ATP disappeared but HTK still showed the worst 

impact on high-energy phosphates.  
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Figure 3.4.1: Energy charge of kidney tissue determined after different time intervals of cold kidney 
preservation using either HTK, UW or UW with prior flushing with HTK. All values are presented as 
means + standard deviations, n=6, comparison by one-way ANOVA combined with the Holm-Sidak post-
hoc test, *significant to HTK alone. 
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 Although hypothermia is the primary strategy to preserve cadaveric kidneys ex vivo 

which reduces oxygen demand by about 97% [128], this also inhibits Na+/K+ ATPase 

activity which leads to electrolyte imbalances and cell swelling. Moreover, continuous 

hydrolysis of phosphorylated adenosine nucleotides depletes ATP and its precursors, 

which increases cell vulnerability during reperfusion when energy demand is high. Under 

normoxic conditions, ATP is mainly supplied via mitochondrial oxidative 

phosphorylation, which is absolutely dependent on O2. Thus, normally, ATP supply 

easily keeps pace with ATP demand, and adenine nucleotide (high-energy phosphate) 

exists mainly as ATP, along with relatively small amounts of adenosine di-phosphate 

(ADP) and adenosine mono-phosphate (AMP). However, when ATP regeneration is 

inhibited due to hypoxia, ADP and AMP accumulate at the expense of ATP. This effect 

is well reflected by the significant decrease of high-energy phosphate (ATP, ADP) 

metabolites observed in all of our groups at the end of the cold preservation time which is 

most accurately expressed as a relative dimensionless value defined as energy charge 

[ATP+1/2ADP]/[ATP+ADP+AMP] [129].  

 In our study, compared to HTK alone, a better energy preservation in kidneys stored 

in UW was generally found, and at 16 hours of cold storage, kidneys flushed with HTK 

prior to UW storage showed the best ability to conserve high-energy phosphates.  

 The beneficial effect of adenosine (UW) over alpha-ketoglutarate (HTK) to 

conserve cell ATP levels was already demonstrated by in vitro studies using human liver 

endothelial cells [130] and for the favorable clinical characteristics of UW, its better 

cytoprotective effect on vascular endothelium has been demonstrated in bovine aortic 

endothelial cells [131]. However, since initial perfusion using UW is usually inferior to 

HTK due to UW’s higher viscosity, vasoconstriction caused by its high potassium 

content [132] and its hyper-aggregating effect on erythrocytes [114], initial flushing with 

HTK might improve wash-out of the kidneys capillaries with better tissue distribution of 

UW thereafter as one possible mechanistic explanation for the better tissue energy 

preservation found. In liver transplantation a better microcirculation following cold 

preservation in HTK, compared to UW, has already been demonstrated [133].  
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3.5 Drug concentrations and renal function after treatment with 
immunosuppressants alone and in combination (A1) 

 In this study, we tested the hypothesis that short and long-term exposure to 

cyclosporine alone and/or sirolimus in a normal, non-salt-depleted rat model will result in 

negative effects on the kidney that are reflected by changes in the urine metabolite 

patterns as assessed by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectroscopy and high-

performance liquid chromatography- mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS) and that these 

changes reflected (A) the immunosuppressive drug regimens, (B) drug exposure in blood 

and kidney tissue, (C) the amount of oxidative stress, (D) the extent of kidney 

dysfunction and (E) histological kidney damage. 

 Blood and tissue drug concentrations. A significant pharmacokinetic interaction 

between sirolimus and cyclosporine was found in this study. Although cyclosporine 

blood concentrations basically remained unaffected when cyclosporine and sirolimus 

were co-administered, cyclosporine kidney tissue concentrations were significantly 

increased after 6 days. This interaction was less pronounced after 28 days. Conversely, 

co-administration of cyclosporine significantly increased sirolimus blood concentrations 

after 6 and 28 days (Figure 3.5.1B). Also, sirolimus tissue concentrations were several-

fold higher in the presence than in the absence of cyclosporine (1mg/kg/day sirolimus for 

6 days: sirolimus kidney tissue concentration: 0.3±0.1ng/mg wet weight, after 28 days: 

0.1±0.002mg/mg; combination with 10mg/kg/day cyclosporine 4.3-fold increase of tissue 

sirolimus concentrations, +25mg/kg/day cyclosporine: 6.3-fold increase (all after 6 days, 

means ± standard deviations, n=6); +10mg/kg/day cyclosporine for 28 days: 7-fold 

increase). Cyclosporine and sirolimus blood concentrations were determined 4 hours 

post-dose using a highly specific and fully validated LC-MS/MS assays (Figure 3.5.1). 

The cyclosporine concentrations were close to those reported in kidney graft patients 

after 4 hours [134]. A dose of 1mg/kg/day sirolimus yielded average concentrations in the 

range of 3.2±1.7 and 18.7±7.2 ng/mL after 4 hours (Figure 3.5.1B). Thus, these sirolimus 

doses yielded trough blood concentrations (C24h) most likely at the lower end of the target 

blood concentration range of transplant patients (usually 3-15 ng/mL). However the 

levels were within the limits observed in transplant patient what is very important for this 
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study that was designed to investigate chronic low-dose and not acute high-dose drug 

toxicity.  

 
Figure 3.5.1: Blood and kidney tissue concentrations of cyclosporine and sirolimus. A) cyclosporine blood 
concentrations; B) sirolimus blood concentrations; C) cyclosporine  kidney tissue concentrations; D) 
sirolimus kidney tissue concentrations. All concentrations are means+standard deviations at 4hrs after last 
dose, all groups are n=6, comparison of groups using one-way ANOVA. For the study design and group 
assignment see animal Model A1 in ‘MATERIALS AND METHODS’. 

 
 The drug-drug interactions as indicated by the high sirolimus blood and tissue 

concentrations after co-administration with CsA result from the inhibitory effect of CsA 

on Cytochrome P450 enzyme in the liver (less sirolimus metabolism) and inhibitory 

effect on p-glycoprotein. A possible explanation for the increased cyclosporine tissue 

concentrations in the presence of sirolimus is that sirolimus inhibits p-glycoprotein-

mediated efflux of cyclosporine from the kidney [135].  

 

 Serum creatinine and blood urea nitrogen concentrations. All cyclosporine-treated 

rats showed at least a trend towards higher serum creatinine concentrations compared to 

controls at the end of the observation periods (Table 3.5.2).  

 The increase in serum creatinine concentrations was most significant in rats treated 

with a combination of 25mg/kg/day cyclosporine and 1mg/kg/day sirolimus for 6 days 
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(1.8±0.9 versus control: 0.4±0.1mg/dL, p<0.001). Sirolimus treatment alone did not 

increase serum creatinine concentrations after 6 days; however, there was a trend towards 

higher serum creatinine concentrations (0.6±0.1mg/dL) than in the controls after 28 days 

(Table 3.5.1). Changes observed in serum creatinine levels were accompanied by similar 

changes in blood urea nitrogen concentrations. 

 

  Blood creatinine 
[mg/dL] 

Blood urea nitrogen 
[mg/dL] 

body weight  
[% change during  treatment time]

 control 0.4±0.1 17±3 7±1 (day6) 27±3 (day28) 

CsA10 0.8±0.1 17±2 8±4 
CsA25 1.0±0.1* 25±5 1±3* 

Srl1 0.4±0.1 16±4 9±5 
CsA10/Srl1 0.8±0.5 48±31* -7±3* 

6 days 

CsA25/Srl1 1.8±0.9* 86±26* -11±5* 
CsA10 0.7±0.1 34±6 36±5* 

Srl1 0.6±0.1 19±1 23±12 28 days 
CsA10/Srl1 0.8±0.2 42±13* 4±7* 

Table 3.5.2.: Changes in blood urea nitrogen, blood creatinine and body weight. All values are means± 
standard deviations, n=6. One-way ANOVA showed that there were differences among groups with 
p<0.001 for each parameter. *: significant compared to untreated controls in pairwise multiple comparison 
using the Holm-Sidak post-hoc test. For the study design and group assignment see animal Model A1 in 
‘MATERIALS AND METHODS’. 

 
  Glomerular filtration rates. The measurement of glomerular filtration rates using 

inulin as a substance which is filtered from the blood by the glomeruli, but not reabsorbed 

by the tubulus cells, is a well established tool [136]. Interestingly, compared to inulin 

clearance rates in controls (358±132µl/min/100g body weight, all means ± standard 

deviations, n=6), sirolimus (1mg/kg/day) reduced glomerular filtration rates after 6 and 

28 days (Figure 3.5.2). Cyclosporine treatment had a more significant effect than 

sirolimus resulting in glomerular filtration rates of 96±37µl/min/100g body weight 

(10mg/kg/day) and 88±77µl/min/100g body weight (25mg/kg/day) after 6 days. 

Combination of cyclosporine with sirolimus reduced the glomerular filtration rates even 

further (Figure 3.5.2). The largest effect was seen after treating rats with a combination of 

10mg/kg/day cyclosporine and 1mg/kg/day sirolimus for 28 days (50±48µl/min/100g 

body weight). 
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Figure 3.5.2: Change in glomerular filtration rates in the different treatment groups. All clearance values 
were corrected for animal body weight and are presented as means+standard deviations (n=6). Groups were 
compared using one-way ANOVA and differences with p<0.001 were found. *: significant compared to 
untreated controls using pairwise multiple comparison (Holm-Sidak post-hoc test). For the study design 
and group assignment see animal Model A1 in ‘MATERIALS AND METHODS’. 

 
 Treatment of rats with 10 mg/kg/day cyclosporine for 28 days resulted in 

significantly reduced glomerular filtration rates and histological (not shown) changes that 

are considered typical for cyclosporine toxicity [137]. That sirolimus decreases the 

glomerular filtration rate in combination with cyclosporine has been shown in humans 

[138]. The effect of sirolimus alone on glomerular filtration rate remains controversial. 

Some articles in the literature report no or only minor negative effects of sirolimus on 

kidney function [139], others observed reductions in GFR [140]. Based on established 

outcome parameters such as kidney function (glomerular filtration rates) and histology, 

this rat model gave results reflecting clinical studies. In comparison to sirolimus, 

cyclosporine had a more significant effect on kidney function. As in clinical studies [141] 

and other animal models [74,142], the negative effects of cyclosporine were enhanced by 

co-administration of sirolimus. Additionally an effect of sirolimus, when administered 

alone has been observed. Although this effect was not significant, a clear trend was 

depicted. Overall, the results above indicated that a valid toxicity model was established 

that mirrored the effects of the immunosuppressive drug regimens studied in clinical 

trials. 
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3.6 Analysis of urine metabolites in animal model (A1) 
Urine 1H/13C-HSQC spectroscopy. Prior to quantitative 1H-NMR analysis 1H/13C-HSQC 

experiments were carried out to verify the integrated signals and metabolite changes as 

result of the immunosuppressive treatment. The most obvious changes between the 

Srl1/CsA10 combination treatment and the control resulting from HSQC spectroscopy 

 

 
Figure 3.6.1: Comparison of two regions in urine HSQC spectra (A1, B1: control; A2, B2: Srl1/CsA10).   
Abbreviations: 2-OG, 2-oxoglurarate; DMA, dimethylamine; TMA, trimethylamine; TMAO, 
trimethylamine oxide; gluc., glucose. 
 
 (Figure 3.6.1) are the appearance of trimethylamine, acetate and 2-hydroxy glutarate, and 

the disappearance of 2-oxoglutarate in urine. Since 2-hydroxyglutarate is the product of 

the enzymatic reduction of 2-oxoglutarate by 2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase a change 

in activity of this enzyme caused by the treatment can be hypothesized.  A strong increase 

in glucose signal intensity indicated decreased tubular function. Tubulus cells are integral 

in reabsorbing glucose from the glomerular filtrate. The 2D NMR analysis and direct 

comparison of urine after treatment proved to be an effective tool to investigate drug 

induced changes in urine patterns. Although this methodology is time consuming, uses a 

larger sample amount (which is no problem in the case of urine measurement) and is only 
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semi quantitative, it is definitely necessary for the unambiguous identification of 

compounds and it is able to show tendencies and changes which could be overlooked by 

1D analysis.      

 
 Quantitative 1H-NMR spectroscopy. For the NMR analysis of urine metabolites a 

set of 25 different high abundant compounds were integrated. Following 6 days of 

treatment, changes of biochemical profiles in urine were generally less pronounced and 

more variable than after 28-day treatment. Changes observed in urine metabolite 1H-

NMR spectra compared to controls after 6 days of treatment were significantly decreased 

concentrations of citrate, succinate, taurine and α-ketoglutarate (2-OG) and an increase of 

creatine (Figure 3.6.2). Compared to untreated controls, concentrations of glucose and 

lactate significantly increased (Figures 3.6.3 and 3.6.4) in the 28 days treatment groups. 

 
Representative 1H-NMR spectra of urine extracts after treatment for 28 days. The total number of urine 
samples evaluated for each group was n=6. Signal assignments: 1 drug vehicle compounds, 2 lactate, 3 
alanine, 4 acetate, 5 succinate, 6 2-oxoglutarate, 7 citrate, 8 dimethylamine, 9 trimethylamine, 10 dimethyl 
glycine, 11 creatine, 12a/b creatinine, 13 trimethylamine oxide, 14 taurine, 15 hippurate, 16 α-glucose.  
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 Based on glomerular filtrations rates and histology of kidney tissues (data not 

shown), treatment with cyclosporine and with cyclosporine and sirolimus in combination 

had more pronounced negative effects on the kidney after 28 than after 6 days which was 

also reflected by the urine metabolite patterns. Previous studies suggested that the 

negative effect of cyclosporine and its enhancement by sirolimus are mediated by a 

decrease in mitochondrial energy metabolism caused by an increase in reactive oxygen 

species [143]. 
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Figure 3.6.2: Changes in urine metabolite patterns after 6 days of treatment. The pattern changes observed 
matched those typically associated with free radical formation [108]. All urine metabolites were semi-
quantitatively determined using 1H-NMR. Values were normalized based on the total integral and 
means+standard deviations (n=6 for all groups) are shown. The p-values listed were the result of 
comparison of the treatment groups using one-way ANOVA. *: significance levels were estimated using 
the post-hoc pairwise multiple comparison (Holm-Sidak) method. Abbreviation: 2-OG: α-ketoglutarate. 

 

  1H-NMR spectra on day 6 where changes in creatine, 2-oxoglutarate, citrate and 

succinate concentrations match those found after exposure of rats to carbon tetrachloride 

(CCl4), a compound used as a model toxin for induction of free radical formation [108] 

strengthen our hypothesis that oxygen radicals play a key role in immunosuppressant-

induced negative effects on the kidney. 1H-NMR has been described as a valuable tool to 

detect metabolic changes in urine, which are specific for different regions in the kidney. 

 A clear trend in these effects in the order control<Srl1<CsA10<Srl1/CsA10 was 

obvious. Creatinine, hippurate, as well as citrate and α-ketoglutarate (2-OG) (both key 

metabolites of the tricarboxylic acid cycle) concentrations significantly decreased. The 

concentration of TMAO significantly decreased, whereas TMA levels increased in all 
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groups compared to controls. The succinate concentration did not change significantly 

but revealed a tendency towards reduced concentrations after sirolimus and 

cyclosporine+sirolimus treatment compared to controls. Acetate concentrations showed a 

very large increase in all treatment groups. 
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Figure 3.6.3: Changes in urine metabolite associated with S3 tubular damage [144] after 28 days of 
treatment as assessed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy.  All values were normalized based on the total integral. 
Means+standard deviations are shown (n=6 for all groups). The p-values resulted from the comparison of 
the treatment groups using one-way ANOVA. *: significance levels were estimated using the post-hoc 
pairwise multiple comparison (Holm-Sidak) method. Abbreviation: 2-OG: α-ketoglutarate. 
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Figure 3.6.4: Changes in urine metabolite patterns after 28 days of treatment as assessed by 1H-NMR 
spectroscopy. All values were normalized based on the total integral and means+standard deviations are 
shown (n=6 for all groups). The p-values listed were the result of comparison of the treatment groups using 
one-way ANOVA. *: significance levels were estimated using the post-hoc pairwise multiple comparison 
(Holm-Sidak) method. Abbreviations: TMA, trimethylamine, TMAO, trimethylamine oxide 
 
 Specific changes in urine metabolite patterns have been correlated with specific 

histopathologic changes induced by certain nephrotoxins like hexachlorobutadiene 

(HCBD) [145] or S-(1,2-dichlorovinyl)-L-homocysteine (DCVHC) [104]. In those 
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studies, proximal tubular injury was associated with increased urine concentrations of 

glucose, amino and organic acids, lactate, hydroxybutyrate and decreased concentrations 

of hippurate, creatinine, succinate and citrate. Medullary injury including papillary 

necrosis was associated with an increase of TMAO, TMA, acetate and succinate 

[98,144,146]. TMA is a volatile substance synthesized from choline in the gut before 

absorption into the blood system where it is further metabolized into TMAO by TMA-

oxidase [147]. In a recent study, after treating rats with 45mg/kg/day cyclosporine, Lenz 

et al. [109] found increased urine concentrations of glucose, acetate, TMA and succinate 

and a decrease of TMAO starting on day 7. Interestingly, the changes in urine metabolite 

patterns after 28 days of treatment with cyclosporine or a combination of cyclosporine 

and sirolimus in our study match those described for nephrotoxins causing S3 (pars 

recta) tubular injury. Long-term treatment with paraquat (humans) [144] or mercuric 

chloride (rats) [102] resulted in decreased urine concentrations of creatinine, hippurate, 

citrate, TMAO and increased urine concentrations of lactate, TMA, acetate, and glucose. 

Although these data indicated that the extent of changes in urine metabolic pattern reflect 

the severity of kidney damage as evaluated by histology, reduction in glomerular 

filtration rates, increases in serum creatinine and blood urea nitrogen concentrations, the 

allocation of damage to specific kidney structures solely based on urine metabolite 

patterns must be considered speculation since several metabolite changes like decreased 

citrate, creatine, and hippurate were similar after administration of toxins specific for 

different kidney regions [98,99,144]. 

 Two potential mechanisms responsible for the enhancement of cyclosporine toxicity 

by sirolimus have been described: a toxicodynamic mechanism involving a synergistic 

inhibition of high-energy phosphate metabolism [143] and a toxicokinetic interaction 

leading to increased cyclosporine kidney tissue concentrations in the presence of 

sirolimus [76]. The results of this study could support both mechanisms. Co-

administration of sirolimus and cyclosporine enhanced distribution of both cyclosporine 

and sirolimus into kidney tissue and enhanced the negative effects of cyclosporine on cell 

metabolism as reflected in urine metabolite patterns.  

 It is established that sirolimus alone does not exhibit nephrotoxicity [68-70]. 

Interestingly, this study shows that the kidney is not completely inert against sirolimus. In 
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agreement with previous studies, sirolimus did not increase serum creatinine 

concentrations and did not affect kidney histology after 28 days (data not shown). 

However, sirolimus showed a tendency towards decreased glomerular filtration rates 

(Figure 3.6.2) and significantly affected urine metabolite patterns (Figures 3.9.2-4). 

3.7 Analysis of urine metabolites in animal model (A2) 
 To evaluate the kidney glomerular function, GFR measurements were carried out. 

Figure 3.7.1 shows the effects of the different drug treatments described in animal models 

A1 and A2 in the Materials and Methods part. Those data show that tacrolimus (Tac1) 

and Sirolimus (Srl1) did not show a significant decrease in GFR, although the GFR was 

reduced in both groups. Sirolimus did not seem to affect the GFR of tacrolimus-treated 

rats to the same extent as it did in the case of cyclosporine in combination sirolimus, 

where addition of sirolimus reduced the GFR from 43% to 11% of the control value. 

 
Figure 3.7.1: Change in glomerular filtration rates in the different treatment groups. All clearance values 
were corrected for animal body weight and are presented as means+standard deviations (n=6). Groups were 
compared using one-way ANOVA. *: significant compared to untreated controls using pairwise multiple 
comparison (Holm-Sidak post-hoc test). For the study design and group assignment see animal Model 
A1/A2 in ‘Material and Methods’. 
 
 These data clearly showed that sirolimus, when administered in combination with 

cyclosporine, had a strong impact on kidney function. In comparison, when tacrolimus 

and sirolimus were combined, only a slight additional decrease in glomerular filtration 

rates was observed. This is conform with clinical data [148], [32]. This model is able to 

reflect the negative effects of cyclosporine and the synergistic toxicity with sirolimus at 

clinical drug concentrations using normally fed animals. Further experiments with newer 
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immunosuppressant drugs like mycophenolate mofetil (MMF), which is often combined 

with tacrolimus as an alternative to sirolimus and cyclosporine combinations [78] have to 

be carried out using this methodology to determine if there is any improvement in 

nephrotoxicity.   

 

 Quantitative NMR urine metabolite analysis. Treatment with Tacrolimus (Tac1) 

and combination of tacrolimus with sirolimus (Tac1/Srl1) for 28 days show patterns that 

differ from the CsA and CsA10/Srl1 urine metabolite patterns. Figure 3.7.2 shows, that 

tacrolimus did not affect tubulus cells in the way cyclosporine does after 28 days of 

treatment. Especially the increase of the urinary glucose concentration, which is typical 

for tubulus damage, was not observed in tacrolimus-treated rats.       

  

 
Figure 3.7.2: Changes in urine metabolite patterns associated with S3 tubular damage [144] after 28 days of 
treatment as assessed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy.  All values were normalized based on the total integral. 
Means+standard deviations are shown (n=6 for all groups). The p-values resulted from the comparison of 
the treatment groups using one-way ANOVA. *: significance levels were estimated using the post-hoc 
pairwise multiple comparison (Holm-Sidak) method. Abbreviation: 2-OG: α-ketoglutarate. 

 
 These data were in accordance with the GFR measurements and did not show an 

enhanced effect when sirolimus was added in comparison to tacrolimus alone. The 

additive sirolimus-cyclosporine toxicity has already been discussed under 3.6. To analyze 

the changes caused by tacrolimus, a principal component analysis was carried out. The 

urine 1H-NMR spectra were reduced into 192 buckets. The clustering analysis revealed 
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that all groups (control, tacrolimus, sirolimus and combination of tacrolimus/sirolimus) 

could be separated.   

 
Figure 3.7.3: PC analysis of rat urine 1H-NMR spectra after transplantation and 28 days of 
immunosuppressive treatment. Manual baseline corrections and calibration for creatinine at 3.05 ppm were 
carried out. Buckets were formed in 0.04 ppm intervals and spectra were normalized to the total integral 
prior to PC analysis using the AMIX software (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). The water signal region 
(4.8-6.0) ppm was excluded from analysis. For more details see “Animal model A2” in the Materials and 
Methods section. 

 
 

The loadings plot shows the spectral 

region at 3.32 ppm to have most 

influence on the separation in PC1. The 

main compound in this region is 

trimethylamine oxide, which was 10 

fold increased in the Tac1/Srl1 group as 

determined by manual integration. This signal did not increase in any other group after 28 

days of treatment. A change in acetate concentration (1.92 ppm region) is mainly 

responsible for the separation in PC2 and causes the separation of the sirolimus group 

from other groups.   Medullary injury including papillary necrosis was associated with an 

increase of TMAO, TMA, acetate and succinate [98,144,146]. The spectral regions 1.10-

1.14 ppm and 3.52-3.56 ppm are influenced by components of the sirolimus oral solution, 

as clearly depicted in figure 3.7.4. The urine 2D spots at 1.12 and 3.54 ppm on the proton 

axes are also visible in the sirolimus oral solution. 
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3.8 Energy metabolism after transplantation and treatment (B) 
  

 In this study we systematically analyzed the metabolic profile after 

ischemia/reperfusion injury followed by short-term administration of CsA and Sirolimus 

(Srl1) alone and combined in a rat kidney transplantation model using 1H-NMR and 

HPLC-MS for analysis of urine and kidney tissue.  

CsA25/Srl1 is the only treatment group showing a significant decrease in ATP and NAD+ 

kidney tissue concentrations (0.62±0.2 and 0.17±0.02 µmol/gtissue, all means ± standard 

deviations, n=6) as compared to transplanted, non treated controls (0.87±0.4 and 

0.27±0.12 µmol/gtissue) (see Table 3.8.1.).    

 
ATP 

[µmol/gtissue] 
ADP 

[µmol/gtissue] 
AMP 

[µmol/gtissue] 
NAD+ 

[µmol/gtissue] 
energy 
charge 

1. control 1.37±0.2 0.42±0.05 0.21±0.04 0.44±0.04 0.79±0.03
2. TX untreated 0.87±0.4 0.36±0.16 0.23±0.12 0.27±0.12 0.72±0.04 

3. TX Srl1 0.92±0.3 0.42±0.14 0.25±0.17 0.28±0.12 0.71±0.09
4. TX CsA10 0.72±0.2 0.32±0.08 0.18±0.05 0.24±0.06 0.72±0.03

5. TX CsA10/Srl1 1.37±0.2 0.47±0.06 0.19±0.03 0.39±0.05 0.79±0.01
6. TX CsA25/Srl1 0.62±0.2* 0.32±0.05 0.23±0.16 0.17±0.02* 0.67±0.14

ANOVA 0.01 0.143 0.878 0.01 0.083 
 Table 3.8.1: Kidney high-energy phosphate metabolites (day 7 after transplantation, Model B)) 

energy charge: ATP+0.5xADP/ATP+ADP+AMP; TX: kidney transplantation, Srl: sirolimus, CsA: 
cyclosporine; all values as mean±standard deviation (n=6), differences significant for ATP, NAD [one-way 

ANOVA], pairwise multiple comparison [Holm-Sidak method] *versus control. 
 

 Previous studies have shown that inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation in brain 

mitochondria and kidneys may lead to a decrease of energy phosphate metabolites 

[61,111]. However, our analysis of high-energy phosphates in kidney tissue after 7 days 

did only show a decrease of ATP levels in group 6 (CsA25/Srl1) but did not reveal any 

further significant changes of tissue ATP concentrations or the energy charge neither in 

the transplanted kidneys without immunosuppressant therapy nor if additionally treated 

with cyclosporine or sirolimus. The most likely explanation for this discrepancy to 

previous studies [111] could be the fact that ATP/ADP levels in tissue are extremely 

sensitive to hypoxia, and conventional organ retrieval, which typically involves a couple 

seconds of non-perfusion until tissue is fully frozen, which will lead to a drastic decrease 

of tissue energy rich phosphates (see also Results 3.3.). These data of ATP/ADP is in 
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accordance with earlier studies on acute and chronic cyclosporine toxicity that could not 

find any significant changes of ATP/ADP levels in the kidney after acute cyclosporine 

exposure using 31P-NMR [149]. These studies which avoided the previously mentioned 

problems of ATP stability during tissue collection by using a live animal scanner, found a 

40% decrease in kidney cellular ATP following chronic exposure to cyclosporine 

(25mg/d) after 60 days [150] and also after kidney transplantation in rejecting rats on day 

7 [149].  

3.9 8-Iso-prostaglandin-F2α levels in urine (formation of ROS) 
 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-F2α, a marker for oxidative stress and formation of free 

radicals, was found in urine of non-treated, non-transplanted controls at a concentration 

of 80±15pg/mg creatinine, which was lower than in the group that was transplanted only 

(148±69pg/mg crea; difference not significant). However, groups that were treated with a 

high dose concentration of both immunosuppressive drugs showed a significant increase 

of 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-F2α (group 3 [CsA25/Srl1]: 795±222pg/mg crea, group 4 

[CsA10/Srl1]: 475±233pg/mg crea). 

 
Figure 3.9.1 Urine concentration of 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-F2α after orthotropic kidney transplantation 
followed by immunosuppressant therapy for 7 days (TX: kidney transplantation, Srl: sirolimus, CsA: 
cyclosporine; values as mean±standard deviation, one-way ANOVA p<0.001; * significant, group 5 versus 
1 and 2; group 6 versus 1 to 4; pairwise multiple comparison, [Holm-Sidak method]) 
 
 As one mechanism postulated for CsA toxicity, the generation of free radicals has 

been discussed [59,151], We were able to detect increased levels of 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-
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F2α, which is a stable form of the isoprostane family and which is generated non-

enzymatically by free radical induced arachidonic acid peroxidation from cell membranes 

[152]. 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-F2∝ urine levels were already increased following 

ischemia/reperfusion injury in transplantation only, and were further enhanced by 

immunosuppressant therapy with the lowest concentration after Sirolimus and the highest 

after a combined treatment (figure 3.9.1). This indicates the presence of free radicals 

acutely after ischemia/reperfusion injury that are further enhanced under 

immunosuppressant toxicity.  

3.10 NMR spectroscopy for whole blood metabolite profiling 
 The systematic analysis of whole blood started with the analysis of spiked blood 

samples to determine the reproducibility and recovery of a selection of metabolites 

usually measured in whole blood samples [111,153,154]. Although as shown by others, 

NMR technology is a quantitative tool [155], in accordance with regulatory requirements, 

use of a new matrix for quantitative NMR analysis will require validation. This is 

especially important in terms of demonstrating acceptable recovery during extraction 

from this new matrix and to ensure in-process stability of the extracted components.  
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Figure 3.10.1: Calibration curves. Blood was extracted using a methanol/chloroform extraction procedure 
[111,153,154] (n=3). Abbreviations: GSH, glutathione; Glu, glutamate, TMAO, trimethylamine oxide. 
TMSP (1.1mM) has been used as an internal standard compound for quantitation. Data is presented as 
means (n=3). Standard deviations (<13.1%) are not shown to facilitate visual comparison.  
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 Recently, several reports have been published that uncritically used NMR 

spectroscopy for quantification of metabolites in whole blood without any validation 

attempt [111,154]. Thus it was our goal in this part of our studies to validate extraction 

procedures that have been used for whole blood extractions prior to analysis by NMR 

spectroscopy. Our results demonstrated that not all metabolites show a quantitative 

recovery after methanol extraction. This makes it obvious, that absolute blood 

concentrations of metabolites after methanol/chloroform extraction should be corrected 

according to their individual recoveries. The precision of this assay, after measurement of 

3 extracts at the same concentration, was up to 13.1% (acetate in the non-spiked blood 

sample). The calibration curves showed a linear correlation between the concentration 

and signal response with R2>0.99 in all cases. These data show that the reproducibility 

and linearity of this methodology is acceptable in all of the measured compounds. 

However, the values can not be placed into relation with data obtained by other methods, 

since the absolute value is altered by the recovery of each individual compound. 

Comparisons between different treatment groups should lead to valid data, when these 

are correlated to each other and measured under the same conditions.  

3.11 NMR blood extract  pattern analysis after immunosuppressant 
treatment and transplantation (B) 

 NMR analysis of rat blood after chloroform/methanol extraction followed by 

manual integration of known metabolites revealed only minor changes after 

transplantation and treatment with immunosuppressants, when compared to non-treated 

transplanted rats. Significant trends were only observed in the creatine concentrations 

(CsA10 157% and CsA10/Srl1 203% of control) and in the lactate concentrations (CsA10 

144% and CsA10/Srl1 123% of control). However, a principal component analysis 

(PCA) of the spectra showed a separation between groups (figure 3.11.1). The spectra 

were transformed into 192 buckets. Each bucket represented the integral of the 

corresponding spectral interval. PCA involves a transformation from the spectroscopic 

space into a space which is spanned by principal components which in return are related 

to the variance of the buckets of the spectra of the ensemble. PC1 showed 65.8% variance 

and PC2 showed 40.9% variance. These data clearly revealed differences in the metabolic 

blood patterns after immunosuppressant treatment. The loadings plots provide the link 
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between the statistical and spectroscopic interpretation of the phenomena in the 

ensemble.  

 
Figure 3.11.1: PC analysis of rat blood spectra after transplantation and 7days of immunosuppressive 

treatment. Baseline correction and calibration for creatinine at 3.05 ppm were carried out. Buckets were 
formed in 0.04 ppm intervals and spectra were normalized to the total integral prior to PC analysis using 

the AMIX software (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). The water signal region (4.8-6.0) ppm and the 
methanol signal (3.30-3.40 ppm) were excluded from analysis.  

   
 To identify metabolites which contribute most to the separation of the treatment 

groups, 2D-NMR 1H/13C-HSQC (hetero single quantum correlation) spectra were 

recorded. Many metabolites were identified (Figure 3.11.1). Regions around 3.46, 3.70 

and 3.82 ppm contributed most to PC1. These regions are mainly dominated by signals 

which belong to glucose. The region around 3.24-3.28 ppm contains TMAO, taurine and 

several unidentified compounds. TMAO has been reported to change after 

immunosuppressant treatment in blood and urine before [109,111]. The spectral region 

from 4.00 to 4.04 ppm shows a strong contribution to the PC2. 2D NMR analysis showed 

several signals in this region which could not be fully identified. However the main 

signal in this region, which is a triplett in proton spectra at 4.025 ppm and at 74 ppm on 

the carbon- axes in HSQC spectra could belong to myo-inositol, even though the other 

signals of myo-inositol are not clearly identifiable. In rat blood glutathione seems to 

appear mainly in its reduced GSSG form with the disulfide bond between two glutathione 

molecules. That the glutathione cysteine moiety is bond to proteins or to a second 

glutathione via a double sulfur bond has been demonstrated by others before [156]. This 
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indicates that changes in plasma glutathione are not necessarily related to oxidative 

stress.  

 

 
Figure 3.11.1: HSQC spectrum of rat blood extracts. Compounds were identified by comparison against 
literature databases [157-159] and were compared with proton and HSQC spectra of pure compounds at 
same pH. Amino acid abbreviations are based on IUPAC nomenclature. Abbreviations: TMAO, 
trimethylamine oxide; R-N+(CH3)3, trimethylammonium compounds (most likely cholines). Reduced 
glutathione refers to GSH and “oxidized” to the enzymatically oxidized form GSSG. 

 
  These data show the usefulness of principal component analysis for the analysis of 

NMR metabolic patterns. Although only few differences were observed by manual 

integration of a total of 33 blood metabolites, it was possible to find better predictors by 

PC analysis in combination with 2D NMR.   
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3.12 Analysis of urine metabolites in the transplant rat model (B) 
 1H-NMR (urine). The changes in urine metabolites associated with free radical 

formation caused by carbon tetrachloride reported in the literature [99,108] showed 

decreased concentrations of succinate, citrate, 2-oxoglutarate and increased 

concentrations of creatine and taurine. Our data clearly follow this pattern with most 

significant decreases in the combination group of CsA25/Srl1 with succinate (43%), 

citrate (11%) and 2-oxoglutarate (25%) as compared to the non-treated, transplanted rats. 

The same group also showed the highest concentrations of creatine (598%) and taurine 

(470%) (Figure 3.12.1). The intensity of this pattern increases in the order Srl1< CsA10  

<Csa10/Srl1 <CsA25/Srl1 among the treatment groups.  
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Figure 3.12.1: Changes in urine metabolites associated with free radical formation in the literature [99,108] 
determined by 1H-NMR (values are  normalized to total integral and expressed as mean+standard deviation, 
n=6, p-values=ANOVA  
 
 Additional changes were observed in the concentrations of trimethylamine (TMA), 

creatinine, α-glucose and hippurate (Figure 3.12.2). The creatinine urine concentration 

showed a decreasing trend with significant lower values in the treatment groups 

Csa10/Srl1 (58%) and CsA25/Srl1 (61%) as compared to the control groups (data not 

presented), which in combination with the higher blood creatinine levels reflects a 

decreased creatinine clearance. Other changes such as increased glucose (up to 460% in 

CsA25/Srl1) and decreased hippurate (30% in CsA25/Srl1) concentrations are likely 

associated with tubular injury [99]. The mechanisms for acute and chronic renal 

dysfunction following kidney transplantation are not fully understood, and a reliable 
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assessment of early renal function impairment remains a difficult task due to the lack of 

reliable parameters. Following kidney transplantation, in addition to drug toxicity, 

ischemia/reperfusion injury is a major factor contributing to renal function impairment, 

and constitutes an alloantigen-independent factor that can potentially trigger chronic 

rejection. Although not nephrotoxic itself, sirolimus has been reported to increase toxicity 

when combined with cyclosporine in previous studies in salt-depleted rats [14,74,76,142]. 

Also, generation of free radicals has been discussed as a key mechanism contributing to 

CsA toxicity [59,151]. 
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Figure 3.12.2: Changes in urine metabolites as determined by 1H-NMR (values are normalized to the total 
integral and are expressed as mean±standard deviation, n=6, p-values=ANOVA 

 
  1H-NMR has been described as a valuable tool to detect metabolic changes in 

urine, which were caused by chemicals that specifically damage different regions in the 

kidney, other organs or the whole system by known mechanisms [99]. In this study, 1H-

NMR analysis of urine showed only minor differences of kidney toxicity markers in 

untreated transplanted rats compared to non-transplanted controls after 6 days. Figure 

3.11.1 clearly shows that there is a strong correlation between the changes caused by 

carbon tetrachloride, a known generator for free radicals, and the concentration of 8-Iso-

Prostaglandin-F2∝ as a reliable method of free radical measurement [160,161]. This was 

similar to the immunosuppressant-induced changes in urine metabolite patterns observed 

in our study. The urine metabolite pattern analysis correlated well with the increasing 

concentration in 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-F2∝ in urine (data in 3.9), demonstrating an 

increased formation of free radicals especially in the case of co-administration of CsA 
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with Sirolimus in a dose-dependent manner (Srl1<CsA10<CsA10/Srl1<CsA25/Srl1). 

Additional changes in urine metabolite concentrations as shown in Figure 3.12.2, 

indicated that tubular kidney damage in the combination treatments was very likely since, 

compared to the controls, urine glucose concentrations were increased and hippurate 

concentrations were reduced. The glomerular function, as reflected by the creatinine 

clearance, seemed to be affected in the combination treatment as well, as creatinine blood 

concentrations were increased and urine creatinine concentrations were reduced. 

 
Figure 3.12.3: Representative 1H-NMR  spectra. Abbreviations: Val/Leu/Ile, valine/leucine/isoleucine; 2-
OG, 2-oxoglutarate; DMG, dimethylglycine; DMA, dimethylamine; TMA, trimethylamine; TMAO, 
trimethylamine oxide. 
 
 In conclusion, there is clear evidence for increased systemic free radical formation 

caused by the immunosuppressive drug regimens, as indicated by 8-Iso-Prostaglandin-

F2∝ formation (data not shown) and urine 1H-NMR pattern analysis.  Both techniques 

showed a larger extent of negative effects in the order Srl1 <CsA10 <CsA10/Srl1 
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<CsA25/Srl1. We found no treatment-dependent decrease of ATP after optimization of 

tissue extraction procedure (see 3.3.). 

 

3.13 Metabolite analysis after a single dose of cyclosporine in humans 
 To study the time-dependent effects of a single CsA dose (5 mg/kg), an open label, 

placebo controlled, crossover study based on 13 healthy human subjects was carried out. 

0, 4, 8, 12 and 24 hours after oral CsA administration, blood and urine samples were 

collected. Whole blood samples were extracted using the methanol/chloroform  

procedure (see materials and methods) and 1H-NMR spectra were acquired. After data 

processing the spectra were reduced to 192 buckets. Each bucket had the value of the 

absolute integral of the spectral region it represents. The dimensions were condensed and 

the principal components 1 and 2 (PC1 and PC2) were formed to present the differences 

between the two study groups. PC1 showed 45% and PC2 showed 69% of the cumulative 

explained variance (AMIX version 3.5). The separation of the placebo and Neoral-treated 

groups was based on several spectral regions (Figure 3.13.1).  

 
Figure 3.13.1 Principal component analysis of 13 healthy volunteers who received a single dose Neoral 
(5mg/kgbody weight) and 11 healthy volunteers who received placebo (similar volume of placebo as Neoral 
solution). Blood samples were drawn 4hrs after Neoral administration. They were stored at -80°C and  
extracted using the methanol/chloroform extraction. Fourier transformation, phase and cubic splines 
baseline corrections of 1H-NMR spectra were performed prior to reduction to bucket histograms with 0.04 
ppm bucket width. The spectral regions between 4.3-6.0 ppm and 3.33-3.38 ppm were excluded because of 
the water pre-saturation sequence used for data acquisition and the rest methanol signal. Bucket values 
were scaled to the total integral. One outlier spectrum was identified and is depicted by a grey arrow. 
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 Manual integration showed that the only statistically significant changes (p<0.05) 

were a small increase in alanine concentration (16%) and decreased concentrations of 

acetate and glutamate (-29% and -22%, respectively).  In this case, it is not possible to 

identify a valid set of markers form the statistical 1H-NMR spectra analysis. The reason 

for this is possibly the large number of different spectral regions which all contribute to 

the principal components. When the spectra were scaled to the TMSP signal a similar 

picture as in figure 3.13.1 was observed. 

 After 1H-NMR spectra were acquired from human urine samples, the spectra were 

reduced to 192 buckets. Each bucket had the value of the absolute integral of the spectral 

region it represents. In this case the bucket width showed to be most effective for the 

separation in the scores plot when set to 0.04 ppm. PC1 showed 41% and PC2 showed 

50% of the cumulative explained variance (AMIX version 3.5). Normalizing of the 

bucket values to the creatinine integral 3.02-3.07 ppm resulted in a better separation of 

treated groups in the scores plots as compared to scaling to the total integral. 

 
Figure 3.13.2 Principal component analysis of urine from 12 healthy volunteers who received a single dose 
of Neoral (5mg/kgbody weight) and 10 healthy volunteers who received placebo (similar volume of placebo as 
Neoral solution). Urine samples were collected 4hrs after administration. Fourier transformation, phase and 
cubic splines baseline corrections of  1H-NMR spectra were performed prior to reduction to bucket 
histograms with 0.04 ppm bucket width. The spectral region between 4.3-6.0 ppm was excluded because of 
the water pre-saturation sequence used for data acquisition. Bucket values were scaled to the creatinine 
signal region from 3.02-3.07 ppm. 
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The principal component analysis in figure 3.13.2 reveals the differences in urine 
1H-NMR metabolic patterns. The 

polyethylene glycol region 3.7 ppm 

mainly contributed to the PC1. The 

principal component 1 was mainly 

responsible for the separation of 

the treatment groups in the scores 

plot. Citrate (2.70 and 2.52 ppm) 

and trimethylamine oxide regions 

(3.30 ppm) also contributed to  

PC1. There was less separation of the groups in the PC2 than in PC1 (figure 3.13.2). The 

concentration of PEG was the same in the Neoral solution as in the placebo solution as 

determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (figure 3.13.3). The urinary PEG NMR signal in 

the Neoral group is threefold higher after 4hrs than in the placebo group and constituted 

14% of the total integral (table 3.13.1) as determined by manual integration. The signal at 

3.7 ppm was also integrated in the blood extracts and there was no difference between 

Neoral and placebo. This led to the hypothesis that not the polyethylene glycol 

metabolism in the liver but the excretion by the kidney was influenced by cyclosporine, 

since an inhibition of PEG metabolism would primarily lead to an increase in the blood 

concentration. A possible mechanism which could lead to increased urinary PEG 

concentrations is the inhibition of the tubular reabsorption of PEG by cyclosporine. 

Another reason could be an increased filtration from the blood by the glomeruli, which is 

not very likely since cyclosporine is known to decrease the GFR (see animal model).  In 

addition to the increased PEG concentrations, the lactate urine concentrations were 

significantly increased after 4hrs to 240% of placebo (ANOVA p = 0.04).  

 Table 3.13.1: Polyethylene glycol signal in urine at 3.7 ppm.  

 A partial least squares fit analysis (PLS) was applied to find the maximum 

correlation between the bucket table (table histograms which represent the spectral 

PEG Neoral Placebo ANOVA 
 % of tot. Integral stdev. % of tot. Integral stdev. p-value 

4 hrs 14.1 6.6 4.5 3.0 0.0001 
8 hrs 4.8 3.0 0.9 0.3 0.0003 

-0.50.51.52.53.54.5
(ppm)

PEG

Neoral
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-0.50.51.52.53.54.5
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PEG
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Placebo

TMSP

Figure 3.13.3: Comparison of Neoral solution with 
Placebo solution (both 1mg/mL). No differences in the 

polyethylene glycol PEG signal was observed. 
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intervals) and the cyclosporine treatment (figure 3.13.4). PLS also starts out with an 

ensemble of spectra which is translated into a bucket table (called X-table in common 

terminology). For PLS a second table (Y-table) is needed, which in this case was used to 

differentiate between the treatment groups (placebo spectra were set to 0 and Neoral 

spectra to 1). Unlike PCA which detects the direction of maximum variance in the X-

table, PLS tries to find the best correlation between the X and Y tables (in our case a 

correlation between bucket table or spectral regions and group affiliation).      

 
Figure 3.13.4 Partial least squares fit (PLS) analysis of urine from 12 healthy volunteers who received a 

single dose of Neoral (5mg/kgbody weight) and 10 healthy volunteers who received placebo (similar volume of 
placebo as Neoral solution). Urine samples were collected 4hrs after administration. Fourier transformation, 

phase and cubic splines baseline corrections were performed on 1H-NMR spectra prior to reduction to 
bucket histograms with 0.04 ppm bucket width. The spectral region between 4.3-6.0 ppm was excluded 
because of the water pre-saturation sequence used for data acquisition. Bucket values were scaled to the 

total integral. 
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nephrotoxicity after transplantation [162]. This report also identified citrate, 

trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO), alanine, and lactate as the most relevant resonances 

for evaluating renal function after transplantation when compared to creatinine. Our study 

identified the same set of metabolites that were changed after one single dose of 

cyclosporine 5mg/kgbodyweight. The maxima of these effects correlated with the Cmax of 
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1.4±0.36 µg/mL and 4 hours after Neoral administration in urine with 3.2±1.6 µg/mL. 

This clearly demonstrated the potential usefulness of this metabonomic approach for the 

monitoring of calcineurin inhibitor-induced changes. Based on those results, we 

hypothesize that metabonomics-based toxicodynamic monitoring of urine samples from 

transplant patients may detect nephrotoxicity at a very early stage, when commonly used 

clinical markers such as creatinine plasma concentration and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) 

concentration remain still unchanged. This hypothesis is currently tested in clinical 

studies in liver transplant patients. 
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3.14 Proteome analysis after immunosuppressant treatment ( A-1 and A-2) 
 To correlate the metabolic changes caused by immunosuppressive drugs with 

changes on the protein level, a systematic kidney proteome profiling study using 2D gel 

electrophoresis was carried out. 2D gel electrophoresis is also able to reveal changes in 

pathways, which do not necessarily result in metabolic changes and can help to better 

understand the mechanism underlying immunosuppressive drug toxicity. After 

application of whole kidney protein extracts onto the IEF strips (pH range 4-7, 24cm strip 

length) and isoelectric focusing, the strips were placed onto plastic bagged pre-cast 

12.5% polyacryl amide gels for electrophoresis. The gels, which now contained the 

proteins separated for their isoelectric point and their mass, were stained with Coomassie 

stain and imaged one day later. Up to 4000 proteins per gel were detected depending on 

the threshold used. The intensity (3D volume) of each spot was normalized to the total 

intensity (volume) of all spots detected on the gel. For comparison of the gels, a threshold 

which resulted in an average of 1500 protein spots per gel was individually adjusted on 

each gel. The spots of 24 gels (6 groups, n = 4 each group) were grouped resulting in 600 

groups of protein spots. To qualify as a group, specific spots had to appear on 23 out of 

24 gels. This requirement led to less miss-assignment of spots to the groups. The volumes 

of the spots in a group were then assigned to the corresponding treatment group. All 

statistically significant (Tukey test  p<0.05 compared to the control) spots were manually 

corrected and eventually reassigned to other groups. This procedure was necessary to 

eliminate false positive hits, which resulted from the fusion of two spots to one or wrong 

group assignment of spots close to each other. Visual control and manual assignments of 

new spot borders is essential to make sure that the resulting changes are not just 

coincidental and represent artifacts caused by the analysis program. The manual 

correction revealed 95 significant protein changes. As a criterion for the decision as to 

whether a spot was picked, the average spot volume had to change at least 40% as 

compared to the control. This and the visual evaluation led to 37 spots that were picked 

from the gel for protein identification by HPLC/MS after in-gel digestion. The spots were 

picked from the gels in an area where they showed the highest abundance to ensure that 

the main protein in the digest was the one that in- or decreased. 
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measured 
on  gel 

database 
value 

MW PI MW PI 

Srl1 CsA10 CsA10 
+ Srl1 1Tac Tac1 

+ Srl1 Protein Hit spot 
No. 

kDa pH kDa pH F F F F F 

Vimentin 1 56 4.9 54 5.1 1.5 2.4 2.5 1 1.1 

Caldesmon 2 ~60 6.3 61 6.3 1 1.6 1.4 1 0.9 

Prolyl-4-Hydroxylase 3 50 4.9 60 4.8 1.2 1.8 1.5 1.2 1.1 

Drebrin-like/ 
Actin binding protein 1 4 50 4.9 48 4.9 1.8 2 1.5 1.2 1.7 

ARP3, Actinrelated Protein 
3B 5 48 5.7 47 5.6 1.6 1.9 2.2 1.2 1.4 

Tumor rej. Antigen gp96 
/HSP90 6 47 4.7 92 4.7 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.1 

Arginine:glycine 
amidinotransferase 7 47 ~6.8 48 7.2 0.6 1.2 0.9 1 0.7 

Ribonuclease/ angiogenin 
inhibitor 8 45 4.6 49 4.6 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.1 1 

9 45 6.3 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.1 Kidney aminoacylase 1 10 44 6.35 45 6.1 2.1 2.4 2.5 0.9 2 
Catalase  60 7.5 

and ALDH2 11 40 6.1 56 6.6 1.8 1.2 1.8 1.5 2.3 

12 39 5.6 1 1.9 1.8 0.8 0.9 Fructose-1,6-bisP.ase 13 30 5.4 40 5.5 1.5 1.8 1.6 1.2 1.3 
NADH-DH/Ubiquinon 14 38 6.0 40 7.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 1.1 1.1 

Pyridoxal(Vit.B6)kinase 15 35 ~6.3 35 6.3 1.7 1.6 2.3 1.4 1.2 

Elongations factor EF-2 95 6.4 
and Pyruvate kinase 

16 34 ~6.4 58 6.7 1.8 1.6 2.2 1.4 1.6 

17 33 5.35 0.5 0.4 0.2 1.2 1.1 Regucalcin 
18 33 5.25 

33 5.3 
2.3 1.9 1.3 1.1 1.2 

Isocitrate Dehydrogenase 
(NADP+) 19 33 6.7 47 6.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.1 

MUP/alpha-2u-globulin 20-27 Several 
signals 20 5.8 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.9 

GM2 activator Protein 28 ~20 5.0 21 5.6 1.1 1.5 1.9 1 1.6 

Proteasome subunit 3 29 ~20 ~6.4 23 6.2 1.7 1.4 2.1 1.2 1.5 

Calbindin-D 30 22 4.6 28 4.7 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.7 
Tumor protein 

Translational controlled 31 ~20 4.8 20 4.8 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.2 

tubulin alpha chain 32 ~22 4.9 50 4.9 2.1 1.6 0.9 1.1 0.8 

Plastin 3 T-isoform 33 ~60 5.2 70 5.2 1.1 1.4 2 1.5 1.1 

Aldehyde DH 7 antiquintin 34 55 ~6.8 55 7.2 
6.0 1 1.4 1.5 0.7 0.6 

Aldose reductase 35 35 ~6.5 35 6.3 0.8 1.2 1.1 0.7 0.5 

Dimethylarginine 
dimethylaminohydrolase 36 31 6.1 31 5.8 1.6 1.2 1.4 2 2.1 

RICKEN cDNA 
1810013B01 22 5.6 

FCMO 
37 24 5.4 

59 8.5 
1.2 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.4 

Table 3.14.1: Left part: Molecular weights (MW), isoelectric points (PI) both as measured on gels and as 
database values, of Swiss Prot and NCBInr databases. Right part: factor of change F 
(valuecontrol/valuetreatment) between the group averages in the density of protein spots. Gray fields represent 
significant changes p<0.05 (Tukey test pairwise comparison to controls). Database scores are summarized 
in table 7.2 (see Appendix). 
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 The MSn spectra were searched against the Swiss Prot and NCBInr databases using 

the Spectrum Mill and the Mascot search algorithms. Table 3.14.1 compares the protein 

weight and pH as it appeared on the gel to the database values. The criteria for the 

identification of proteins were: 

• comparison of protein pH and MW on the gel with the database values 
• the database score as a measure for the probability of the protein to be in the digest 
• the number of distinct peptides identified and the amino acid coverage 
• the mean peptide spectral intensity as a semi quantitative measure  
• two databases (Swiss Prot and NCBInr) were searched using 2 search algorithms 

(Spectrum Mill and Mascot) revealing the same results  
 

 According to the Spectrum Mill software manual, protein scores of 25 and greater 

are almost certain to represent valid results. Proteins with a lower probability of being the 

correct hit due to relative low scores and/or non-matching pI’s and MW’s are shown in 

the table with a light gray background (catalase, ALDH2, tubulin in Table 3.14.2). In 

several cases more than one protein was found in the digest of a protein spot. The protein 

hits in the table represent the most abundant protein under the spot of interest. Some 

proteins had similar abundance (e.g. spot 16: elongation factor EF2 and pyruvate kinase, 

see Table 3.14.1) and proteins could be found under several spots due to posttranslational 

modifications (e.g. kidney aminoacylase 1). When a protein appeared twice on the gel, a 

homology search was performed in order to detect the possible posttranslational 

modification (on K, M, Q, S, T, and/or Y). However, the homology searches for 

regucalcin, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and for kidney aminoacylase spectra detected no 

phosphorylation as posttranslational modifications, although posttranslational 

modifications on regucalcin and kidney aminoacylase are very likely since the spots on 

those gels were close to each other in mass and pI (e.g. phosphorylation usually leads to a 

small shift in pH but nearly no shift in MW). After the changes in the protein 

concentration became obvious and the proteins were identified, a literature search was 

conducted. Table 3.14.2 summarizes the results of this search. The search results led to 

the identification of several pathways altered by immunosuppressant treatment: I. 

calcium homeostasis, II. endothelial dysfunction, III. hypoxia, hypoxia inducible factor 

HIF and mitochondrial dysfunction, IV. enzymes involved in cell metabolism and VI. 

Cytoskeleton-associated proteins. 
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Table 3.14.2a: Protein locations, regulation and physiological functions. Proteins in gray boxes are not 
valid, because of low database scores and bad correlation between 2D-GE positions on the gel as compared 
to the database value (see table 3.14.1). Abbreviations: ER, endoplasmatic reticulum; NO, nitric oxide; Fru-

1,6-P2, fructose-1,6-bisphosphate; Fru-6-P, fructose-6-phophate; NADH-DH, NADH-dehydrogenase.    
 

 

         Protein Cell type / 
compartment  Regulation Short description of physiological 

protein functions 

Vimentin fibroblasts, endothel/ 
cytoskeleton 

phosphorylation by cyclin-
dependent kinase 2 and 

cAMP-dependent protein 
kinase 

stabilizing role, structure, adhesion in smooth 
muscle cells and  fibroblasts [163] 

 vimentin antibody conc. was used as marker for 
chronic allograft dysfunction [164] 

Caldesmon 

smooth muscle/ 
thin filaments in 

smooth muscle, stress 
fibers in fibroblasts 

Ca2+/calmodulin 
Phosphorylation by several 

protein kinases 

actomyosin regulatory protein/ modulates myosin 
actin interactions in smooth muscle cells 

Ca2+ dependent [165], interacts with HSP90 for 
cytoskeleton formation [166] 

Prolyl-4-Hydroxylase 

All cell types/ 
lumen of 

endoplasmatic 
reticulum 

Platelet derived growth 
factor, 

temperature sensitive, p53 

reduces stability of hypoxia inducible factor/ 4-
hydroxyproline plays a key role in collagen 

synthesis/ α-KG is a substrate/ fibrogenic protein 
induced by hypoxia [167], [168] 

Drebrin-like/  
actin-binding protein 1 

mesangial, podocytes/ 
cytoskeleton 

developmentally regulated 
in brain cells 

Actin-binding protein in glomeruli mesangial and 
podocyte cells [169]/ inhibits the ATPase acivity 

of myosin [170], overexpression in fibroblasts 
leads to bundled actin formation [171] 

ARP3, Actinrelated Protein 
3B 

All cell types/ 
cytoskeleton 

suppressor of cAMP 
receptor protein 

Organization of actinfilaments and important in 
actin mobility [172] 

 

Tumor rej. Antigen gp96 
/heat shock protein 90 

(HSP90) 

All cell types/ 
Gp96 located in ER 

Co-chaperones, HSP70, 
immunophilins, p23, ATP 

Gp96 is a  form of heat shock protein 90 HSP90 
[173]/ HSP90 is a dimeric chaperone and helps 
protein folding together with immunophilins/ 

uses ATP [174] 

Arginine:Glycine- 
amidinotransferase, AGAT 

Mainly  tubulus/ 
mitochondrial, 

mitochondrial inner 
membrane 

Feedback regulated by 
creatine and GAA blood 

levels 

Transfers amidino group from argentine to 
glycine and forms guanodinoacetate GAA/ GAA 
is methylated to creatine in the liver/ high blood 

creatine levels inhibit protein activity [175] 

Ribonuclease/angiogenin 
inhibitor 

endothelial cells/ 
cytoplasm NO regulated? 

Angiogenin is a ribonuclease mainly in 
endothelial cells and is blood-vessel-inducing 
[176] Not too much known about the inhibitor 

protein in general [177,178], might be NO 
regulated [178] 

Kidney aminoacylase 1B Mainly tubulus cells/ 
cytoplasm Unclear [179] 

Acylase I is involved in detoxification and/or 
bioactivation of a number of xenobiotics [180]/  it 

degrades hippurate to benzoic acid  

Catalase or  All cells/ Peroxysomal Ox. Stress,  
NADP dependent 

Catalase is one of the most important free radical 
scavengers in cells [181] 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 All cells/ 
mitochondrial matrix alcohol ALDH2 is often discussed in alcoholism, because 

of its role in ethanol metabolism [182] 

Fructose-1,6-bisP.ase Mainly kidney and 
liver/ cytoplasm 

Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate, 
AMP 

Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase catalyzes a control 
step in the gluconeogenic pathway, the hydrolysis 

of the α-anomer of  Fru-1,6-P2 to  Fru-6-P and 
inorganic phosphate [183] 

NADH-DH/Ubiquinon All cells/ 
mitochondrial 

Hypoxia induces lower 
gene expression [184]  

Part of complex I in the respiratory chain, 
important for aging. Oxidative stress reduces 
complex I activity [185] limiting factor for 

electron transport chain [186] 

Pyridoxal(Vit.B6)kinase All cells/ 
cytoplasm ATP dependent 

Biosynthesis of pyridoxal 5'-phosphate from free 
forms of vitamin B-6, namely pyridoxine, 

pyridoxal  and pyridoxamine [187] 

Elongationsfaktor eEF-2 All cells/ 
cytoplasm 

GTP, phosphorylation by 
various kinases 

eEF2 elongation of translation. EF2 (bacterial  
EF-G) is required for ribosomal translocation 

[188].  

or Pyruvate kinase All cells/ 
cytoplasm 

Hypoxia increased 
expression, cAMP and 

Ca2= regulate activity [189] 

PK catalyzes irreversible transphosphorylation 
from phosphoenolpyruvate,+ADP to 

pyruvate+ATP [190] 
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Protein Cell type and 
compartment  Regulation Short description of physiological 

protein functions 

Regucalcin Kidney cortex/ 
cytoplasm 

Transcription decrease 
with CCl4, Ca2+/calmodulin 

stimulates transcription 

Plays important role in Ca2= signaling and 
maintaining cell homeostasis and function/ R. has 

an inhibitory effect on Ca2+/calmodulin 
dependent enzymes/ R. stimulates mitochondrial 

Ca2+ accumulation and regulates plasma 
Ca2+concentration by regulation of pumps and 

channels [191]   

Isocitrate Dehydrogenase 
(NADP+) 

All cells/  
cytoplasm 

The substrate cycle is 
regulated by Ca2+ and ATP 

demand 

The NADP= -dependent isocitrate DH is 
transforming α-KG into citrate (reverse reaction 

than NAD+ -dependent). Both isocitrate DH 
together with H+-transhydrogenase form a 

substrate cycle.  It is regulated by mitochondrial 
ATP demand [192] 

MUP/alpha-2u-globulin produced in cytoplasm, 
released into urine 

androgens, glucocorticoids, 
growth hormone, insulin 

Probably not toxicologically relevant for humans 
[193] Binds pheromones, the pheromones are 

released from drying urine of male rats and affect 
the sexual behavior of female rats 

GM2 activator Protein All cell s/ 
lysosomal - 

Gangliosides [194] are sialic acid-containing 
glycosphingolipids/ GM2 activator protein is a 
specific cofactor for β-hexosaminidase A in the 
hydrolytic conversion of GM2 to GM3 [195] 

Proteasome subunit 3 All cells/ 
cytoplasm ATP dependent 

Multi-catalytic proteinase complex that is 
characterized by its ability to cleave peptides. 

The proteasome has an ATP-dependent 
proteolytic activity [196].  

calbindin 28k Proximal and distal 
tubulus/ cytoplasm Vitamin D 

localized in the distal tubule and in the proximal 
part of the collecting ducts/ vitamin D-dependent 

calcium binding protein/important for 
reabsorption of Ca2+ from urine [197] 

Tumor protein 
Translational controlled p23 

All cells/ 
cytoplams 

phosphorylation at Ser, 
Ca2+, many extracellular 

stimuli 

calcium depletion can cause increased 
transcription of the TCTP gene [198]/ has 
multiple functions as histamine release, 

interleukin production, growth factor, anti 
apoptotic etc. [199] 

tubulin alpha chain All cells/ 
Cytoskeleton 

phosphorylation Ser, Tyr, 
GTP dependent 

subunit protein of microtubules/ microtubules 
constitute one of the major components of the 

cytoskeleton of eukaryotic cells and are involved 
in many essential processes [200] 

Plastin 3 T-isoform All cells/ 
cytoplasm 

phosphorylation Ser, Tyr, 
Ca2+ 

Actin-binding protein/ Plastins have a modular 
structure consisting of 2 amino-terminal EF-

hands, variably implicated in Ca2+-binding. Ca2= 
might regulate the actin bundling activity [201]  

Aldehyde DH 7 antiquintin 
ear and kidney/ 

cytosolic (maybe 
membrane too) 

Expression regulated by 
osmotic stress,  

Also called antiquintin/ is believed to be involved 
in cell swelling and osmoregulation/ 
acetaldehyde-oxidizing protein [202] 

Aldose Reductase All cells/ 
cytoplasm 

Expression regulated by 
osmotic stress 

Aldose reductase synthesizes sorbitol and is a key 
player in the polyol pathway. In the kidney it is 
highly overexpressed due to hyperosmotic stress 

[203] 

Dimethylarginine 
dimethylaminohydrolase 1 

 
Endothelial cells/ 

cytoplasm 
 

Inhibited by ox.stress 
allowing ADMA to 

accumulate, feedback 
inhibition by NO 

asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) is 
degradated by this protein via hydrolytic 

degradation to citrulline and dimethylamine/ 
ADMA is believed to play a role in endothelial 
dysfunction because of its inhibitory effect on 

NO synthetase [204]  

FMAO, Flavincontaining 
Monooxygenase 

Liver, kidney/ 
Endoplasmatic 

reticulum 

Hormonal, 
NADPH dependent 

Synthesizes TMAO from TMA/  
oxygenates drugs and xenobiotics containing a 
"soft-nucleophile", usually nitrogen or sulfur 

Table 3.14.2b: Protein locations, regulation and physiological functions. Proteins in gray boxes are not 
valid, because of low database scores and bad correlation between 2D-GE positions on the gel as compared 

to the database value (see table 3.14.1). 
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3.14.1 Proteins involved in the calcium homeostasis: Regucalcin and Calbindin 

Regucalcin (or senescence marker protein 30) plays a pivotal role in maintaining the 

intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis due to activation of Ca2+ pumps in the plasma membrane 

(basolateral membrane), microsomes (endoplasmatic reticulum) and mitochondria of 

many cell types [191]. It was previously and independently shown by others that 

cyclosporine reduces the concentration of this protein [91]. This verifies the observation 

made in our study. A decrease in this signal after treatment with cyclosporine, sirolimus 

or their combination was shown and resulted in an additional, second signal at   -0.1 pH 

units with the same mass and the same protein ID. A possible explanation is a difference 

in posttranslational modification of this protein. However, homology searches of the MSn 

spectra did not yield any hits for posttranslational modifications at the peptides measured. 

Further investigations and 2D gel electrophoresis with Western blotting and immuno 

staining will be necessary to corroborate this observation. 

 
Figure 3.14.1.1: Regucalcin (3955 at pH 4.35) and the possible new modification of regucalcin (3959 at pH 
4.25). Both spots appear at 33kDa (mass of regucalcin according to the NCBInr and Swiss Prot databases). 
 
 Surprisingly sirolimus has the same effect on this protein as cyclosporine, whereas 

tacrolimus and the combination of tacrolimus with sirolimus do not show this effect. 
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After co-administration of cyclosporine and sirolimus, the spot at pH 4.25 (3959 in figure 

3.14.1.1) that was found increased after sirolimus alone or cyclosporine alone treatment 

became similar to the control value again. Regucalcin regulates many intracellular 

calcium-dependent pathways. It also increases the activities of plasma membrane 

Ca2+/Mg2+-ATPase (pumping Ca2+ out of the cell) and the mitochondrial Ca2+-ATPase 

(pumping Ca2+ into the mitochondria)[205]. It also increases the cytosolic [Ca2+]i and 

causes mitochondrial [Ca2+]m overload in-vitro as shown by Carvalho et al. [206] and 

Jiang et al. [207]. Under physiological conditions Ca2+/calmodulin stimulates the 

transcription of the regucalcin gene via Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaM 

kinase) pathway [191]. Regucalcin 

is known to antagonize the effects 

of Ca2+/Calmodulin. 

Ca2+/Calmodulin auto-regulates its 

own effect by enhancing the 

regucalcin gene transcription via a 

CaM kinase-dependent pathway 

[191]. A lower transcription rate of 

regucalcin indicates less CaM 

kinase activity. Decreased 

concentrations of regucalcin may 

be the result of reduced Ca2+ 

cytoplasma concentrations. 

However, cyclosporine is known to increase overall intracellular Ca2+ concentrations. 

This leads to the conclusion that the decreased regucalcin concentration is most likely not 

the result of decreased Ca2+ concentrations. There are several potential explanations: 

a. It is possible that CsA-induced decreased regucalcin expression and activity 

lead to increased [Ca2+]i concentrations since the activity of the Ca2+/Mg2+-

ATPase, which pumps Ca2+ out of the cell, is lower and the calcium 

channels releasing Ca2+ from the endoplasmatic reticulum and in the plasma 

membrane are allowing more influx of Ca2+ into the cytoplasma.  
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 Figure 3.14.1.2: Physiological function of regucalcin. 
Regucalcin plays a pivotal role in the calcium homeostasis 
of the cell by regulating calcium transporters and channels 
in the mitochondria, the endoplasmatic reticulum and in 
the plasma membrane. 
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b. CsA may result in trapping more Ca2+ into the mitochondria. This change in 

intracellular distribution may result in reduced [Ca2+]i concentration in the 

cytosol compared to normal although overall the cellular Ca2+ concentration 

is increased. The relatively low cytoplasmatic Ca2+ concentrations then 

causes down regulation of regucalcin expression.  

Further investigations will be required to gain deeper insights into the role of regucalcin 

in CsA nephrotoxicity. 

  In tubulus cells calbindin plays a crucial role for Ca2+ transport. This 28kDa 

calcium binding protein (6 Ca2+ ions per protein) was significantly down-regulated after 

CsA, tacrolimus and after co-administration of cyclosporine with sirolimus as shown by 

2D gel electrophoresis and Western blot analysis. The decrease in calbindin 

concentrations was caused by calcineurin inhibitors (Tacrolimus and CsA) only, and the 

combination of sirolimus with cyclosporine led to a further decrease, whereas this was 

not observed in the sirolimus and tacrolimus combination treatment group.   

 
Figure 3.14.1.3: Western blot analysis of calbinding-D28. ANOVA p= 0.00015, *significant in posthoc 
pairwise multiple comparison (*:p<0.05; **: p<0.001; [Tukey method] ) 
 

 There are several roles of calbindin in tubulus cells. One is to reabsorb Ca2+ from 

urine. Cyclosporine showed increased urinary calcium concentrations as shown by other 

groups before. Our results explain those findings since decreased calbindin levels lead to 

less reabsorption, resulting in increased Ca2+ levels in urine. Additionally calbindin acts 
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as an intracellular calcium buffer. Cyclosporine causes tubular calcification and increased 

urinary calcium levels [208]. It can be speculated that calbindin plays a role. [208] It had 

not yet been shown that co-administration of cyclosporine and sirolimus leads to an 

additive effect. The reduction of calbindin concentrations by treatment with tacrolimus or 

cyclosporine alone have previously been reported  [208].  

 
Figure 3.14.1.4: Hypothetical influence of calcineurin inhibitors on calcium homeostasis based on our data. 
Cyclosporine shows to have a negative impact on two proteins which are essential in calcium signaling in 
tubulus cells. Our results also indicate a mechanistic difference in the effects of tacrolimus and 
cyclosporine (CsA). 
 

 Cyclosporine decreases the calbindin and the regucalcin concentration in kidney 

cells. This leads to increased intracellular Ca2+ concentrations. Since regucalcin 

antagonizes the effect of Ca2+/calmodulin dependent effects and calbindin acts as an 

intracellular Ca2+ buffer, the intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis is changed (Figure 3.14.1.4). 

Both negative effects of cyclosporine were amplified by sirolimus.   

 

3.14.2 Endothelial dysfunction: Dimethylarginine Dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) 

 Asymmetric dimethyl-L-arginine (ADMA) plays a very important role in the 

regulation of the endothelial function and angiogenesis [209]. It inhibits the NO 

synthetase activity. Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) is the enzyme 

which catalyzes the degradation of ADMA to citrulline and dimethylamine. The 

concentration of ADMA is regulated by DDAH. High concentrations of ADMA were 

detected in many disease [204]. It has been described to be the cause of endothelial 
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dysfunction [204]. DDAH was increased 1.6-fold 

after Sirolimus treatment, increased 2.0-fold after 

treatment with tacrolimus and 2.1-fold when 

tacrolimus and sirolimus were co-administered. Based 

on those results it may be speculated that this change 

involves FK binding protein, which is a target of both 

sirolimus and tacrolimus while their mechanism of 

immunosuppressive action is different. Increased 

levels of DDAH could result in lower ADMA levels. 

This would lead to a higher NO synthetase activity. tacrolimus and cyclosporine have 

shown to have an inhibitory effect on inducible NO synthetase expression and activity in 

vitro [210-212]. This effect is probably not caused by changes in the DDAH activity. The 

influence on the mRNA expression of the endothelial NO synthetase (eNOS) is unclear. 

Navarro-Anatolin et al showed the eNOS mRNA up-regulated after Tacrolimus treatment 

in bovine aortic endothelial cells in vitro [213],Takeda et al on the other hand showed an 

inhibitory effect of Tacrolimus on eNOS mRNA expression and activity in vivo [214].  

 However the findings made in this work, show that DDAH concentrations increase 

after treatment with Tacrolimus and Sirolimus. This leads to the conclusion that the NOS 

activity is enhanced or the effect compensates for inhibition of NOS. Only direct 

measurements of ADMA and NOS activity in vivo could explicitly clarify the question if 

the immunosuppressive drugs cause inhibition of NOS by a mechanism involving 

ADMA or if endothelial dysfunction and vasoconstriction is caused via a different 

pathway and the kidney tries to compensate by enhanced production of the vasodilator 

NO.  

  

3.14.3 Cytoskeleton proteins: vimentin, caldesmon, actin binding protein 1 (ABP1) , 

actin related protein 3 ARP3, plastin 3T isoform 

 The concentration of all proteins in this group was increased 1.6- to 2.5-fold (table 

3.14.1). All these proteins are mainly expressed in endothelial and smooth muscle cells 

(mesangial cells) and fibroblasts, with the exception of plastin 3T, which is present in all 

Figure 3.14.2.1: Representative 
gels. Region at pH 6.0 and 31 kDa 

is shown 
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cell types. These changes in structural proteins were correlated with the changes in the 

histology of the kidney (figure 3.14.3.1).   

  

 
Figure 3.14.3.1: Representative histologies (HE stain) of kidney tissues from the different treatment groups 
at the end of 28 days. The total number of tissue samples evaluated was n=6/ treatment group. A) kidney 
sample from vehicle-treated control, B) after treatment with 1mg/kg/day sirolimus showing no differences 
compared to vehicle-treated controls (A), C)  after treatment with 10 mg/kg/day cyclosporine showing 
increased tubular cellularity, necrosis and atrophy but overall less severe damage than D), and D) after 
combined treatment with 10mg/kg/day cyclosporine+ 1mg/kg/day sirolimus showing glomerular collapse, 
cellular infiltration, tubular atrophy and necrosis. 

 
  Treatment for 6 days was insufficient to cause histological changes of kidneys in 

either of the groups in comparison to kidneys from vehicle-treated controls (Figure 

3.14.3.1A). However, significant changes were found after 28 days. Typical 

morphological changes observed included shrinking of glomeruli most likely caused by 

expansion of arteriolopathy into the glomerulum (Figure 3.13.3.1D). Other changes were 

thickening of the basement membrane and tubular interstitial lesions which typically 

imposed as tubular atrophy (Figure 3.13.3.1C). This was accompanied by fibrosis located 

A: control B: Srl1 

C: CsA10 D: CsA10/Srl1 
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adjacent to normal-appearing tissue with stripes, also termed “striped interstitial fibrosis” 

[137]. Sirolimus treatment alone did not cause any alterations compared to controls 

(Figure 3.13.3.1B). Histology clearly showed that extent of damage had the rank order 

control = Srl1 < CsA10 < Srl1/CsA10 after 28 days of treatment. Analogue to this trend 

were the changes in vimentin, ARP3 and plastin. Caldesmon and actin binding protein 1 

showed the highest increase after administration of cyclosporine alone. 

 Makino et al showed that the expression of the contractile-associated protein 

caldesmon could serve as a useful marker to predict glomerulosclerosis [215]. The fact 

that cyclosporine causes glomerulosclerosis is well described in the literature [216]. The 

increased caldesmon tissue concentrations after cyclosporine treatment in correlation 

with atrophy and glomerular collapse suggested that caldesmon may also be a marker for 

cyclosporine-induced glomerular damage and may have predictive potential in the 

diagnosis of CsA induced 

nephrotoxicity.   

  Vimentin was demonstrated to be 

an intermediate filament protein that is 

absent in normal adult tubular cells, but 

has been recognized as a marker of cell 

damage when present in tubulus cells 

[217]. Thus increased vimentin levels in 

kidney tissue are most likely an indicator 

for the increased level of tubular injury. 

This hypothesis is supported by the trend found in histology. Highest vimentin 

concentrations (2.5-fold increase) were associated with the most extensive kidney tissue 

damage and were found when sirolimus and cyclosporine were co-administered. These 

data still need to be verified by immunohistology stain with vimentin antibody in the 

tubulus tissue, since 2D gel analysis was based on whole kidney tissue. Vimentin 

concentrations could also increase in other cell types. However, the correlation of the 

histology and protein expression indicated that vimentin concentrations in tubulus cells 

were increased.     

Figure 3.14.3.2: Representative gels. Region at pH 
5.0 and 55 kDa is shown 
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 Actin binding protein 1 (ABP1 or Drebrin) and Actin related protein 3 (ARP3) are 

both actin-binding proteins found to be present in mesangial cells [169]. Both proteins are 

involved in actin mobility, although the mechanisms are not fully understood [218]. 

Kessels et al showed, that growth factors can lead to accumulation of ABP1 in actin-rich 

filaments which is accompanied with high ARP2/3 complex concentrations with actin 

bundling activity. Plastins, which were also overexpressed after cyclosporine treatment, 

have a clear role in actin-binding. There is sometimes apparently incongruent information 

as to their exact actin-binding properties. Actin-bundling activity by mammalian plastins 

has clearly been established, but there is additional evidence for actin filament 

stabilization. The findings that ABP1, ARP1, plastins and caldesmon are overexpressed 

in kidney tissue after cyclosporine treatment indicate changes in the mesangial cells. 

Acute cyclosporine treatment was shown to induce contraction in smooth muscle and 

mesangial cells in-vitro [219]. As shown in our experiments, long-term treatment in-vivo 

leads to increased levels of a group of actin binding proteins that play a role in cell 

mobility and contractility. It can be hypothesized that changes in these proteins 

contributed to the changes in glomeruli histology (contraction, collapse, and cellular 

infiltration) as shown in 3.14.3.1C and D. The exact mechanisms by which these changes 

take place have to be further investigated.  

 

3.14.4 Hypoxia, HIF and mitochondrial dysfunction: prolyl 4-hydroxylase, 

proteasome, NADH dehydrogenase and pyruvate kinase  

 The mechanism by which hypoxia induces gene transcription is well established. 

Hypoxia reduces activity of prolyl hydroxylases that hydroxylates specific proline 

residues of the hypoxia-inducible 

factor-1alpha (HIF-1alpha) [220]. As a 

consequence, HIF-1alpha accumulates 

and promotes hypoxic tolerance by 

activating gene transcription. 

Cyclosporine reduces the stability of 

HIF by hydroxylation of Pro564, 

which had previously been demonstrated [221]. The concentration of HIF is regulated by 

Figure 3.14.4.1: Representative gels. Region at pH 4.9 
and 50 kDa is shown 
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Prolyl 4-hydroxylase
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the inhibition of prolyl hydroxylases, which label HIF for degradation via the ubiquitin-

proteasome pathway. Our results may provide an explanation for the increased 

degradation of HIF caused by cyclosporine. Prolyl 4-hydoroxylase was found increased 

1.8-fold (p<0.05) after CsA treatment.  This, and the fact that the concentration of 

proteasome subunit 3 is also increased, can be expected to result in a relatively fast rate 

of HIF degradation. 

The reduced concentration of HIF prevents adequate adaptation to the hypoxic state 

during CsA induced nephrotoxicity.  

 Pyruvate kinase which is a rate-regulating glycolytic enzyme can be over-expressed 

during hypoxia [189]. The 

combination of cyclosporine with 

sirolimus resulted in a 2.2-fold 

increase of this enzyme. This may also 

serve as an indicator for an increased 

glycolytic activity caused by the 

inhibition of the TCA cycle as 

previously observed in brain cells  

[61]. A higher concentration of this 

enzyme could result in a higher 

production of pyruvate, which can be transformed into lactate by lactate dehydrogenase. 

Higher lactate levels after cyclosporine treatment were observed in tissue and blood 

[61,111]. Accordingly, as aforementioned, we found increased urinary lactate levels 

 
Figure 3.14.4.2: A hypothetical 
mechanism for cyclosporine nephro-
toxicity. Cyclosporine is known to 
cause endothelial dysfunction and 
vasoconstriction in the isolated 
perfused kidney model. This leads to 
mild hypoxia in the kidney tissue. As 
our results showed, cyclosporine 
simultaneously deactivates the 
mechanism responsible for the 
transcription of genes necessary to 
compensate for the negative effects of 
hypoxia such as free radical formation.  

cyclosporine

endothelial dysfunction

vasoconstriction and 
hypo-perfusion of the kidney

hypoxia in kidney tissue

Activation of HIF does
not take place

hypoxia in kidney tissue

cyclosporine

Prolyl hydroxylase
concentration

Figure 3.14.4.3: Representative gels. The region at pH 
6.4 and 34 kDa is shown 
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compared to vehicle controls after treatment with cyclosporine and co-administration of 

cyclosporine and sirolimus. The metabolic importance of this glycolytic enzyme will be 

further discussed under 3.14.5. 

 The concentration of the mitochondrial enzyme NADH-dehydrogenase, which 

participates in the complex I of the respiratory chain, was significantly reduced when rats 

were treated with sirolimus or cyclosporine alone and when both immunosuppressants 

were co-administered.   

 

 
Figure 3.14.4.4: Representative gels. The region at 38kDa and pH 6.1 is shown.  

 

 Figure 3.14.4.4 shows the disappearance of the protein spot representing NADH-

dehydrogenase after immunosuppressant treatment. The downregulation of complex I 

proteins could be caused by hypoxia as previously described by Piruat and Lopez-Barneo 

[184], who explained this phenomena with a downregulation of the activity of the 

respiratory chain in order to adapt to decreased oxygen levels. The complexes III and V 

do not respond to hypoxia. Complex I is the rate-regulating complex in the respiratory 

chain  [186]. By decreasing the concentration of its components, the cell is able to lower 

the rate of respiration which is necessary due to a decreased supply in O2. Cyclosporine 

causes inhibition of the mitochondrial metabolism, which has been shown in brain before 

[61,111]. As to whether hypoxia or free radical formation causes the reduction of NADH-

dehydrogenase or the direct decrease of NADH-dehydrogenase causes this effect is 

unclear. The involvement of NADH-dehydrogenase activity or expression in this 

cyclosporine caused effect is possible.  
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3.14.5 Important proteins for cell metabolism: Arginine:glycine-amidinotransferase 

(AGAT) and kidney aminoacylase (KA), pyruvate kinase (PK) and fructose-1,6-

bisphospatase (F-1,6-BP) 

 Arginine:glycine-amidinotransferase (AGAT) catalyses the first reaction in creatine 

biosynthesis, transferring the amidino group from arginine to glycine to yield ornithine 

and guanidinoacetic acid. The guanidinoacetate that is produced in the kidney can enter 

the circulation for transport to the liver, where it is a substrate for S-adenosyl-L-

methionine:guanidinoacetate  N-methyltransferase that forms creatine [175].   

 control Srl1 Tac1 Tac1/Srl1 

creatine(‰ of total integral) 6.0 28.6*↑ 3.7 22.4*↑ 

AGAT (factor of change) 1.0 0.6*↓ 1.0 0.7*↓ 
Table 3.14.5.1: Feedback downregulation of arginine:glycine-amidinotransferase (AGAT) protein 

concentrations caused by elevated creatine urine levels (*:significant changes p<0.05 [Tukey test pairwise 
comparison to controls] ) 

  
 Stead et al [175] showed that increased creatine blood levels lead to a decrease of 

AGAT protein as a feed back mechanism. In our experiments, we observed that the 

treatment groups which showed increased urinary levels of creatine after 28 days of 

treatment also showed significantly decreased levels of AGAT protein in the kidney. It is 

reasonable to assume that blood creatine levels were also elevated in these groups.    

 Kidney aminoacylase I (KA-1) is an enzyme which catalyzes the reaction of 

hippuric acid to benzoic acid and glycine. The decrease in hippuric acid concentrations in 

urine correlated with the increase in kidney amino acylase enzyme in all treated groups. 

Acylase I is involved in detoxification and/or bioactivation of a number of xenobiotics 

[180]. 

 

 control Srl1 CsA10 CsA10/Srl1 Tac1 Tac1/Srl1 
hippurate 

[‰ of total integral] 
47.2 15.0*↓ 13.1*↓ 4.7*↓ 23.3↓ 21.9↓ 

KA-1 
[% of control] 

100 165*↑ 190*↑ 195*↑ 100 155↑ 

Table 3.14.5.2: Association between kidney aminoacylase I (KA-1) protein concentrations and the 
hippurate urine concentrations in urine (*:significant changes p<0.05 [Tukey test pairwise comparison to 
controls] ) 
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Figure 3.14.5.1: Aromatic region of representative 1H-NMR spectra of urine after treatment with sirolimus 
in combination with cyclosporine as compared to control urine. The possible benzoate signals still have to 
be verified by measurement of a sample that is spiked with benzoate. 

 
 Decreases in urine hippurate concentrations as a result of treatment with various 

different toxins have been described in the literature [99-108]. Thus, the results of our 

protein profiling studies gave insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

changes observed in our metabonomics analysis in urine. The combination of proteomics 

with metabonomics techniques enables to monitor changes in biomarkers, and similarly 

to determine the molecular mechanisms causing these changes.  

 Pyruvate kinase (PK) catalyzes the irreversible transphosphorylation from 

phosphoenolpyruvate and ADP to pyruvate and ATP [190]. Gene expression of PK is 

regulated by carbohydrate and hypoxia-responsive elements [189]. Hypoxia induces 

increased levels of this rate-controlling glycolytic enzyme. Immunosuppressants are 

known to cause an increased rate of anaerobic glycolysis and to suppress the 

mitochondrial metabolism in brain [61]. Here we found changes in two different enzymes 

regulating the rate of glycolysis (PK increased) and the rate of mitochondrial metabolism 

(Complex I, NADH dehydrogenase decreased). In addition, we found that lactate urinary 

concentrations increased. This was most likely caused by increased rates of the anaerobic 

glycolysis, the end product of which is lactate. As to whether hypoxia was the reason for 

these observations or if immunosuppressants caused changes that are similar to those 

observed in hypoxia remains to be clarified. However, since a vasoconstrictive effect of 

calcineurin inhibitors (CI’s) is well established the hypothesis that these observations 

were caused by CI’s seems more likely to be true.    

   Diabetes mellitus is one major complication after transplantation and 

immunosuppressive treatment with the calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus 
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[222,223]. The liver, and to a lesser extend the kidney, are the primary organs responsible 

for endogenous glucose production [224]. Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (F-1,6-BPase) is 

the rate-regulating enzyme for glyconeogenesis [224].  Inhibition of the production of 

endogenous glucose by F-1,6-BPase is known to have a anti-diabetic effect [225].  

 

 control Srl1 CsA10 CsA10/Srl1 Tac1 Tac1/Srl1 
F-1,6-BPase 
[% of control] 100 150* 180* 160* 120 130* 

Table 3.14.5.3: Changes in Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (F-1,6-BPase) concentration in kidney tissue after 
immunosuppressant treatment 

 
 The increase in the F-1,6-BPase enzyme concentrations may be an indicator for the 

enhanced risk for the development of new-onset diabetes caused by the 

immunosuppressive drugs. Interestingly, sirolimus showed a higher increase in this 

potentially diabetes causing enzyme. Not much is known about the mechanisms that 

cause diabetes mellitus after transplantation. The percentage of patients developing new-

onset diabetes after heart transplantation is approximately 35% after 5 years and 

incidences of up to 45% after renal transplantation have been reported  (McCormack, 

Westergaard, 2001) [222,223]. The finding that F-1,6-BPase could be involved in the 

development of diabetes after immunosuppressant treatment needs to be further 

investigated, especially with the perspective of specific inhibitors of this enzyme 

becoming available [e.g. the drug MB05032, [224]]. 
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3.15 Metabolic profiling of IMCD3 cells exposed to acute  hyperosmotic 

conditions 
 The cells of the inner medullary collecting duct cells in the kidney are permanently 

exposed to changing osmotic conditions. Concentrations of 1200 mOsm/kgH2O or higher 

are reached. Many investigators have documented changes in other cell types after 

exposure to hyperosmotic conditions [41,226,227].  

 
 This study investigates the changes caused by acute exposure to high osmolarity 

(550 mOsm/kgH2O) in this cell type, which is able to chronically adapt and survive under 

very high osmolarities [38]. 

 In order to adapt to higher tonicities IMCD3 cells increased the intracellular 

concentrations of a set of organic osmolytes and amino acids in a time-dependent 

manner. Significant increases were observed in the concentrations of betaine and taurine 

(+2.5 and +5.3 nmol/mgww after 4 hours of hypertonic stress). The changes in the 

intracellular amino acid concentrations were generally more significant and showed a 

higher increase (figure 3.15.3). Glutamate (Glu) and Glutamine (Gln) contributed mostly 

to the inner cellular osmolarity to compensate the high sodium concentration of the cell 

medium (Glu and Gln together +15 ± 1 nmol/mgww).  The intracellular aspartate (Asp) 

concentration increased significantly with 1.53 nmol/mgww what is a 2.8-fold increase, 
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Figure 3.15.1: Expression 
of classical osmotic stress 
genes. mRNA levels of this 
set of osmotic stress genes 
shows no change within 4 
hours of exposure to 
osmotic stress (data  were 
collected by collaborators). 
This means, that changes in 
the metabonome are caused 
by enzyme and protein 
activity not by the 
expression of certain 
enzymes. 
 
This is different in the case 
where IMCD3 cells were 
chronically adapted for a 
long period to hypertonic 
conditions (see 3.16).   
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within the first 15 minutes. The concentrations of the essential amino acids valine, 

leucine and isoleucine that cannot be synthesized by the cells and have to be imported 

from the cell medium by transporters in the plasma membrane, did not change in this 

early period of osmotic stress.        

 
Figure 3.15.1: Representative 1H-NMR spectra. Cells were exposed to 550 mOsm/KgH2O for 4 hours 
(upper spectrum) compared to the t0 time (lower spectrum). Signal assignment: GPC, glycerophospho-
choline; PC phospho-choline; Cr, creatine; PCr, phosphocreatine; Glx, glutamate and glutamine; 
Val/Leu/Ile, valine, leucine and isoleucine; TMSP trimethylsilyl propionic-2,2,3,3,-d4 acid. 
   

 
Figure 3.15.2: Changes in organic osmolytes in IMCD3 cells following acute exposure to 550 
mOsm/KgH2O as determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Intracellular betaine, taurine and GPC 
concentrations show time-dependent increases.  In contrast, myo-inositol levels did not significantly change 
during this early period of osmotic stress. 
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Figure 3.15.3: Changes in organic osmolytes in IMCD3 cells following acute exposure to 550 
mOsm/KgH2O as determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Intracellular betaine, taurine and GPC 
concentrations show time dependent increases.  In contrast, myo-inositol levels did not significantly change 
during this early period of osmotic stress. 

 
 These data show that the IMCD3 cells adapt to acute hypertonic conditions mainly 

by the accumulation of a set of amino acids that can be produced by the Krebs cycle (Glu, 

Gln, Asp). The total increase in intracellular osmolarity by amino acids produced by the 

Krebs cycle was 16.5 nmol/mgww. On the other hand, a set of classic organic osmolytes 

including myo-inositol that showed no signficant change at all, contributed less to the 

intracellular osmolarity. All four in this study measured organic osmolytes (taurine, 

betaine, glycerophosphocholine/phosphocholine and myo-inositol) together showed an 

increase of +11.8 nmol/mgww in the intracellular osmolarity.  

 These data could indicate an increased Krebs cycle activity to produce the desired 

amount of amino acids.  Decreasing intracellular concentrations of the C3 bodies alanine 

and lactate (3.6 to 3.0 nmol/mgww and 12.8 to 3.0 nmol/mgww, respectively), which can be 

used for the synthesis of pyruvate (synthesized by the alanine aminotransaminase and 

lactate dehydrogenase, respectively) could be indicators for an enhanced amino acid 

anabolism by the Krebs cycle. The intracellular glucose concentrations were decreased by 

50% from 1.52 ± 0.18 to 0.76 ± 0.38 nmol/ mgww within the first 15 minutes. This is also 

an indicator for an increased pyruvate production and a growing energy demand of the 

cells. Enhanced production of Gln, Glu and Asp results in a depletion of Krebs cycle 

intermediates. The reduction of Krebs cycle intermediates is usually compensated for by 
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enhanced activity of the pyruvate carboxylase (PC) or the malic enzyme (ME), which 

resupply the pool of Krebs cycle intermediates via the anaplerotic pathway [228]. 

Proteome analysis (data not shown, but verified by collaborators) revealed that in IMCD3 

cells, which were chronically adapted to 600 and 900 mOsm/KgH2O, ME concentration 

was up to 10-fold increased (in 900 mOsm/KgH2O) and the PC concentration increased 

by factor 2. The comparison of the information from the proteome analysis with the 

information from the metabonome analysis by NMR clearly indicates the increasing 

formation of amino acids (see figure 3.15.3). This experiment was designed to evaluate 

very early adaptation mechanisms to osmotic stress before changes in the proteome could 

occur as a mechanism of adaptation (see materials and methods). Only in this early 

period of hyperosmotic stress we were able to identify the changes which were caused by 

enzyme and protein activities and not by changes in the protein concentrations.  

 The increased activity of the anaplerotic pathway and increased activity of the 

Na+/K+-ATPase, which pumps sodium against the gradient across the plasma membrane 

to keep the intracellular sodium concentration constant, are processes which use energy.  

 

 
Figure 3.15.4: Representative LC/ESI-MS ion chromatograma of ATP (m/z = 506 in negative ion mode).  
Cells were exposed to 550 mOsm/KgH2O for 4 hours (upper chromatogram) compared to the t0 time (lower 
chromatogram).  The upper chromatogram is represented by a smaller range in the Y-axis. 
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Figure 3.15.5: Changes in high energy phosphate ratios in IMCD3 cells following acute exposure to 550 
mOsm/KgH2O as determined by LC/ESI-MS.  A significant decrease in the ATP/ADP ratio is indicative of 
the higher demand for energy due to osmotic stress.  Both GTP/GDP and UTP/UDP ratios also decreased 
in this early stress period. 

 
 To document the energy state of the cells, the perchloric acid extracts that had 

previously been measured by NMR were diluted and measured using the HPLC/MS 

method for determination of high energy phosphates as described in materials and 

methods (3.1). Figure 3.15.5 clearly shows a decrease in the nucleoside triphosphate to 

diphosphate ratio (NTP/NDP-ratio) after acute exposure to hypertonic conditions. 

Although the energy state that is reflected by the NTP/NDP-ratio was significantly 

decreasing, this did not lead to depletion of NTP pools. The depletion of the energy 

resources would probably cause cell death. The maintenance of a high NTP/NDP-ratio 

enables the cells to survive in high osmolarities, which is a necessity in the physiological 

environment in which these cells live. The inner medullary collecting duct is exposed to 

extreme changes in urine osmolarity. Urine concentrations of 1200 mOsm/KgH2O are 

reached in this part of the kidney. The cells living in this environment have developed 

mechanisms which protect them against these high osmolarities. The maintenance of a 

relatively high energy balance even under hyperosmotic conditions is one mechanism 

enabling the cells to produce amino acids that can function as intracellular organic 

osmolytes to compensate for external osmolarity. Another mechanism is the 

accumulation of intracellular osmolytes like betaine and taurine that are transported into 

the cells by transporters in the plasma membrane.    
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3.16 Metabolic profiling of IMCD3 cells chronically adapted to 

hyperosmotic conditions 

3.16.1 Cellular adaptation to hypertonicity and phenotypic changes. 
 The adaptation of IMCD3 cells to hypertonicity requires small step-wise increases 

in the medium tonicity [38].  Adaptation of IMCD3 cells to hypertonic conditions results 

in a variety of phenotypic changes including a slower growth rate, reduced cellular 

density at confluence, reduced cellular adherence and larger cell size (especially at 900 

mOsm/kgH2O).  Table 3.16.1.1 summarizes the changes in doubling times for IMCD3 

cells adapted to increasing tonicity. 

 

IMCD3 Culture Media Tonicity Doubling Time (hrs) 

300 mOsm/kgH2O 16.0 ± 1.1 

600 mOsm/kgH2O 18.4 ± 0.9 

900 mOsm/kgH2O 22.9 ± 2.1 

Table 3.16.1.1: Comparison of doubling times for IMCD3 cultures adapted to increasing tonicity 
 

 Chronic adaptation of the mouse inner medullary collecting duct cell line IMCD3 to 

hypertonic conditions was accomplished only through a program of small step-wise 

increases in medium tonicity followed by an adaptive period before further increases.  

This approach is crucial for IMCD3 cells to effect the necessary changes, both genomic 

and proteomic, that allow the cell to adapt to the challenge of increased external tonicity.  

The ability of the cell to coordinate a program for maintenance and growth is imperative 

for survival.  This study employed the techniques of NMR analysis to identify these 

changes in cellular metabolites and energy compounds.  The advantage of this technique 

is the ability to characterize the metabolic profiles coupled with the changes in individual 

osmolytes.  The presence of organic osmolytes such as glycerophosphocholine in the 

inner medullas of dogs was first discovered by Karl Ullrich in 1956 [229].  The 

characteristics and critical role that organic osmolytes play in osmoregulation were not 

fully appreciated until 25 years later.  Initially, NMR was used to determine the relative 
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changes in organic osmolytes and to correlate concentration data obtained using HPLC 

and enzymatic assays [124,230-232].  Currently, NMR spectroscopy has proven to be a 

powerful complimentary tool used in metabonomics for the identification and 

quantitative analysis of metabolites either in vivo or in tissue extracts [233-235]. 

 

3.16.2 Hypertonicity induced changes in osmolytes, amino acids, and metabolites 

 3.16.2.1 Organic osmolytes: Metabolic profiling studies were conducted principally 

by proton and phosphorus NMR analysis on PCA extracts from IMCD3 cells adapted to 

hypertonicity and compared to cultures at isotonic conditions (Figure 3.16.2.1).   

 
Figure 3.16.2.1: Right: Representative 1H-NMR spectra of PCA cell extracts. These spectra show the 
differences between cells cultivated in media containing 300 (bottom), 600 (middle) and 900 mOsm/kgH2O 
(top spectrum). Abbreviations: GPC, glycerophosphocholine; PC, phosphocholine; Cr, creatine; PCr, 
phosphocreatine; TMSP, trimethylsilyl propionic-2,2,3,3,-d4 acid. Left: Representative 31P-NMR spectra 
of PCA cell extracts. These spectra show the differences between cells cultivated in media containing 300 
(bottom), 600 (middle) and 900 mOsm/kgH2O (top spectrum). Abbreviations: PME, phosphomonoester; 
PC, phophocholine; Pi, inorganic phosphate; GPE, glycerophophoethanolamine; GPC, 
glycerophophocholine; PCr, phosphocreatine; NTP, nucleotide triphosphates; NDP, nucleotide 
diphosphates; NAD, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; UDPG, uridine diphosphosphate sugar (glucose). 
 
 As expected, substantial increases in cellular osmolytes were measured.  Figure 

3.16.2.2 reveals a linear response of increasing osmolyte concentration with adaptation to 

increasing tonicity for taurine, GPC and sorbitol.  However, myo-inositol and betaine 

demonstrate a saturating effect with and increase in osmolality from 600 to 900 

mOsm/kgH2O. 
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Fig. 16.3.2.2:  Organic osmolyte concentrations per mg of wet weight in IMCD3 cells adapted to different 
osmolarities (300, 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O) as calculated from 1H-NMR for GPC: glycerolphospho-
choline, myo-inositol, taurine and betaine and from an enzymatic assay for sorbitol.  Data represent the 
mean ± SD of 4 independent experiments.  Statistical analysis of the data is as follows: * represents a 
significance of <0.05 as compared to cells kept at 300 mOsm/kgH2O; ‡ significant difference between cells 
at 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O. 

 
 Metabonomic data established a trend towards increased concentrations for all 

known osmolytes including myo-inositol, taurine, betaine, glycerophosphocholine, and 

sorbitol with most demonstrating a tonicity-dependent response.  Myo-inositol 

demonstrated a saturating response to adaptation of cells to increasing tonicity.  The 

adaptation of IMCD3 cells to increases in tonicity from 600 to 900 mOsm/kgH2O is 

mainly compensated by the accumulation of sorbitol with an additional increase of 100 

nmol/mgww (3-fold) as compared to increases in glycerophosphocholine 4 nmol/mgww 

(+73%), in taurine 7 nmol/mgww (+53%), in betaine 9 nmol/mgww (+33%) and in myo-

inositol 1 nmol/mgww (+6%).   

 3.16.2.2 Polyol pathway: Sorbitol was determined to be present in adapted cells at 2 

to 4-fold greater concentrations as compared to other osmolytes.  In addition, sorbitol was 

the major osmolyte produced when cells were further adapted from 600 to 900 

mOsm/kgH2O. Since sorbitol represents an important component in the portfolio of 

organic osmolytes in IMCD3 cells adapting to hypertonicity, further studies in the polyol 

pathway was undertaken.  QPCR data for aldose reductase and sorbitol dehydrogenase 

mRNA levels are described in Figure 3.16.2.3.  These data indicate an increase in aldose 

reductase mRNA of 424% and 1000% for cells adapted to 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O 
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respectively.  In contrast, sorbitol dehydrogenase mRNA levels decreased by 53% and 

80% for cells adapted to 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O as compared to control cells. 

  
Fig. 3.16.2.3:  Quantitative PCR measurement of aldose reductase (AR) and sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH) 
mRNA levels in IMCD3 cells adapted to hypertonicity as compared to isotonic conditions.  Data represents 

the mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments with data normalized to 18s content.  The 1-way ANOVA 
analysis for increasing AR and decreasing SDH message are highly significant (P <0.0001). 

 

 Sorbitol is produced from glucose in a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme aldose 

reductase (AR) and sorbitol may in turn be oxidized by sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH) to 

fructose.  This two-step conversion of glucose to fructose is known as the sorbitol or 

polyol pathway.  Our data clearly pointed to the importance of sorbitol for maintaining 

the internal ion balance with an increase in extracellular tonicity.   

 
Since intracellular glucose levels and glucose consumption from the media were 

not significantly different in adapted cells as compared to isotonic controls, the source of 

the substantial increases in sorbitol was further investigated.  QPCR data confirmed that 

increases in cellular sorbitol levels were the result of reduced expression of sorbitol 
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Figure 3.16.2.4: Comparison of glucose 
consumption rate in IMCD3 cultures 
chronically adapted to increasing tonicity 
with cells at isotonic conditions.  DMEM 
without pyruvate was used as growth 
medium and cultures were analyzed for 
glucose at zero time and after 6 hours of 
incubation. Data represents the mean ± SD 
of 4 independent experiments.  There was 
no statistically significant difference. 
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dehydrogenase as indicated by reduced mRNA concentrations and increasing message 

levels for aldose reductase.  It should be noted that fructose levels were too low to be 

accurately determined by NMR analysis.  These data indicated a coordinated response in 

IMCD3 cells to increasing tonicity that leads to sorbitol accumulation without severely 

impacting cellular glucose levels. 

Glucose Sorbitol Fructose
AR SDH

Glucose Sorbitol Fructose
AR SDH

 
This increase in cellular sorbitol levels along with the increase in the message for 

aldose reductase is consistent with results obtained by other investigators obtained with 

cells in culture as well as in the kidney in situ. Interestingly, conversion of sorbitol to 

fructose by sorbitol dehydrogenase had previously been shown to be only weakly down-

regulated by changes in extracellular osmolarity [236-238]. 

 3.16.2.3 Amino acids and other organic metabolites: The amino acids glutamate, 

glutamine and the combined valine/leucine/isoleucine demonstrated significant increases 

in chronically adapted cells as compared to the isotonic condition (Figure 3.16.2.5). In 

addition, concentrations of pyruvate/oxaloacetate, creatine phosphate and creatine were 

increased significantly only in cultures adapted to 900 mOsm/kgH2O (Figure 3.16.2.5).  
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Figure 3.16.2.5: Amino acid (upper) and 
energy metabolite (lower) concentrations 
per mg of wet weight in IMCD3 cells 
adapted to different osmolarities (300, 
600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O) as 
calculated from 1H-NMR spectra.  
Abbreviations (upper): Asp, aspartate; 
Gln, glutamine; Glu, gluatamate; Ala, 
alanine; Tyr, tyrosine; Val, valine; Leu, 
leucine; Ile, isoleucine;  
Abbreviations (lower): glucose, α-
glucose; Pyr, pyruvate; OA, 
oxaloacetate; PCr, creatine phosphate; 
Cr, creatine.   
Data represent the mean ± SD of 4 
independent experiments.  Statistical 
analysis of the data is as follows: * 
represents a significance of <0.05 as 
compared to cells kept at 300 
mOsm/kgH2O; ‡ significant difference 
between cells at 600 and 900 
mOsm/kgH2O. 
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 In addition to the changes in intracellular organic osmolytes, a large number of 

amino acids were also determined to increase markedly in adapted cells.  This may be 

due to enhanced protein turnover, use of amino acids as an energy source (via the Krebs 

cycle) or their utility as an internal osmolyte.  It is more likely that several of these effects 

are in play in the adapted cells. 

 3.16.2.4 Glucose metabolism: A trend of increased intra-celluar glucose 

concentrations in adapted cultures was noted and was compared to the level of message 

for glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1), GLUT1 protein and cellular glucose uptake rate.  

Figure 3.16.2.5 demonstrates a significant increase in GLUT1 message in cells adapted to 

both 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O.  This data is in agreement with Western blot data for 

GLUT1 protein in IMCD3 cells adapted to hypertonicity.  However, glucose 

consumption rate was only modestly elevated in both 600 and 900 cells as compared to 

the isotonic condition (see Figure 3.16.2.6.). 
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Figure 3.16.2.6: Upper graphics: 
Analysis of GLUT 1 transporter mRNA 
levels and protein in IMCD3 cells at 
isotonic conditions and adapted to 
increasing tonicity.  QPCR data 
represents the mean ± SD of 3 
independent determinations. 
Densitometry data for representative 
Western blot analysis represents the 
mean ± SEM of 3 independent 
experiments. 1-way anova analysis for 
increasing GLUT1 protein levels with 
adaptation of IMCD3 to increasing 
tonicity was highly significant (P 
<0.001) whereas increases in GLUT1 
message was significant only in 
comparison of the isotonic condition 
with adapted cells (P <0.001). Lower 
graphics: Comparison of glucose 
consumption rate in IMCD3 cultures 
chronically adapted to increasing 
tonicity with cells at isotonic conditions.  
Growth media was DMEM without 
pyruvate and cultures were analyzed for 
glucose at zero time and after 6 hours of 
incubation. Data represents the mean ± 
SD of 4 independent experiments.  Data 
analysis reveals no statistically 
significant difference. 
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 3.16.2.5 High-energy phosphate concentrations and mitochondrial function: High-

energy phosphate concentrations were similar for adapted cultures as compared to those 

at isotonic conditions (Figure 3.16.2.7).  The energy demand in adapted cells was also 

assessed by changes in the mitochondria.   

 
Figure 3.16.2.7: High energy phosphate concentrations per mg of wet weight in IMCD3 cells adapted to 
different osmolarities (300, 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O) as calculated from 31P-NMR spectra. 
Abbreviations: NTP, nucleotide triphosphates; NDP, nucleotide diphosphates; Pi, inorganic phosphate; 
NAD(H), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.  Data represent the mean ± SD of 4 independent experiments.  
Data analysis reveals no statistically significant difference. 

 
 Visual inspection of EM sections for adapted cultures did not appear to be different 

from the isotonic condition (data not shown).  This was confirmed by evaluation of 

mitochondrial number per cell as analyzed by QPCR employing a mitochondrial-specific 

primer set and normalizing to the number of cells using a beta globulin-specific primer 

set.  There was no significant difference in the number of mitochondria per cell in 

adapted cells as compared to the isotonic condition.  In addition, further inspection of 

cellular mitochondria from adapted and isotonic cultures demonstrated no difference in 

overall size or membrane structure (data not shown).  

 It is assumed that cells adapted to hypertonicity will have an increased energy 

demand for maintaining the cellular ion gradient necessary for cell survival even in light 

of accumulating a variety of organic osmolytes.  Previously, Capasso et al. demonstrated 

that when IMCD3 cells are chronically adapted to hypertonicity, a 3 to 4-fold increase in 

protein for α1 and β1 subunits of Na/K-ATPase occurs [38].  This resulted in a 

substantial increase in overall Na/K-ATPase activity and thus cellular ATP consumption.  

In addition, chronically adapted IMCD3 cells express the γ-subunit of Na/K-ATPase 
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which modulates the sodium pumps activity and Km for ATP (↑) and sodium (↓) [239].  

The activity of Na/K-ATPase is a major energy user for the cell and it seemed reasonable 

to expect that under hypertonic stress, it requires increasing reserves of high-energy 

phosphates. However, as data from this work clearly shows, high-energy phosphate levels 

were unaffected by chronic adaptation to hypertonicity in IMCD3 cells.  These results 

were confirmed by evaluation of the number and morphology of mitochondria which did 

not significantly differ in IMCD3 cells adapted to hypertonicity as compared to isotonic 

control cells. However the effective flux (synthesis and use of ATP) could still be higher 

in 600 and 900 mOsm/KgH2O as compared to isotonic conditions. 

 3.16.2.6 Lipid metabolism: Changes in osmolarity have shown to change the de 

novo biosynthesis of lipids drastically [240]. In our experiments we were not able to 

detect changes in de novo synthesis of lipids, since we did not use labeled substrates. 

However, changes in the cellular amounts of total cholesterol and polyunsaturated fatty 

acid were detected. Especially those cells that were adapted to 900 mOsm/KgH2O 

showed a significant decrease in cholesterol (52 ± 10 % of the cells under isotonic 

conditions) and a significant increase in the polyunsaturated fatty acid concentrations 

(172 ± 19 % of the cells under isotonic conditions). If this was caused by increased de 

novo synthesis or by changes in degradation has to be clarified in additional experiments. 

 
Figure 3.16.2.8: Changes in cholesterol and polyunsaturated amino acids in IMCD3 cells adapted to 
different osmolarities (300, 600 and 900 mOsm/kgH2O) as calculated from 1H-NMR spectra. Data 
represent the mean ± SD of 4 independent experiments. * represents a significance level of p < 0.05 as 
compared to cells kept at 300 mOsm/kgH2O; ‡ significant difference between cells at 600 and 900 
mOsm/kgH2O. 
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 However, the total number of fatty acids, as determined by the amount of CH3-

endgroups of the lipid chains, did not change (20 ± 3, 24 ± 3 and 21 ± 4 nmol/mgWW in 

300, 600 and 900 mOsm/KgH2O cells respectively). To gain deeper insights into the 

metabolic changes in lipid and amino acid catabolism, experiments with 13C-labeled 

substrates are necessary.    

This study demonstrates the usefulness of metabolic profiling using NMR 

spectroscopy as a unique tool for probing the operation of metabolic networks.  

Combining this technique with genomic and proteomic approaches allows for 

identification of cellular response programs.   

Long-term adaptation of renal medullary cells to high extracellular NaCl 

concentrations is accompanied by the intracellular accumulation of a diverse portfolio of 

organic compounds including organic osmolytes and amino acids.  This work clearly 

shows the important role of the polyol pathway and the accumulation of sorbitol in 

IMCD3 cells adapted to hypertonicity.  The underlying mechanisms include increased 

intracellular production and reduced intracellular degradation. Sorbitol is especially 

important during adaptation to higher levels of tonicity (600 → 900 mOsm/kgH2O) and 

represents >60% of the classic osmolyte pools in these cells. Despite the functional 

increases in osmolytes, the IMCD3 cells have been demonstrated to require a substantial 

increase in Na/K-ATPase activity. However, the level of high-energy phosphate 

compounds was found to be similar in adapted and isotonic cells. Clearly, these data 

point to a cellular program that supplies the increased energy demand of internal ion 

maintenance through reducing cellular growth rates. 
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3.16 Conclusions and Perspectives 
 

 With the development of an HPLC/MS method for the quantitation of high-energy 

phosphates, a fast, reliable and validated tool for the simultaneous detection of 10 

nucleotides became available. The method had the potential for detecting 

deoxyribonucleoside mono-, di- and triphosphates as well. In addition, this newly 

developed assay should also be able to quantifiy other negatively charged organic 

molecules (UDP-sugars, sugar phosphates, NADH, NADP+, etc.). Further validation is 

currently in progress. Since our assay accomplishes good HPLC performance without the 

use of phosphate buffers in the solvents, analytical sensitiviy can further be improved by 

transfer of the assay to HPLC systems that are connected to more sensitive mass detectors 

such as triple Quadropole or TOF. It seems reasonable to expect that this improvement in 

sensitivity will lead to the simultaneous quantification of FADH2 or NADH with FAD 

and NAD+. This will allow for stimation of the the redox state in the biological systems 

analyzed. 

 This work systematically improved and validated the harvesting and extraction 

procedure of kidney tissue for metabolic profiling studies. A rapid decrease in the kidney 

energy charge during ischemia was observed, and errors in sample handling published in 

the literature were exposed. These findings will help other investigators, who are 

interested in the kidney energy state, to achieve more reproducible sample handling and 

valid data collection. Analogue experiments with heart, muscle, liver and aortic tissue are 

in preparation. These experiments will give an overview of the influence of ischemia 

times on different tissue types and will give new insights into the sensitivity of tissue 

against ischemic injury and hypoxia.  

 The potential of our novel strategy to freeze-clamp normally perfused kidney for 

metabolic profiling was demonstrated in a study comparing the effect of organ 

conservation solutions on the energy status of the kidneys. Our stuidies showed that the 

initial perfusion using HTK and storage in UW is only slightly superior to UW perfusion 

and storage alone. HTK perfusion and storage resulted in worse energy balances. This is 

in agreement with survival data after transplantation. This information is of commercial 

interest. Since the price for HTK is much lower than for UW, initial perfusion of the 
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organ with HTK and storage in UW is beneficial. The trend in the energy balance even 

implies the perfusion of HTK with the lower viscosity and less vasoconstriction for the 

perfusion and the more cytoprotective UW for the long-term storage.  

 The unique combination of histology (HE stain), function (GFR), metabonomics 

(NMR) and proteomics (2D-GE) approaches in the analysis of renal function, physiology 

and pathophysiology revealed many new insights into the mechanisms of nephrotoxicity 

caused by immunosuppressants. The combination of these approaches in general, as non-

targeted screening tools can be useful in the evaluation of drug toxicities and in the 

diagnostics of diseases. The plasma creatinine, BUN and GFR data show the following 

trend in toxicity: 

Control<Sirolimus≈Tacrolimus<Tacrolimus/Sirolimus<CsA<CsA/Sirolimus 

 The same trend was observed in the pattern of 1H-NMR spectroscopy. After 6 days 

of treatment a pattern similar to that of free radical formation was observed. After 28 

days a proximal tubulus injury had manifested and dominated the 1H-NMR urine pattern. 

Whether the additional toxicity of sirolimus to cyclosporine’s toxicity was caused by 

drug-drug interactions and different tissue concentrations or by other effects still has to 

be clarified.  An animal model for the estimating the extent immunosuppressant-induced 

toxicity by analysis of urine metabolite patterns was established. Our studies provided 

proof-of-principal and this technology will be of tremendous potential for the evaluation 

of new immunosuppressants and their combination with calcineurin inhibitors, which are 

still indispensable after transplantation, since change of drug regimens to a calcineurin 

inhibitor-free treatment strategy showed no improvement of long-term outcome because 

of increase in chronic rejection. The development of new safer calcineurin inhibitors will 

be an important aim in immunosuppressive drug development. With the present study a 

tool for the evaluation of these new reagents becomes available that may also provide the 

basis for the development of new clinical diagnostic tools for toxicodynamic monitoring 

of transplant patients. Such diagnostic tools will be critical for individualization of 

immunosuppressive drug regimens and will significantly increase safety of 

immunosuppressive drug regimens and will improve long-term outcome after 

transplantation. Based on our results we applied for US National Institutes of Health 
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funds to translate our results into a clinical trial monitoring urine metabolite patterns in 

liver transplant patients.  

 Additional information was gained from the transplant model where a similar trend 

of toxicity was observed with an enhancement of cyclosporine’s toxicity when co-

administered with sirolimus. Increased isoprostane urine levels in combination with a 1H-

NMR urine pattern indicated increased free radical formation after 6 days of treatment. 

The immunosuppressant-induced negative effects, which were observed in the non-

transplanted rat model were present in the transplanted animal model to an even larger 

extend. It must be noted that two different rat strains were used. However, the fact that 

similar patterns were observed with a higher occurrence in the treatment after 

transplantation, leads to the conclusion that ischemia/ reperfusion injury as associated 

with the transplantation procedure enhances the negative effects of immunosuppressants.  

 To differentiate between the effects of chronic nephrotoxicity and of chronic 

rejection further experiments are being carried out. The animal model, which has been 

used in this work, gave new insights into the mechanisms of toxicity and a set of possible 

biomarkers for the early detection of drug induced nephrotoxicity. The question if 

chronic rejection will show a different pattern and reveal a new set of biomarkers remains 

unclear. The differentiation between chronic rejection and effects, which were caused by 

the immunosuppressant drugs can also be a very useful diagnostic tool in transplantation.    

 Principal components and partial least squares fit analysis of 1H-NMR spectra of 

urine in human healthy subjects after administration of a single cyclosporine dose 

revealed PEG as the compound which was mainly responsible for the separation of the 

treatment groups. TMAO, creatine and creatinine also contributed to the observed 

separation of urine metabolic profiles after the active drug or placebo. These data 

correlated very well with findings in transplant patients reported by Le Moyec et. al. 

[162], where elevated TMAO levels in combination with high urine PEG concentrations 

were identified as possible markers for cyclosporine-caused nephrotoxicity. Further 

investigations using statistical analysis and larger sets of patients are already in progress.  

 The use of tacrolimus and combination of tacrolimus with mycophenolate mofetil 

and sirolimus is becoming more and more common after organ transplantation [78,223]. 

Our studies showed for the first time that the mechanisms of nephrotoxicity of the 
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calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus differ. This shows that not, as 

commonly believed, calcineurin-inhibition alone is the reason for the nephrotoxicity of 

this class of drugs. This dissociation between calcineurin inhibition and toxicodynamic 

mechanisms may provide the basis for developing a new generation of calcineurin 

inhibitors with a better safety profile. Additional experiments for the monitoring of urine 

metabolites from liver transplant patient will reflect the effects of immunosuppressants 

on the kidney. This is an excellent model for the monitoring of drug induced toxicity, 

since a large number (approx. 30%) of patients develop nephrotoxicity with no history of 

kidney disease. Psoriasis patients who receive cyclosporine-based immunosuppressive 

treatment will also be monitored. These clinical trials will show, if the findings made in 

the animal models translate into humans, with the benefit of early detection of the drug 

induced nephrotoxicity followed by adaptation to the adequate drug regimens.     

 Proteome analysis revealed many new insights into the mechanisms of 

immunosuppressant-induced nephrotoxicity, but also confirmed previous findings by 

other investigators. Immunosuppressants induced changes in calcium homeostasis, 

endothelial function, structural proteins, hypoxia and in metabolizing enzymes. Many of 

the findings from the 2D-GE proteome analysis will still have to be validated by ELISA 

and Western Blot analysis. The proteomics methodology in combination with 

metabonome analysis gave a systemic picture of the effects caused by the 

immunosuppressants. This non-targeted study design can be useful in many other 

approaches including disease diagnostics, diabetes and cancer research in cell culture, 

animal models and humans. We demonstrated that the combination of proteomics and 

metabolic profiling is especially powerful and many of the changes in metabolic profiles 

were explained by changes in the expression of specific proteins. 

 The analysis of human tissues from transplant patients for the monitoring of 

changes in protein expression is often a difficult subject, since biopsies have to be taken. 

The removal of a biopsy from the kidney or liver can cause damage to the tissue and 

extensive bleeding. Animal studies are the closest model to mimic the effects of the drugs 

in humans, without putting patients at risk. However, to explain the nephrotoxicity in 

humans, which are much more sensitive to immunosuppressants than rats, the proteomic 
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analysis of tissue biopsies will be beneficial.  We are currently designing such studies in 

close collaboration with transplant nephrologists. 

 The acute exposure of IMCD3 cells to hypertonicity revealed increases in the 

intracellular concentration of amino acids which derive from the intermediates of the 

TCA cycle. This occurs without the extensive depletion of high-energy phosphate pools. 

Organic osmolytes only play a minor role in the adaptation to hypertonicity during the 

first hours of hypertonic stress as compared to the aminoacids. This was different in the 

cells, which were chronically adapted to higher osmolarities. Large increases in all 

measured organic osmolytes were observed. Sorbitol was identified as the most important 

osmolyte for the further adaptation from 600 to 900 mOsm/KgH2O. These data were 

confirmed by RT-PCR and Western blot analysis. Despite the functional increases in 

osmolytes, the IMCD3 cells have been demonstrated to require a substantial increase in 

Na/K-ATPase activity.  However, the level of high-energy phosphate compounds was 

found to be similar in adapted and isotonic cells. These cells compensate their energy 

demand with slower growth rates, which includes less membrane synthesis and protein 

synthesis in order to save energy. Further investigations on the energy state and the 

Na/K-ATPase activity have to be carried out. One important fact which resulted from this 

work is, that these cells seem to adapt to hypertonicity without the depletion of their 

energy resources, although it is assumed that the Na+/K+-ATPase activity is very high to 

maintain intracellular sodium levels. The intracellular sodium concentrations in these 

cells are also under investigation in current experiments. Additionally we are in the 

process to examine the Na+/K+-ATPase activity and ATP consumption during the 

adaptation and later. Modification of the Na+/K+-ATPase activity by the γ-subunit might 

play a pivotal role in the adaptation to hypertonicity, and could possibly explain the 

sustained energy demand. A next important step will be to assess how the delicate energy 

balance in those cells is affected by immunosuppressants. It seems reasonable to expect 

that especially cells living in an extreme environment will be vulnerable to 

immunosuppressant toxicity. Those experiments should give further important insights 

into the molecular mechanisms of immunosuppressant-induced nephrotoxicity. 

 Although calcineurin inhibitors have been extensively used for over 25 years and 

significant research has been focused on this class of drugs with over 30,000 publications 
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in the literature, the critical issue of their mechanism of nephrotoxicity has still not been 

fully understood. Overall, our studies and the new technologies developed have provided 

the basis and hypotheses for further research into the toxicodynamic effects of 

immunosuppressants. Also, the metabolic profiling strategies developed and validated as 

part of our animal studies have the potential to yield new specific and sensitive diagnostic 

tools that will allow for: 

(A) predicting tolerability of a immunosuppressive drug regimen and will allow for 

individualization of immunosuppressive therapy,  

(B) monitoring allograft function and immunosuppressant toxicity, and 

(C) facilitating the development of a new generation of immunosuppressive drugs and 

immunosuppressive drug regimens by allowing for more effective and faster 

pharmaco- and toxicodynamic screening and by providing new study end-points 

for clinical development. 
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4. Materials and Methods 
 

4.1 Nucleotide HPLC-MS 
 

LC/LC-ESI/MS. An Agilent 1100 Series LC/LC system with online desalting column 

(Agilent Zorbax C18) and an analytical column (250mm X 5mm Phenomenix Synergy 

Hydro C18) coupled to an 1946D Agilent mass detector (MSD) was used for 

quantification. The HPLC system consisted of two columns and two pumps, which were 

connected via a column switching valve (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA). 

Figure 4.1.1: Column switching valve 

 
This setup allowed for online desalting and separation. In the desalting position the 

extracts were pumped onto the C18 cartridge column with 95% 4mM dibutylammonium 

formate buffer (DBAF) with a flow of 2 mL/min for 0.7 min using PUMP I. At 0.7 min 

the switching valve was activated to connect analytical PUMP II to the cartridge column 

which was now in row with the analytical column. PUMP II back-flushed the analytes 

onto the analytical column that was connected to the mass selective detector. Analytical 

parameters are shown in table 3.1.1 (Results and Discussion). The negative charge of the 

phosphate groups of the nucleotides led to a more effective ionization in the electrospray 

chamber in the negative compared to the positive ion mode. The following charged 

anions were monitored: AMP (m/z= 346), ADP (m/z= 426), ATP (m/z= 506), GDP 

(m/z= 442), GTP (m/z= 522), UDP (m/z= 403), UTP (m/z= 483), CDP (m/z= 402), CTP 
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(m/z= 482), NAD+ (m/z= 662) and FAD (m/z= 784). This assay also has the potential to 

measure NADH (m/z= 664), NADP+ (m/z= 742), GMP (m/z= 362), UMP (m/z= 323), 

CMP (m/z= 322) and deoxyribonucleoside mono-, di- and triphosphates.  

Figure 4.1.2: Structures of nucleotides and FAD and NAD+. At pH 6, compounds measured in the HPLC 
method carry at least one negative charge on the phosphate backbone, which forms the counterpart for the 

positive charged ion-pair reagent dibutyl ammonium (DBA). 
 

 Compounds were dissolved in DBAF buffer/methanol mix and directly injected into 

the MSD for tuning the spray chamber and ion optics.  

Source parameter Value Ion optics Value 

Ion source electro spray Fragmentor 162 
Polarity negative Skim1 30 

Detection mode Single ion mode  Lens1 -4.7 
Drying gas 9 L/min Lens2DC 12.6 

Nebulizer pressure 50 PSI Iris -5 
Drying gas temp. 320°C Energy 4.5 
Capillary voltage 4000 V Octopole Peak 297 

  Octopole Knee 280 
  Quadropole DC  2.2 

Table 4.1.1: Spray chamber and ion optics parameters. Nomenclature follows Agilent Chemstation 
software (version 09.03, Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) 

 
 Calculations for characterizing performance of the HPLC method: The number of 

theoretical plates N, is a measure for the quality of a column defined by tR, the retention 

time of the peak, and W, the peak width at ½ peak height (a). The capacity factor k of a 

sample component is a measure of the degree to which that component is retained by the 

column relative to a non-retained component (t0) (b). The amount of separation is defined 

as RS, which is the most important parameter for the method used, since the separation of 

signals is essential for compounds causing ion suppression (c). 
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4.2 Comparison of Extraction Procedures 
 
 General procedure: Fifteen rat kidneys were homogenized over liquid nitrogen 

using a mortar and pistil. The homogenates were pooled and were used in all extraction 

procedures. All following extraction procedures were carried out at 4°C. In each case, 5 

mL of powdered tissue were homogenized in 5 mL of the particular extraction solution 

(e.g. 12% PCA; 70% acetonitrile; 70% methanol or methanol/chloroform 1/1) using an 

electrical tissue homogenizer (10 seconds at 4°C). The homogenate was centrifuged at 

1400g/10min/4°C. After the centrifugation step, the procedures differed as follows: 

12% Perchloric acid :. The supernatant was collected and the pellet was resuspended in 2 

mL of water. After centrifugation at 1400g/10min/4°C, the supernatant was combined 

with the supernatant of the first centrifugation and neutralized to pH 7 using KHCO3 and 

KOH solutions. The resulting KClO4 precipitate was centrifuged and the pellet discarded. 

The supernatant was lyophilized overnight. 70% Acetonitrile: The supernatant was 

collected and the pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of water. After centrifugation 

(1400g/10min/4°C), the supernatant was combined with the supernatant of the first 

centrifugation and lyophilized overnight. 70% Methanol: The supernatant was collected 

and the pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of water. After centrifugation 

(1400g/10min/4°C), the supernatant was combined with the supernatant of the first 

centrifugation and lyophilized overnight. Methanol/Chloroform (1/1) extraction: The 

supernatant was collected and the pellet was resuspended in 2mL of water. After 

centrifugation (1400g/10min/4°C), the supernatant was combined with the supernatant of 

the first centrifugation and lyophilized overnight. 

 

4.3 HPLC/MS method validation procedures 
 
Validation strategy. The sample matrix for the validation was 6% bovine serum albumin 

in isotonic saline solution. The assay was completely validated using spiked samples, 

including inter-day performance and stability. Matrix interferences, ion suppression and 

carry-over effect. To exclude interferences in the matrices, tissue samples from 6 

different animals were extracted and analyzed. The lack of ion suppression at the time of 
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elution of the analyte and its internal standard from the HPLC column was established 

following the procedure described by Müller et al [241]. As recommended, blood 

samples from 10 different individuals were tested. A potential carry-over effect was 

assessed by alternately analyzing blank samples (n= 6) and concentrations higher than the 

upper limit of quantitation (1000 µmol/L, n= 6). Predefined acceptance criteria. The 

assay was considered acceptable, if precision (coefficient of variance, %CV) at each 

concentration was ≤ 15% for intra-day and day-to-day variability. The accuracy 

compared with the nominal value had to be within ± 15% for both intra- and day-to-day 

variability. The calibration curve had to have a correlation coefficient r of 0.99 or better. 

The absolute recovery had to exceed 60%. Limit of detection (LOD) and lower limit of 

quantitation (LLOQ). The limit of detection (LOD) was defined as a signal to noise ratio 

of 3:1. The lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ) was determined as the lowest quantity 

consistently achieving accuracy  ≤ ±20% of the nominal concentration, precision ≤ 20%, 

and a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 10:1. Precision and accuracy. The intra-day 

precision and accuracy were determined by analysis of each of the three quality control 

samples containing nucleotides in concentrations at LLOQ, 80 µmol/L (FAD 20 µmol/L) 

and ULOQ (n= 6) on the same day. Determination of interday precision and accuracy 

was also based on quality control samples. Samples were extracted and analyzed on three 

different days over a one-week period (n= 6/ concentration and day). Precision is reported 

as coefficient of variance in % and accuracy in % of the nominal concentration. Dilution 

integrity. Dilution integrity was established using 100 mM stock solutions of the 

nucleotides in water, which were aliquoted to 50µL samples and stored at -80°C. All 

dilutions were made from these frozen stock solutions with one freeze thaw cycle. 

Deviations from the nominal concentrations after dilution were calculated. 

 

4.4 Influence of ischemia time on kidney energy state 
 
 To investigate the influence of the duration of ischemia on the kidney energy 

charge, a model based on male Wistar rats (200-300g) was established. Animals were 

anesthetized with isofluorane, and kidneys were exposed through a midline incision. 

Kidneys were frozen after different ischemia time intervals (0, 10, 30, 60, 180 seconds 
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and 10 minutes) using the freeze clamping technique to control exactly the duration, in 

which the kidney is not perfused with blood. For the zero seconds value the kidneys were 

rapidly pressed between two cold (-196°C) metal plates, while they were still perfused. 

Frozen tissues were stored at -80°C until extraction with perchloric acid as described 

under 4.2.  

4.5 Animal protocols and procedures 
  

 Animals. All animal protocols were approved by the University of Colorado 

Committee on Animal Research, and animal care was in accordance with the National 

Institutes of Health guidelines for ethical animal research (NIH publication No. 80-123). 

All animals were housed in cages in a temperature and light controlled environment with 

free access to tap water and food ad libitum. All animal experiments and dosing were 

performed after at least two weeks of acclimatization. 

 

4.5.1 Animal model for the quality control of conservation solutions 

All surgical procedures were supervised or carried out by a board-certified 

surgeon, Volker Schmitz, MD. Experimental Groups. Ten- to fourteen-week old inbred 

male Lewis rats, weighing 300 to 350 were obtained from Charles River Laboratories 

(Wilmington, MA). The following groups were studied:  

(I) Kidney transplantation after donor kidneys were flushed with 20mL of ice-cold 

HTK (Custodiol Köhler, Chemie GmbH, Alsbach, Germany), reflushed with 

10mL UW (ViaSpan, DuPont Pharmaceuticals, Wilmington, DE) 30 minutes 

after explantation and stored in UW solution at 4º Celsius for 16 hours,  

(II) donor kidney flushed with UW (20mL) and stored in UW for 16 hours,  

(III) donor kidney flushed with HTK (20mL) and stored in HTK for 16 hours;  

(IV-VI)   same preservation solution protocol as (I) to (III) but cold storage time extended 

to 24 hours.  
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4.5.2 Animal models: Model A-1 and A-2 (non-transplant, IS treatment) 

Model A-1. Non-transplant model for the evaluation of drug nephrotoxicity of 

cyclosporine and sirolimus alone and in combination. Fifty-four male Wistar rats were 

randomly assigned to nine treatment groups (n=6/group): 

(I) vehicle controls (skim milk for 6 and 28 days)  

(II) cyclosporine 10mg/kg/day for 6 days  

(III) cyclosporine 25mg/kg/day for 6 days  

(IV)  sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 6 days  

(V) cyclosporine 10mg/kg/day + sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 6 days  

(VI) cyclosporine 25mg/kg/day + sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 6 days  

(VII) cyclosporine 10mg/kg/day for 28 days 

(VIII)  sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 28 days 

(IX) cyclosporine 10mg/kg/day + sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 28 days 

Study drugs were administered by oral gavage. All drugs were the commercial 

formulation as approved by the US Federal Drug Administration for clinical use and were 

diluted in skim milk as appropriate. The volume of the oral gavage did never exceed 1 

mL. All doses of the study drugs were based on systematic dose finding studies during 

the development of the rat model in order to achieve drug blood concentrations similar to 

those in patients. Twenty-five mg/kg/day cyclosporine was not included when long-term 

treatment effects were studied since a pilot study had shown that this dose in combination 

with 1mg/kg/day sirolimus was associated with a significant mortality of more than 50%.  

Before the last day of treatment (6 or 28), rats were placed in metabolic cages for 24h-

urine collections, then on the final day, two hours after receiving the final drug doses, 

animals were prepared for clearance measurements as described below (under Renal 

Function).  

   

Model A-2. Non-transplant model for drug nephrotoxicity for tacrolimus and its 

combination with sirolimus. An additional twenty-four Wistar rats were randomly 

assigned to four treatment groups (n=6/group): 

(I) vehicle controls (skim milk for 6/28 days) 

(X) tacrolimus1mg/kg/day for 6 days 
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(XI) tacrolimus 1mg/kg/day + sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 6 days 

(XII) tacrolimus1mg/kg/day for 28 days 

(XIII) tacrolimus 1mg/kg/day + sirolimus 1mg/kg/day for 6 days 

Again, study drugs were administered by oral gavage. All drugs were the commercial 

formulation as approved by the US Federal Drug Administration for clinical use and were 

diluted in skim milk as appropriate. The volume of the oral gavage did never exceed 1 

mL. As in Model A-1, all doses of the study drugs were chosen to yield drug blood 

concentrations similar to those in patients. These rats were also placed in metabolic cages 

for 24h-urine collections, before the last day of treatment (6 or 28). On the final day, two 

hours after receiving the final drug doses, animals were prepared for glomerular filtration 

rate measurements as described below (under Renal Function).  

 

4.5.3 Animal models: Model B (transplanted rats, IS treatment) 

Model B. Transplantation Model. Ten- to fourteen- week old inbred male Lewis rats, 

weighing 300 to 350 were obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). 

Orthotopic rat kidney transplantation involved a donor animal that was sacrificed at the 

time of kidney harvest, and a recipient animal. Since inbred Lewis rats are genetically 

almost identical, organs can be transplanted without the risk of an immune reaction 

against the allograft and without the need for immunosuppression. Briefly, donor animals 

were anesthetized with isoflurane, and the left kidney was exposed through a midline 

incision. Following mobilization of the left kidney, the suprarenal aorta was clamped and 

an arterial flush catheter was placed in the abdominal aorta. After cutting the left renal 

vein, and pressure perfusion with UW solution, the aorta was cut above and below the 

renal artery to provide an aortic patch, and the kidney was removed and placed in either 

cold UW thereafter and kept at 4° C for 6 hours before transplantation. The recipient 

animal was anesthetized with isoflurane and placed on a warming surgical table for the 

procedure. Body temperature was monitored via a rectal probe. Through a midline 

incision, the left native kidney with its vessels was exposed. The aorta was clamped 

above and below the renal artery. A mini-bulldog clamp was placed on the renal vein 

adjacent to the vena cava. Renal vein, artery and ureter were cut and the kidney was 

removed. A longitudinal incision was applied to the recipient aorta, which matched the 
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length of the aortic patch on the donor kidney. For the renal artery, an end-to-side 

anastomosis between the donor vessels (using the aortic patch) and the recipient aorta 

was done (10-0 suture). The renal vein was anastomozed in an end-to-end fashion (8-0 

suture). All anastomoses were completed with hand-sewn sutures. The donor ureter was 

anastomozed in an end-to-end fashion to the recipient's ureter as well using 6 to 8 single 

stitches (10-0 suture). After removal of the right recipient kidney and administration of 5 

cc normal saline into the abdominal cavity, the abdomen was closed. Vascular 

anastomoses time was comparable in all groups (20±5 min). All animals were allowed to 

recover under a warming light thereafter. As aforementioned, the surgical procedures 

were carried out by Dr. V. Schmitz.  

Experimental Groups: Thirty-six rats were assigned randomly to six groups, which were 

all treated for seven days. Groups II to VI all underwent unilateral orthotopic kidney 

transplantations (see below): 

(I) group 1 (control) did not undergo kidney transplantation and received vehicle 

(skim milk) treatment only, 

(II) transplantation but vehicle only,  

(III) cyclosporine (25mg/kg/day) and sirolimus (1mg/kg/day),  

(IV) cyclosporine (10mg/kg/day) and sirolimus (1mg/kg/day),  

(V) sirolimus (1mg/kg/day) and  

(VI) cyclosporine (10mg/kg/day).  

The doses chosen in this study were based on the results of previous experiments that had 

shown adequate blood levels comparable to those found in human transplantations. 24 

hours before the final day, after receiving dosing, rats were placed in metabolic cages for 

24h urine collections. On day 7, four hours after receiving the final drug doses, animals 

were sacrificed. Plasma was analyzed for creatinine, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) in our 

hospital affiliated clinical laboratory using established and validated assays.  

 

4.6 Cell culture  
 
 The established murine inner medullary collecting duct cell line mIMCD3 was 

provided by Dr. Steve Gullans (Boston, MA). The cells were propagated in 1:1 mixture 
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of Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) and Ham's F-12 nutrient mixture 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml 

streptomycin (Gibco, Rockville, MD).  IMCD3 cells were adapted to hyperosmotic 

conditions as previously described [38]. Culture doubling times were determined by 

viable cell numbers from 24-well plates.  Briefly, cells were trypsinized, diluted with 

media and counted using a hemocytometer. Microbial doubling times were determined 

using the exponential curve fit function in Prism 3 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., 

San Diego, CA, ver. 3.0) from graphics of changes in viable cell number with increasing 

incubation time.  

 

4.7 Determination of kidney high energy phosphate levels 
 

4.7.1 High energy phosphate levels for the comparison of conservation solutions 

To demonstrate the extent of ischemic damage following the three conservation 

protocols, high-energy phosphate metabolite concentrations in the kidney were 

determined after 16 and 24 hours of cold storage. An average of 600 mg kidney tissue 

was homogenized in a mortar grinder over liquid nitrogen and extracted with 6 ml ice-

cold PCA (12%) as described in this work under 4.2. In addition to absolute 

concentrations for single compounds, the “energy charge” was calculated. The energy 

charge is a more precise way to assess differences. It is a dimensionless value defined as 

[ATP+1/2ADP]/[ATP+ADP+AMP] [129]. The HPLC chromatographic conditions and 

the mass spectrometer parameters can be found in section 4.1. 

 

4.7.2 High energy phosphate levels in transplanted rats (Model B) 

To determine if Immunosuppressant treatment changes the energy state of the kidney, the 

nucleoside tri-, di- and monophosphate concentrations in the kidney were measured. To 

avoid ischemic injury as described in section 3.3., all kidneys were freeze clamped 

between two metal plates (-196°C) while still perfused with blood. An average of 600 mg 

kidney tissue was homogenized in a mortar grinder over liquid nitrogen and extracted 

with 6 ml ice-cold PCA (12%) as described in section 4.2. The HPLC chromatographic 

conditions and the mass spectrometer parameters can be found in section 4.1. 
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4.8 The determination of glomerular filtration rate (Model A-1 and A-2) 
  

Renal Function. Glomerular filtration rates as a measure of renal function were 

determined using the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-inulin method [242,243]. Two 

hours after last drug dosing, rats were placed on a thermostatically controlled surgical 

table and anesthetized by i.p. injection using ketamine (50mg/kg)/xylazine (10mg/kg) 

(KetaVed™/TranquiVed™, Vedco Inc., St.Joseph, MO). A 10-0 silicone catheter was 

inserted into the jugular vein for maintenance infusion. After injecting 2 mL of normal 

saline to provide sufficient intravasal volume for each rat, diluted (FITC)-inulin (Sigma, 

St. Louis, MO) (0.75mg/100mL saline) plus albumine (2.25g/100mL saline) were 

administered via perfusion pump for 2 hours at a rate of 2 mL/h as previously described 

by Lorenz and Gruenstein [243]. A pressure transducer catheter (Millar Instruments, 

Houston, TX) was inserted into the carotid artery, and blood pressure was monitored 

throughout the experiment to exclude possible hypotensive episodes. 

 
Figure 4.6.1: Calibration curves of inuline in plasma and urine. Blanc urine and plasma was spiked with 
(FITC)-inuline and measured by fluorescence spectroscopy (380 nm excitation and 460 nm emission, 

Cytofluor® Multiwellplatereader, PerSeptive Biosystems USA) 
 

  After 1.5 hours of inuline infusion, a median laparotomy was performed, and a 10-0 

silicone catheter was inserted into the left ureter. Urine was collected for 0.5 hours, and 

rats were sacrificed thereafter. Inulin concentration in plasma and urine was determined 

by fluorescence spectroscopy.  GFR values (µL/min) were calculated using the formula 

(U x V)/P, were U equals inulin concentration in urine, V is urine output over time and P 

is inulin concentration in plasma. Blank control plasma and urine samples were loaded 
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with different concentrations of inulin to obtain differences in fluorescence absorption 

and a correction factor between plasma and urine was found to be 1.54 as figure 4.6.1. 

 

4.9 Creatinine, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and drug concentrations  
 

 Creatinine and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) concentrations. After clearance 

measurements (Model A-1 and A-2) or 4 h after the last dose (Model B), animals were 

sacrificed to collect kidney tissue samples for histology and measurement of tissue drug 

concentrations, and whole blood for determination of sirolimus, cyclosporine and 

tacrolimus concentrations. Plasma was analyzed for creatinine and blood urea nitrogen 

(BUN) concentrations by the University of Colorado Hospital Laboratory (Director: Dr. 

R. Lepoff) using validated methods. 

 Drug concentration measurements. All drug concentrations were determined 4 h 

after the last dose. Whole blood samples (500µL) were collected in heparinized tubes; 

renal tissue (100 to 200mg) was mortared in liquid nitrogen and homogenized with 2ml 

KH2PO4 buffer (pH 7.4). For protein precipitation, 800µL methanol and 0.2M ZnSO4 

(80/20, v/v) were added to 200µL of tissue/blood suspension. Cyclosporin D (250µg/L, 

Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland) was added as an internal standard for 

cyclosporine derivates and ascomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) as an internal 

standard for sirolimus and tacrolimus [244]. After centrifugation (1300 g, 5min, 4˚C), 

100µl of the supernatant was injected into the HPLC system onto the extraction column. 

Cyclosporine, tacrolimus and sirolimus were quantified using established and completely 

validated sensitive and specific HPLC-MS/MS assays [244], which routinely runs in the 

University of Colorado Hospital DACR&D laboratories by technicians (Director: Dr. U. 

Christians). 

 

4.10 Metabonome analysis 
 
 Metabonome profiling starts with the acquisition of a set of spectra (NMR, IR, MS, 

etc.). The spectra are then reduced to histograms which represent the area under the curve 
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in a certain spectral region. This way an ensemble of XY-tables are created (spectral 

region versus integral), the Bucket tables. A statistical analysis, e.g. principal components 

analysis (PCA) or partial least squares fit analysis (PLS), follows. 
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Figure: The workflow of non-targeted metabonomics analysis. 

 
In the PCA, the principal components are constructed such, that the fist explains most of 

the variance in the ensemble, the second explains second most etc. The clustering 

analysis of the scores plot, which shows PCa versus the PCb, will show if the treatment 

groups differ from each other. This way hidden phenomena that are not obvious from the 

usual spectral dimension will be discovered. The spectral regions that cause the 

separation can be identified in the loadings plots, which form the link back to the spectral 

dimension. By the use of 2D-NMR or MSn spectroscopy the compounds under the signals 

in the first dimension can be identified and later validated.       

 

4.10.1 Sample handling (all studies) 

 All blood and urine samples of the animal and human studies were collected 

under the same conditions, with same storage times at room temperature (rat urine over 

night in the metabolic cage) and 4°C (all blood samples and human urine for less than an 
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hour). Short-term storage on ice, samples were aliquoted into aliquot sizes used for the 

measurements (NMR 500 uL, HPLC/MS 200 uL) and stored at -80°C. This eliminates 

errors caused by differences in the number of freeze thaw cycling, in the case that 

samples have to be rerun. The blood extracts and urine samples for NMR were prepared 

one day prior to measurement and stored in the fridge over night.  

 

4.10.2 1H-NMR spectroscopy of rat urine (Model A-1, A-2 and B) 
 1H-NMR Urine analysis was performed using a Varian INOVA NMR 600MHz 

spectrometer equipped with 5-mm HCN PFG probe. 550µL of urine were buffered with 

73µL 0.2M potassium phosphate buffer in D2O prior to analysis by NMR spectroscopy. 

The pH was finally adjusted to 5.65-5.75 with NaOD and DCl. The external standard 

compound TMSP (trimethylsilyl propionic-2,2,3,3-d4 acid solved in D2O to 50mM in a 

thin sealed glass capillary) was inserted into the NMR tube. To suppress water in urine, a 

standard Varian pre-saturation sequence is used. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained at 600 

MHz using spectral width of 7200 Hz and 32K data arrays, and 64 scans with 90° flip 

angle applied every 14.8sec. This left enough time for the relaxation of all proton signals 

integrated in this study. Data analysis of the NMR Data was performed using the 

MesTreC software version 4.4.1.0 (MesTreLab Research, Coruna, Spain).  

parameter Setting 
number of scans 64 

flip angle 90° 
repetitions time 14.8 seconds 
saturation delay 1.5 sec at 5dB (varian) 
spectral width 7200 Hz 

data size 32 K* 
apodisation GM** 

*: Zerofilling to 64K; **: gauss multiplication with LB = -0.2Hz and GB = 15% 
 

4.10.3 1H-NMR spectroscopy of human blood and urine and rat blood (Model B) 

 1H-NMR analysis - 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker DRX-500 

system equipped with an inverse TXI 5-mm probe (Bruker, Fremont, CA). The 

preparation of human urine was analogue to the preparation of rat urine (see 4.10.1). The 
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lyophilized rat and human blood extracts were redisolved in 500 µL of D2O. The pH was 

adjusted to 7 using NaOD and DCl. To suppress water in extracts and urine, a standard 

Bruker water presaturation sequence was employed. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained at 

500 MHz using a spectral width of 12 ppm and 32K data arrays, and 64 scans with 90° 

flip angle applied every 14.8 sec (for the relaxation of all quantified protons).  

parameter Setting 
number of scans 64 

flip angle 90° 
repetitions time 14.8 seconds 
saturation delay 12.5 sec at 55 dB (Bruker) 
spectral width 6000 Hz 

data size 32 K* 
apodisation GM** 

*: Zerofilling to 64K; **: gauss multiplication with LB = -0.2Hz and GB = 15% 
 

4.10.4 Perchloric acid extraction and 1H- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy of IMCD3 cells 

 Perchloric acid extraction - Confluent cultures of Inner Medullary Collecting Duct 

(IMCD3) cells were harvested and extracted using the perchloric acid extraction method 

as previously described [41].   

 Briefly, the cell culture medium was removed. The cells were washed 3X with ice-

cold, isotonic NaCl solution. Subsequently the cell dishes were frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

2 mL of ice-cold 12% perchloric acid was added to the frozen dishes. While the cells 

were still frozen the perchloric acid was distributed equally over the dish. The cells were 

scratched from the dishes during the thawing process. This procedure ensured that the 

cells were in contact with the perchloric acid as soon as they thawed. The perchloric acid 

stopped the enzymatic activity immediately and denatured and precipitated all proteins. 

The dishes were cleaned with additional 2 mL of water per dish to remove remaining cell 

material and perchloric acid. The 2 mL of water were united with the 2 mL of perchloric 

acid of the first extraction step in a conical tube on ice. After sonication in the ultrasonic 

bath on ice for 10 minutes and centrifugation (4°C/1300g/10min [1st]) the supernatant 

was transferred into another tube. The wet weight was determined by scaling the weight 

of the remaining pellet. The pellet was resuspended in 2 mL ice-cold perchloric acid and 
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was sonicated for 10 minutes on ice. After centrifugation (4°C/1300g/10min [2nd]), the 

supernatant was united with the supernatant of the first centrifugation step. KOH solution 

at different concentrations was used for the neutralization of the supernatant (pH = 6.9-

7.2). KClO4 precipitated as a result of the neutralization. After centrifugation 

(4°C/1300g/10min [3rd]), the supernatant was freeze dried and the KClO4 pellet was 

discarded. The remaining cell material pellet after the 2nd centrifugation was also 

neutralized and lyophilized for the measurements of the lipid composition.   

 After lyophilisation, the water-soluble extracts were dissolved in 0.5 mL of 

deuterium oxide (D2O) and adjusted to pH 7 using DCl and NaOD prior to 1H-NMR. The 

lipid containing fraction was redisolved in CDCl3/CD3OD (2/1) for 1H-NMR.  
 1H-NMR analysis - 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker DRX-500 

system equipped with an inverse TXI 5-mm probe (Bruker, Fremont, CA). To suppress 

water in extracts, a standard Bruker water presaturation sequence was employed. 1H-

NMR spectra were obtained at 500 MHz using a spectral width of 6000 Hz and 32K data 

arrays, and 64 scans with 90° flip angle applied every 14.8 sec (for the relaxation of all 

quantified protons). The integral of each peak was analyzed relative to the integral of 

trimethylsilyl propionic-2,2,3,3,-d4 acid (TMSP) as described by Gullans and co-workers 

[44]. The Parameter settings were similar to those listed in the table in section 4.10.3. 
 31P-NMR analysis – All 31P-NMR spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker 

DMX-300 system (124.5 MHz for 31P-NMR). Before 31P-NMR was recorded, 100 

mmol/l EDTA was added for complexation of divalent ions to the same PCA extract used 

for 1H-NMR before. This resulted in 31P spectra with significantly narrower line width.  

parameter Setting 
number of scans 3000 

flip angle 90° 
repetitions time 3.5 seconds 

composite pulse decoupling WALZ 16 
spectral width 6225 Hz 

data size 16 K* 
apodisation EM** 

*: Zerofilling to 32K; **: exponential multiplication with LB = 0.3 Hz  
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As an internal standard for 31P-MRS, methylene diphosphate (MDP, 1.1 mmol/l) was 

added into a thin glass capillary, which was inserted into the NMR tube [245,246]. 

 

4.10.5 NMR data processing and analysis (all studies) 

 Field drift correction, zero filling from 32K to 64K (1H) data points or 16K to 32K 

(31P) data points and a Gaussian window function was applied to the FID prior to Fourier 

transformation. Spectra were referred to TMSP (0ppm, 1H-NMR) or phosphocreatine        

(-2.33ppm, 31P-NMR). Prior to integration, all NMR spectra were manually corrected for 

phase and baseline distortions. The absolute concentrations of single metabolites were 

then referred to the TMSP or MDP integral and calculated [41-44,240]. Because of 

different overall urine concentrations, all urine spectra were normalized so that the total 

area of each urine spectrum reached the same value.  

 For the non-targeted statistical approaches, including principal components 

analysis, the transformation of the spectra into histograms (bucket tables) was performed 

using the AMIX software package version 3.5.1 (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). Prior 

to that, all NMR spectra had manually been corrected for phase and baseline distortions 

and had been calibrated to the corresponding chemical shift references (urine: creatinine, 

3.05ppm; blood and tissue extracts: lactate, 1.32ppm) using the TOPSPIN software 

package (Bruker BioSpin, version 1.3.b.17, Germany).  

 

4.10.6 Statistical analysis, PCA, PLS-DA, Classification and Prediction (all studies) 

 All data are presented in this work as mean ± standard deviations. One-way 

ANOVA test (SPSS, version 11.5, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was performed to evaluate 

statistically significant changes in metabolites between the study groups. P values < 0.05 

were considered statistically significant. Significance levels were estimated using the 

post-hoc pairwise multiple comparison (Sidak or Tukey) method. 

 For the principal components analyses, partial least squares fit analyses, prediction 

and classification the AMIX software package version 3.5.1 (Bruker, Rheinstetten, 

Germany) were used. Spectra that were out side the model-space (as visible in the 

influence plot) were excluded from the statistical analysis. This could be the case if for 

example urine was very high diluted. The bucket width was usually 0.04 ppm and the 
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spectra were scaled to the total intensity (if not described differently). The integration 

mode was the sum of intensities in all cases 

  

4.10.7 2D-NMR spectroscopy for signal assignment  

 Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation (HSQC) experiments were carried out 

using a Bruker Avance DRX-600 equipped with a HCN 5-mm probe (Bruker, Karlsruhe, 

Germany). HSQC echo/antiecho experiments were carried out based on the method 

described by Willker et al. [247].  The following table shows the parameters used for 

these experiments. Shaped pulses for inversion and refocusing in the carbon channel lead 

to much better sensitivity for signals, located in a longer distance from the frequency 

offset (O1, O2). The use of a composite pulse decoupling program, which uses shaped 

pulses instead of the garp program (default Bruker program), gave further improvement. 

parameter Setting 
number of scans 128 
repetitions time 3 seconds 

composite pulse decoupling p5m4sp180 (shaped pulses) 
13C inversion 180° pulse WURST (adiabatic) 

13C refocusing 180° pulse crp60comp.4 
spectral width 1H 6000 Hz 
spectral width 13C 24140 Hz 

data size 13C 256 
data size 1H 4 K* 

CNST2 [JCH] 145 Hz 

 For 2D NMR 2.1 mL of urine or blood extract were lyophized and redisolved in 

0.7 mL D2O. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 using NaOD and DCl. A list of chemical shift 

assignments from HSQC NMR experiments is attached in chapter 7 (see Attachments). 

4.11 Proteome analysis  
 

4.11.1 Sample handling and protein lysis  

 Freeze clamped kidneys of the animal models A-1 and A-2 (4.5.2) were manually 

homogenized using a mortar and pestil over liquid nitrogen to avoid sample thawing. To 

optimize the protein lysis, 3 different lysis buffer were tested: 
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1.) Standard lysis buffer: 8M urea, 50mM DDT, 4% CHAPS, 0.2% carrier ampholytes 

2.) Hot SDS: 100 mM Tris pH 7.0, 1% SDS, heated up to 90°C. One equivalent of this 

hot solution was added to the tissue homogenate, and 3 equivalents of chaotropic 

lysis buffer were added subsequently. 

3.) Chaotropic lysis buffer: 7M urea, 2M thiourea, 4% CHAPS, 50 mM DDT, 0.2% 

carrier ampholytes 

Best reproducibility, most reliable protein recovery and least protein degradation was 

observed in case of the chaotropic lysis buffer. Henceforth, all experiments were carried 

out using the chaotropic lysis buffer with the addition of 10 uL of 100X protease inhibitor 

mix (Amersham Bioscience Corp. NY, USA) per mL of lysis buffer. One mL of lysis 

buffer was used to homogenize approximately 90 mg of tissue. Because of thermic 

instability of some proteins, it was important that all steps were executed on ice. An 

electrical tissue homogenizer was used for the homogenization of tissue in the lysis 

buffer at a slow setting, because the formation of foam was avoided. Afterwards the 

homogenate was centrifuged at 100000g for 1 hour at 4°C. This was necessary to 

separate remaining cell debris. To determine protein concentration in the lysis buffer, a 

modified Bradford Assay (Quick StartTM, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) 

was carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The resulting protein 

concentrations were in the range between 6 and 10 mg protein per mL of lysis buffer. The 

samples were aliquoted before they were stored at -80°C, to minimize the number of 

freeze thaw cycles, which could influence protein stability and the reproducibility of the 

2D gel electrophoresis.    

   

4.11.2 Isoelectric focusing (IEF)  

  The samples were diluted, so that the concentration reached 1600 µg of protein in 

450µL of chaotropic lysis buffer. These 450µL were spiked with 0.5 µL of 1% 

bromophenol blue solution. The light blue lysis buffer solution was placed into a 

Protean® IEF Focusing Tray (Bio-Rad) 12 strip holder assembly. A 24-cm Immobiline 

DryStrip (Amersham Bioscience, Sweden) pH 4-7 was carefully placed on top of the 

liquid with its gel-side down (touching the lysis buffer) and its plastic support facing up. 

The chamber was then filled with mineral oil on top of the strip to prevent evaporation of 
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the lysis buffer. The chamber was placed into a Protean® IEF cell (Bio-Rad). The 

rehydration of the gel was set to 12 hours at 20°C and 50V (active rehydration). During 

this time the proteins, ions and water of the lysis buffer migrate evenly into the gel of the 

IEF strip. The final volt-hours were set to 70,000 at 20°C with the endvoltage of 10 kV 

for the isoelectric focusing in the Protean® IEF cell system.  

 

4.11.3 Equilibration  

  The equilibration solution contained 20% glycerol, 20% SDS, 1.5M Tris pH 8.8 

and 6M Urea. One hundred mg DTT were added to 10 mL of the equilibration solution. 

The IEF strips were then equilibrated in 10 mL of the DTT/equilibration buffer for 15 

minutes. Following to that, the strips were equilibrated in 10 mL of equilibration buffer 

which contained 250 mg iodoacetamide IAA.  

 

4.11.4 2D-Gelelectrophoresis 

 The 2D-Gelelectrophoresis was carried out, using a DALT-12 chamber system 

with DALT 12.5 gels and the DALT buffer Kit (Amersham, USA). The DALT 12.5 gels 

are precast 24x15cm gels with a plastic back, on which the polyacrylamide gel is fixed. 

The IEF strip was placed on top of the gel and both together were mounted into the 

DALT-12 chamber system as described by the manufacturer’s manual. The DALT 12 

chamber was placed into a fridge at 4°C to insure a stable temperature for the air cooled 

system (15°C for the run). Running the system at room temperature led to temperatures 

of 30°C during the run, which caused low molecular weight proteins to streak. The 

electrophoresis conditions are listed below: 

Step No. Time Setting 

1 0 – 30 minutes 60 W  

2 30 minutes – 6 hours 180 W 

      The first step was designed to let the protein migrate slowly from the strip into 

the gel. The second step separated the proteins over the distance of the 2D-gel.  

 
4.11.5 Coomassie blue staining procedure  

 After the electrophoresis run was finished, the gels were stained to visualize and 
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quantify the amount of protein. First the gels were placed into nanopure water for 10 

minutes. The water was exchanged 3 times. Subsequently the gels were placed in the Bio-

SafeTM Coomassie staining solution (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA) overnight. After 

the staining solution was removed, the gels were washed with nanopure water during the 

next 2 days (several exchanges of water).  

 

4.11.6 Gel imaging and quantitation procedure 

 The Coomassie stained gels were scanned (Scanner, Amersham Bioscience Corp., 

NY, USA) with a green filter on 300 dpi resolution. The IMAGE-Master platinum II 

software package (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, Geneva, Switzerland) was used for 

the analysis of the gels. The proceeding was the following: 

• Automatic detection of spots in each individual gel (saliency, threshold 

etc. were manually adjusted to fit the individual image best). → 1500-

4000 spots (proteins) were found on each gel 

• Formation of spot groups based on a reference gel with a high quality.  

• Quantitation based on spot volume as compared to the total volume of all 

spots on the gel 

• Analysis of spot groups, with the condition, that a group is only valid, 

when the spot appears on 23 out of 24 gels. → more than 500 groups were 

formed  

• Spots that belonged to the groups were separated depending on the 

treatment of the rats, and statistical analysis of average spot volumes was 

carried out (TTEST against control gels) 

• Spots that changed in their size between the groups of interest as 

compared to the control gels were separately inspected and manually 

corrected if necessary.  

• Statistical analysis of corrected spots was repeated.  

 The spot was cut from the gel for protein identification, if the changes were still 

significant and a change larger than ±40% of the average spot volume as compared to the 

control was observed. 
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4.11.7 In-gel digestion  

 Thirty-nine different spots were cut from the gels for in gel digestion and 

subsequent identification of the corresponding protein. First the gel spots were destained 

by repeatedly adding and removing 10 µL of a solution containing 50% acetonitrile and 

50% 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) with 10 minutes incubation time. 

Following the destaining, 10 µL of acetonitrile were added, incubated for 10 minutes and 

removed. The shrinked gel pieces were then dried (speed vac). Thirty µL of 50 mM 

NH4HCO3 solution containing 25ng/µL trypsin were added to the gel pieces for 

incubation at room temperature for 20 minutes. This gave enough time for the gel pieces 

to rehydrate and to absorb the trypsin. The remaining solution was replaced with 50 mM 

NH4HCO3 solution to incubate over night at 37°C. The supernatants were collected the 

next day. The gel pieces were incubated 2 times with 10 µL 1% formic acid containing 

30% acetonitrile for 10 minutes to shrink the pieces and remove the peptides from the 

pieces. The united supernatants of the overnight digestion and the formic acid treatments 

were concentrated to approximately 10 µL and stored for the mass spectrometric analysis. 

 

4.11.8 HPLC/MS analysis of trypsin digests  

 The trypsin digests were analyzed using an Agilent 1100 series LC system equipped 

with a nano-LC pump coupled to an nano-ESI LC/MSD Trap XCT Plus (Agilent 

Technologies, USA) mass detector. Solvent A was 0.1% formic acid in HPLC grade 

water. Solvent B contained 90% Acetonitrile and 10% of 0.1% formic acid. A blank 

sample (methanol) was injected between the runs to eliminate carry-over and false 

positive protein hits in a run that follows a run with a high peptide concentration.  

time [min] Solvent B [%] Flow rate [µL/min] 

0 3 0.3 

1 8 0.3 

86 45 0.3 

90 90 0.3 

95 90 0.3 

100 3 0.3 
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 The ion trap mass spectrometer was adjusted to scan from 350 to 2200 m/z  every 

50 milliseconds. The LC was controlled by Agilent Chemstation for LC 3D Systems 

(Rev. B.01.03, Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) and the ion trap by 

LC/MSD Trap software (version 5.3, Bruker Daltonic, Germany). Masses (peptides) with 

the highest abundance were automatically 

selected to be fragmented into their fragments. 

This led to cleavage of amino acids from the 

peptide. The primary sequence of a peptide 

could be identified from the MS/MS spectra.  

Fragmentation of peptides (amino acid chains) 

typically occurs along the peptide backbone, 

because the mass spectrometer was tuned that 

way. Each residue of the peptide chain can 

fragment off successively, both in the amino->carboxyl and carboxyl->amino direction. 

The most commonly observed ions are (b) ions containing the amino end of the peptide 

and (y) ions containing the carboxyl end of the peptide. Some peptide bonds are more 

likely to break and some fragments are more stable. This is the reason, why the patterns 

never look the same. Modeling of the peptide sequence fragmentation can be used to 

tabulate all of the potential ion fragment masses that can be observed for a given peptide. 

Optional modifications could appear, including the loss of an ammonium or hydroxyl 

group.  

 
Figure 4.11.8.1: Representative mass spectrum of the vimentin peptide (R)KVESLQEEIAFLK(K) after 

fragmentation in the ion trap.  
 

 The peptide patterns, which were acquired, can be searched against existing 

databases. In this case the NCBInr and the SwissProt databases were searched using two 

Figure 4.11.8.1: Fragmentation at the 
amino (b) end and carboxyl (y) end of a 
peptide allows the identification of the 
peptide sequence. 
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different search algorithms, SpectrumMill (Agilent) and Mascot (Matrix Science). The 

data gained from this search are listed in table 7.2 (see Appendix).  

 

4.11.9 Western blot analysis  

 To verify some of the changes observed in the 2D-gelelectrophoresis, Western blot 

analysis was carried out. The same samples that were used in the 2D-GE could be used 

for the Western blot analysis. The preparation and protein lysis was described under 

4.11.1. Since the samples have been aliquoted prior to the storage at -80°, the number of 

freeze thaw cycles was only one.  

Table 4.11.9.1: Antibodies against the rat proteins and secondary antibodies: 

antibody origin of 
antibody Dilution used manufacturer 

Anti-Calbindin D28 rabbit 1:5000 Chemicon International, Temecula, 
CA, USA 

Anti-Catalase rabbit 1:2000 LabFrontier, Seoul, Korea 
Anti-Regucalcin mouse 1:10 Cell Sciences,Canton,  NA, USA 

Anti-iNOS rabbit 1:200 Biomol, Plymouth, PA USA 
Anti-β-actin mouse 1:50000 Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA

Anti-Rabbit IgG donkey 1:20000 Amersham Biosci. Corp., NY, USA
Anti-mouse IgG sheep 1:50000 Amersham Biosci. Corp., NY, USA

     
 Polyacrylamide gels were poured manually. The final acrylamide concentration was 

10 g acrylamide per 100 mL running buffer (incl. SDS, TEMED and ammonium 

persulfate for the polymerization) to obtain a 10% separating gel. The solution, which 

was poured on the top of the separating gel, contained only 4% acrylamide, so that the 

proteins could easily migrate into the gel at the start of the electrophoretic process. 

Twenty-four samples ran simultaneously on 2 gels for approximately 2 hours at 60mA on 

a Thermo EC 135-90 (ThermoLabsystems, USA). Three wells per gel were loaded with 

Precision Plus Protein Standards (Bio-Rad, Laboratories, CA, USA) as molecular weight 

markers. The transfer (blot) of proteins from the gel onto an Immobilon-P membrane was 

performed for 2 hours at 300mA. The molecular weight markers were visible on the 

membrane. Based on those, the membrane could be cut between the expected molecular 

weights of the proteins of interest. This way catalase (≈ 62kDa), β-actin (≈ 40kDa) and 

calbindin (≈ 30kDa) could be analyzed simultaneously. A second run was necessary for 
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the determination of iNOS (>100 kDa), β-actin (≈ 40kDa) and regucalcin (≈ 33kDa). The 

membrane pieces were incubated with the primary antibody at 4°C over night, after 

blotting of the membrane with 5% milk in PBS Tween buffer for 10 min. The dilutions of 

the antibodies are listed in table 4.11.9.1. After the membrane was washed three times, 

the secondary antibody was applied for 4 hours at room temperature. The Pierce 

SuperSignal® West Pico Solution (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) was used to encompass 

the horseradish peroxidase reaction as described by the manufacturer’s protocol. An UVP 

BioImaging Systems UV detector (BioImaging Systems, USA) was used for the detection 

of the horseradish peroxidase reaction on the membrane. The densitometry data were 

normalized by the amount of β-actin in each sample.       
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5. Abbreviations  

abbreviation Denotation abbreviation denotation 
Ab Antibody Lac lactate 

ADP adenosine-3’5’-diphosphate MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
Ala Alanine MS mass spectrometry 

AMP adenosine-5’-monophosphate MUFA Monounsaturated fatty acids 
Asp Aspartate myo-Ins myo-Inositol 
ATP adenosine-5’-triphosphate n.s. not significant 

BSA bovine serum albumine NAD+ nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
oxidized 

CDP cytidine-5’-diphosphate NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
reduced 

CI calcineurin inhibitor NADP+ nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate 

Cr Creatine NDP nucleoside diphosphate 
CsA Cyclosporine NMP nucleoside monophosphate 
CTP cytidine-5’-triphosphate NMR nuclear magnetic resonance 
DAG diacylglycerol NTP nucleoside triphosphates 

DBAF dibutylammonium formate PBS phosphate buffered saline 
EDTA ethylendiaminetetraacetate PCA principal components analysis 

FA fatty acids PCr phosphocreatine 
FAD flavine adenine dinucleotide PDE phosphodiester 
FBS fetal bovine serum PDH pyruvate dehydrogenase 
FDA Food and Drug Administration PE phosphoethanolamine 
FT Fourier transformation Pi inorganic phosphate 

GDP guanosine-5’-diphosphate PLS partial least squares analysis 
Glc glucose PME phosphomonoester 
Gln glutamine ppm parts per million 
GLT glutathione PUFA polyunsaturated fatty acids 
Glu glutamate ROS reactive oxygen species 

Gly glycine RT-PCR real-time polymerase chain 
reaction 

GPC glycerophosphocholine SD standard Deviation 
GPE glycerophospho-ethanolamine Srl Sirolimus, Rapamycin 
GSH reduced glutathione Tac Tacrolimus, FK506 

GSSG oxidized glutathione TAG triacylglycerol 
GTP guanosine-5’-triphosphate TCA tricarboxylic acid 

HPLC high-performance liquid 
chromatography TMSP trimethylsilylpropionic-2,2,3,3-d4-

acid 
HRP horseradish peroxidase UDP uridine-5’-diphosphate 

HSQC heteronuclear single quantum 
correlation UTP uridine-5’-triphosphate 

HTK histidine-tryptophane-
ketoglutarate UW University of Wisconsin 

Ile isoleucine   
IS immunosuppressant   
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7. Appendix 
 

Table 7.1a: HSQC signal assignment Part I 
 
No. metabolite source 1H  

[ppm] 
13C  

[ppm] 
blood urine

1 leucine b 0.94 22 √ √ 
2 leucine b 0.96 23 √ √ 
3 valine b 0.97 18 √  
4 isoleucine b 1.00 16 √ √ 
5 valine b 1.03 19 √  
6 (isobutyrate / 3oxo-isovalerate) u 1.13 23.1  (√) 
7 3-hydroxybutyrate b 1.19 23 √  
8 threonine b 1.29 20.5 √  
9 lactate b 1.32 21.3 √ √ 

10 lysine b 1.43 + 1.47 22.8 √  
11 alanine b 1.46 17.5 √ √ 
12 arginine b 1.67 25.3 √  
13 leucine b 1.68 25.0 √ √ 
14 leucine b 1.69 41.0 √  
15 leucine b 1.69 40.2 √  
16 lysine b 1.70 27.6 √  
17 2-hydroxyglutarate u 1.83 31.9  √ 
18 lysine b 1.87 31.5 √  
19 arginine b 1.87 29.3 √  
20 2-hydroxyglutarate u 1.98 31.5  √ 
21 acetate b 2.02 23.4 √ √ 
22 glutamate  b 2.08 28.3 √  
23 glutamine b 2.12 28 √  
24 hydroxyglutarate u 2.26 34.3  √ 
25 glutamate  b 2.32 34.7 √  
26 succinate u 2.43 34  √ 
27 glutamine b 2.44 32.1 √  
28 2-oxoglutarate u 2.45 31.5  √ 
29 glutathione (Glu) both froms b 2.49 32.7 √  
30 citrate u 2.56 46.2  √ 
31 dimethylamine u 2.70 35.7  √ 
32 citrate u 2.71 46.2  √ 
33 trimethylamine   u 2.87 45.7  √ 
34 GSSG (Cys) oxidized b 2.95 39.9 √  
35 2-oxoglutarate u 2.97 36.8  √ 
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Table 7.1b: HSQC signal assignment Part II 
 
 
No. metabolite source 1H  

[ppm] 
13C  

[ppm] 
blood urine

36 lysine b 3.01 40.3 √  
37 creatine b 3.02 38.3 √ √ 
38 creatinine b 3.04 31.4 √ √ 
39 R-N+-(CH3)3 several signals b 3.18 - 3.27 53.1 - 55.5 √ (√) 
40 taurine b 3.20 49.9 √ √ 
41 β-glucose C2 b 3.23 75.3 √ √ 
42 arginine b 3.23 41.7 √  
43 trimethylamine N-oxide b 3.25 60.8 √ √ 3.3 

ppm 
44 phenylalanine u 3.28 36.9  √ 
45 GSSG (Cys) oxidized b 3.30 39.8 √  
46 taurine b 3.32 36.8 √ √ 
47 α, β-glucose C4 b 3.40 70.8 √ √ 
48 β-glucose C3/C5 b 3.48 77.1 √ √ 
49 α -glucose C2 b 3.52 72.6 √ √ 
50 glycine b 3.54 42.8 √ √ 
51 glutathione+Gln+Glu b 3.69 55.7 √  
52 α-glucose C3 b 3.69 73.9 √ √ 
53 α, β-glucose C6 b 3.72 61.9 √ √ 
54 glutathione (Gly) both froms b 3.75 44.7 √  
55 alanine b 3.75 51.7 √ √ 
56 α-glucose C5 b 3.82 72.6 √ √ 
57 α, β-glucose C6 b 3.87 61.9 √ √ 
58 creatine b 3.91 55.0 √ √ 
59 hippurate u 3.94 45.1  √ 
60 creatinine u 4.09 56.9  √ 
61 lactate b 4.09 69.7 √ √ 
62 β-glucose C1 b 4.64 97.1 √ √ 
63 α-glucose C1 b 5.21 93.3 √ √ 
64 urea u 5.80 --------  √ 
65 phenylalanine u 7.31 130.5  √ 
66 phenylalanine u 7.34 128.0  √ 
67 phenylalanine u 7.41 129.9  √ 
68 hippurate u 7.50 129.9  √ 
69 hippurate u 7.59 133.2  √ 
70 hippurate u 7.79 128.2  √ 
71 fumarate u 8.46 147.9  √ 
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Table 7.2: Scores and amino acid coverages from searched databases 

 

SpectrumMill Mascot Protein  
Hit NCBInr 

 score 
Amino Acid  
Coverage % 

Swiss Prot 
score 

Amino Acid 
Coverage % same hit? 

Vimentin 234 35 265 37 √ 

Caldesmon 177 25 184 25 √ 

Prolyl-4-Hydroxylase 250 30 253 30 √ 
Drebrin-like/ 

Actin binding protein 1 137 26 148 27 √ 

ARP3, Actinrelated Protein 
3B 178 36 210 41 √ 

Tumor rej. Antigen gp96 
/HSP90 282 22 231 19 √ 

Arginine:glycine 
amidinotransferase 91 20 91 20 √ 

Ribonuclease/ angiogenin 
inhibitor 210 35 197 37 √ 

273 50 not  in 
database 

not  in 
database √ 

Kidney aminoacylase 1 
166 29 not  in 

database 
not  in 

database √ 

Catalase  176 26 206 29 √ 
and ALDH2 116 17 102 18 √ 

264 56 300 60 √ Fructose-1,6-bisP.ase 
180 34 192 35 √ 

NADH-DH/Ubiquinon 186 33 43  6 √ 

Pyridoxal(Vit.B6)kinase 209 51 210 51 √ 

Elongations factor EF-2 205 14 208 14 √ 
and Pyruvate kinase 182 25 186 25 √ 

160 45 179 48 √ Regucalcin 
159 38 159 38 √ 

Isocitrate Dehydrogenase 
(NADP+) 196 30 202 30 √ 

MUP/alpha-2u-globulin 100-200 30-60 100-200 30-60 √ 

GM2 activator Protein 94 16 64 13 √ 

Proteasome subunit 3 87 34 87 34 √ 

Calbindin-D 208 47 219 48 √ 
Tumor protein 

Translational controlled 55 23 59 23 √ 

tubulin alpha chain 43 9 39 9  

Plastin 3 T-isoform 378 44 375 46 √ 

Aldehyde DH 7 antiquintin 228 28 115  15 √ 

Aldose reductase 164 43 174 44 √ 

Dimethylarginine 
dimethylaminohydrolase 177 46 182 46 √ 

RICKEN cDNA 
1810013B01 60 21 - - √ 

FCMO 49 6 49 6 √ 

Scores of SwissProt and NCBInr databases and amino acid coverages (identified amino acids/all amino 

acids*100) of the protein hits after in-gel protein digestion and HPLC/MSn (iontrap) analysis. 


